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ABSTRACT
This study examined the perceptions of teachers on the picket
line and in the classroom during the 1978 Tucson Unified School District
teacher strike and the perceptions and relationships they experienced.
Literature from sociology, psychology and education was reviewed to
develop the theoretical framework.

It is recognized in the literature

that theory has utility in designing, shaping and organizing research,
giving meaning to data and summarizing and interpreting the findings.
The theoretical framework was comprised of two sections:
perceptual and the relational.

the

In the perceptual, self-adequacy, self-

concept and threat-anxiety were included.

In the relational, communica-

tion, shared interests and reference groups were included.
An interview schedule of twenty-one items based on the thoretical framework was developed and administered to forty selected school
district teachers.

The twenty-one questions were derived from the two

major sections and the six subsections of the theroetical framework.
Some demographic data were also collected.
Strikers and non-strikers agreed more than they disagreed.
There was general agreement among both strikers and non-strikers that
human relationships were handled so ineptly by the superintendent and
school board that the teachers perceived themselves to be demeaned and
held unworthy.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Background
There is probably no richer descriptive literature in the
social sciences than that about collective bargaining including
strikes.

It is important to know what a strike is not as well as

what it is (Gotbaum et al. 1971, p. 63).

Much of the research is

descriptive (Bacharach and Lawler 1980, p. 218).

"Conflict between

groups" may well be "a fundamental social process" but if "peaceful
means for resolving the conflict fail, a strike . . • may result"
(Dubin 1976, pp. 236, 244).
Merton (1957, p. 156) said, "When the institutional system is
regarded as the

b~rrier

to the legitimized goals, the stage is set for

rebellion as an adaptive response."

"All that institutions have ever

succeeded in doing by their resistance to change has been to dam up
social forces until they finally and inevitably manifested themselves
in eruptions of great, usually violent and catastrophic change" (Dewey
1961, p. 102).

The strike is in the private sector an economic weapon,

a social weapon in the public and depends on its threat to public welfare for effectiveness.
were they without impact.

Teacher strikes "simply wouldn't matter"
There would be no impact were the public

1

2

not IIthoroughly convinced that an interruption in children's schooling
is terribly important ll (Corey 1965, pp. 439-440).
The strike has been viewed as a tool of lIa fe\'/ dissident factions ll (Etzioni 1970, p. 5).

Today it is more acceptable than at the

start of this century (Etzioni 1970, p. 11).

The number of social

groups utilizing this technique seems to be growing, including teachers
and other professionals who now frequently also strike (Etzioni 1970,
pp. 5-6).

Some say the strike is the lIultimate weapon of unions
and in some cases is the only way to win demands ll (Etzioni 1970,
p. 11).
A strike is a form of organized activity which does not just
happen to occur (Batstone, Boraston and Frankel 1978, p. 1).

Today it

is lithe ultimate weapon of employees in collective bargainingll (Garin,
Grant and Saunders 1973, p. 11).

There is an lIinescapable connection

between 'collective bargaining' and the strike as an ultimate weaponll
(Corey 1965, p. 439). liTo strike or not to strike is no longer an
academic question ll (Corey 1965, p. 438).
IISupported by new doctrine and forceful techniques, teacher
organizations

ar~

now exerting demonstrable pressure on local govern-

ments of public education" (Rosenthal 1969, p. 174).

IIThey are begin-

ning to talk about rights, not privileges, and power, not consultation ll
(Rosenthal 1969, p. 2).

The group, unlike the individual, is strong

in opposing authority (Milgram 1974, p. 113).

The public may IIstill

cling to the idea that school teachers ought to be dedicated persons,
working for posterity instead of, among other things, a decent living"

3

(Megel 1965, p. 445)

but "Teachers no longer accept the concept that

those who serve children must be subservient or that devotion demands
obsequiousness" (Corey 1965, p. 443).

Individuals therefore first

identify a problem meriting collective action (Batstone, Boraston and
Frankel 1978, p. 45), introduce the idea and then mobilize followers
(Batstone, Boraston and Frankel 1978, p. 1), other workers, to "withdraw their 1abor" (Batstone, Boraston and Frankel 1978, p. 44) or to
strike if the problem is not peacefully resolved (Dubin 1976, p. 244).
A strike is, however, more than just a withholding of labor (Gotbaum
et al. 1971, p. 63).
Most people have "a generous capacity to accept things as they
are--or maybe to grumble some and carry on" (Breed 1971, p. v).
Teachers have tended to be "more docile than other groups in this
country, everybody knowing that their influence has been less effective
than it could have been because of their rare agreement on anything"
(Werf and Vander 1965, p. 400).

But the strength of old habits dimin-

ishes "under the impact of radi ca lly changing soci eta1 real ity" (Laszlo
1963, p. 156).

"There are conditions under which no teacher . . . can

teach efficient1 y " (Megel 1965, p. 445).

Teachers are not independent

contractors but "employed professionals" so "it is inevitable that they
should group together to negotiate with their employers for their own
well-being and we1fare" (Mege1 1965, p. 447).

Teachers have become

less willing to merely grumble and carryon and more militant as demonstrated by growing numbers of teacher strikes (Barbery 1980, pp.
1-4).

4
American teacher strikes, long sporadic and local, originally
tended lito occur either during a depression or after a war, when there
is a general inflation which adversely affects the fixed salaries of
teachers" (Winick 1963, p. 593).

There were over 130 between 1916

and 1966 and then 48 between 1946-1948 (Winick 1963, p. 593).

There

were 35 in the 11 years before 1966, 245 from 1967 to 1969, 203 in
1975-1976 and 152 in the 1976-1977 and 1977-1978 school years (Neal
1978, p. 327).

Teacher strikes have continued {Barbery 1980, pp. 3-4}

as both teacher organizations and school boards have more vigorously
asserted themselves and have taken increasingly adversarial stances
(Alday 1981, p. 5).
In adversarial relationships individuals or groups come into
conflict.

Such relationships tend to force the opposing sides to

harden and to defend their respective positions (Combs, Richards and
Richards 1976, pp. 356-358).

The group members of one group in con-

flict with another group turn their attention inward, perceiving their
group membership as increasingly valued while devaluing the members
of the other group (Newcomb 1947, pp. 215-220).

During a strike com-

munication between opposing groups tends to be limited as each side
attempts to win converts to its own position (Blau 1969, p. 187).
Communication which does occur helps each side derive meaning from
external reality (Brown 1963, p. 79) and affects each group's actions
(Breed 1971, p. 122).
The strike can have significant results on both strikers and
non-strikers in terms of personal relationships as teachers make their

5

decisions as to which group they will join {Alday 1981, pp. 130-132,
162-163}.

While inter-group conflict like communication may indeed

be a IIbasic social process

{Breed 1971, p. 122; Dubin 1976, p. l36}

ll

nevertheless after the strike is ended the recent adversaries must find
ways of again relating effectively to each other.
People tend to like those with whom they interact and to interact with those they like.
dent

ll

IIInteraction and liking are mutually depen-

{Homans 1950, p. lll}.

Lacking continuous contact during a

strike, opportunities for personal and productive interrelationships
are absent {Barnes 1977, p. 60}.
idealized self-conceptions.

People in conflict tend to develop

As conflict continues and social distance

increases, "it becomes difficult to concede that the enemy is human
(Shibutani 1970, p. 226).

ll

While conflicts between groups are ulti-

mately resolved {Dubin 1976, p. 247} effects of this hiatus (Barnes
1977) and strike effects on teachers tend to continue after the strike
concludes (Barbery 1980, p. 10).
It appears worthwhile, therefore, to examine teacher perceptions and relationships of the strike process.
The Problem
This investigation will be focused on the followi.ng problem:
Among those teachers in the Tucson Unified School District who were
involved in the teacher strike process of 1978 and who chose either to
participate on the strike line or to continue their regular teaching
assignments, what perceptions and relationships did they experience?

6

Problem Significance
While Tucson Unified School District teachers were uncertain
about whether or not to strike, over 79% of the 2751 teachers finally
chose to strike (Barbery 1980, pp. 9-10).

At the beginning of the

strike process as the teachers were forced to decide whether or not
they would strike, two powerful social-psychological mechanisms
emerged as pivotal considerations.

One of these mechanisms, the per-

ceptual, is concerned with the ways in which people view themselves,
each other and their surroundings.

The other mechanism is concerned

with the ways in which people relate to each other.
The perceptual process involves individual interpretations of
reality (Combs, Richards and Richards 1976, p. 96).

During the strike

process the participants tend to see themselves and each other in new
ways.

Their self-concepts are likely to shiftas they perceive them-

selves as more or less adequate in the new situational context of the
developing strike.

The greater the self-adequacy they feel the less

they will tend to experience threat and anxiety in response to the unfamiliar surroundings.

IIPeople with a great deal of self-acceptance

and personal security do trust others. • • The self-adequate person
tends to assume that others are also adequate

ll

(Gibb 1977, p. 146).

The relational process involves interaction between one person
and another or others by means of which each individual comes to know
himself and the other(s) (Lewis and Brooks-Gunn 1979, p. 182; Combs
1962, p. 9).

For individuals to become self-adequate interaction is

necessary (Lewis and Brooks-Gunn 1979, p. 182).

7

Arizona has no Taylor-type act (Winick 1963, pp. 593, 601)
forbidding such public employees as teachers to strike.

Two observa-

tions of considerable significance regarding strikes are that:
(1) teacher strikes are likely to continue (Barbery 1980, p. 3) and
(2) strike effects in terms of perceptions and relationships do not end
with the strike settlement (Barbery 1980, p. 10).
Assumptions
The study will be grounded in the following assumptions:
1.

The self-report is a suitable method for investigating teacher
perceptions of the strike process.

2.

The respondents· statements constitute appropriate data for
examining the strike phenomena.

3.

The respondents will answer fully and factually.

4.

The respondents· recall of the strike events will be virtually
as clear now as it was immediately after the event.

5. The concepts of the perceptual and the relational are appropriate as parts of a theoretical framework for this investigation.
Limitations
The study will be bounded by the following limits:
1. The study will be descriptive in nature.
2.

The study will be limited to approximately 40 Tucson
Unified School District teachers who experienced the 1978
teacher strike on the picket line or in the school.

8

3.

The study will be limited to teacher self-reports.

4.

The study will be limited to selected strike-related perceptions and relationships before, during and immediately after
the strike.
Definition of Terms
The study will be bounded by the following definitions:

1.

Empathy:

Indirect sharing of another's perception or experi-

ence through awareness and imagining by placing oneself in the
other's position (Lewis and Brooks-Gunn 1979, p. 258).
2.

Group:

Individuals who are seeking adequacy through joining

with others to meet similar needs in similar ways (Combs and
Snygg 1959, pp. 327-331).
Informal:

The unstructured personal relationships among group

members (Krupp 1961, pp. 80-82).
Formal:

The stable and regularized relationships among group

members (Cartwright and Zander 1968, p. 486).
3.

Participation:

4.

Strike process:

Taking part, sharing (Webster's 1970, p. 614).
The actions and interactions which occur

before, during and after a strike.
Organization of the Study
Chapter 1 has presented the development, statement and significance of the problem and the assumptions, limitations and definitions
of terms.

Chapter 2 presents the background and design of the inves-

tigation.

Chapter 3 presents a review of related literature to
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develop a theory to analyze the data.
analyses.

Chapter 4 presents the data and

Chapter 5 presents the summations and recommendations.

CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND AND DESIGN OF THE INVESTIGATION
Background
Problem identification is not an automatic process (Batstone,
Boraston and Frankel 1978, p. 204).

IIToo few researchers have careful-

ly identified the problem before tackling itll (Kearl 1976, p. 20).

It

is particularly true in studying psychological subject matter that the
procedures utilized be simple enough not to IIget in the way of clear
scrutiny of the phenomenon itself ll (Milgram 1974, p. 13). A topic can
be so broad it can be called a concern instead of a problem.
authors can discuss IIdifferent aspects of the whole problem ll
(Lazarsfeld and Rosenberg 1955, p. 4).

A researcher may fit one study

into a series (Shaver and Larkins 1973, p. 1253).
such study.

But

This research is one

It is done in a theoretical context because the investiga-

tion of a II professionally . . . pressingll subject acquires greater
meaning when done in such a context, gives meaning to data and helps
insure its significance (Shaver and Larkins 1973, pp. 1246-1248).
A group of professors and students under the sponsorship of the
Department of Secondary Education at the University of Arizona has
developed a theoretical framework and conducted a series of investigations regarding the 1978 teacher strike in Tucson Unified School
District.

This is the eighth such study.
10

For this study individual
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teachers who participated on both sides in the picket line experience
were contacted and interviewed a variety of times and places at their
convenience.

A summary of all these studies is now being completed.

The first of these investigations was conducted by Barbery and
sought background data from which the other studies proceeded.

Bar-

beryls questionnaire (1980, p. xi, 45) produced 1,728 responses for
nearly 63% of the 2751 school district teachers.

Sixty-nine percent

of the respondents reported that they walked the picket line during
the strike while 31% indicated that they did not.

Eighty-nine per-

cent of the strike respondents reported that they walked the picket
line while 11% indicated that they did not.

Nearly 10% of the non-

striker respondents reported that they picketed while 90.2% stated
that they had not picketed (Barbery 1980, p. 69).
Design of the Investigation
The development of research in any area is influenced by many
elements including developments in kindred disciplines and social problems (Snow, 1973, p. 77).

Selected sociological and psychological lit-

erature was reviewed to develop a two-part theory with which to frame,
guide and establish limits for this investigation.

"Few people are so

ignorant that they will dispute the value of theory" (Kant 1974, p. 7).
Observation without theoretical guidance is blind and insufficient to
"gain understanding."

It tells us what to seek and yields observations

which either confirm it or necessitate its alteration or denial (Kant
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1974, p. 15).

Its soundness depends upon its applicability which is

"clear evidence" of complete theory and good judgment (Kant 1974, p. 8).
People's perceptions and behavior at work are increasingly useful for socia" research because they are data which are successfully
collected by means of interview and personally administered questionnaires" (Festinger and Katz 1966, pp. 329-331).

From the theoretical

framework an interview schedule or questionnaire was designed.

The

schedule employs a Likert-type instrument in which a series of statements yielding quantitative data is provided.

Each statement has an

associated scale permitting the respondent to either:
Agree, Undecided, Disagree, or Strongly

Oi~agree.

Strongly Agree,

For ecch state-

ment and scale for response there is a comment space provided to
elicit qualitative data.

Increasingly, social science requires data

such as perceptions which can only be obtained from individuals directly communicating their own experiences (Festinger and Katz 1966,
p. 327).

The schedule was pilot tested on selected strikers and non-

strikers who were not themselves part of the sample under study.
Forty teachers identified on the basis of data furnished by
other members of the investigating group were selected on a proportional basis of three strikers to one non-striker and two elementary
teachers to one secondary teacher.

The respondents were contacted by

telephone and arrangements were made to interview them.

They were

interviewed using the specially constructed interview schedule at
times and places of their convenience.

The interviewer received per-

mission from each subject to tape record the responses.

In seeking
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to assure reporting precision the interviewer also recorded each
individua1's verbal responses on the interview schedule.

The taped

recordings were transcribed for analysis and synthesis.
The data were collated employing the theoretical framework
which included the following categories:

Self-Adequacy, Self-Concept,

Threat and Anxiety, Communication, Shared Interests and Reference
Groups.

The data were presented in Chapter 4 as scales and each scale

was discussed on the basis of the theoretical framework.

Additionally,

selected comments associated with each scaled response were drawn from
the typed scripts and presented with their respective scales.

In

Chapter 5 each set of comments was also discussed in terms of the
theoretical framework.

CHAPTER 3
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE TO DEVELOP A THEORY
Olmsted said, "Every piece of research is likely to raise two
new questions before it settles old ones.

1I

IITheories help us to under-

stand why things occur as they doll (Olmsted 1959, p. 65).

Their great-

est use is in guiding research so that we know which facts to collect,
how to organize them rather than to just endlessly collect them and
finally how to interpret them. Facts never IIspeak for themselves ll
(Chafetz 1978, pp. 10-12).
ceptions about reality.

They are the individual's beliefs or per-

They are reality for the individual (Gephart,

Ingle and Marshall 1976, pp. 21-22).
This study was guided by selected literature from sociology and
psychology which was reviewed in the process of creating a theoretical
framework. liThe phi 1osophi ca 1 probl ems of the soci a1 sci ences i nterlock ll (Brodbeck 1968, p. 84). No general agreement exists today about
lithe best ways to build improved theories ••. or to apply them to
improving research ll but research development in one area is influenced
by research development in related disciplines in which theory shapes
each area's research and development (Snow 1973, p. 77).

Theory en-

ables a IIparsimonious summary of actual anticipated research findingsll
(Zetterberg 1965, p. 161)

simplifying phenomena sufficiently to make
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them manageable (Snow 1973, p. 106).

It gives meaning to data (Shaver

and Harkins 1973, p. 1247).
This theoretical framework is divided into two main sections,
the perceptual and the relational.
subsections or categories.

Each section, in turn, has three

The perceptual section is divided into the

subsections of Self-Adequacy, Self-Concept and Threat and Anxiety.

The

relational is divided into the subsections of Communication, Shared
Interests and Reference Groups.
Perceptual
There is a difference between behavior and mere motion, between
"raw sensory data" and an individual "picture of the world" (Berelson
and Steiner 1964, p. 87).

To understand behavior it is mandatory to

understand the perceptions from which it originates (Shibutani 1970,
p. 224).

The individual uses the perceptual process to make behavior

"more effective and satisfying" (Cantril 1959, p. 182).
More and more social psychologists agree that the individual
selectively constructs an environment and objects to fit immediate
needs rather than reflecting "a simple mirror image" of surroundings
(Shibutani 1970, p. 224).

This selective process produces, not real-

ity but lithe mode in which reality appears to us" (Connerton 1976,
p. 17).

It is perceptual psychology which is concerned with how each

person sees his world or perceptual field.
Perception assists each person to develop his own reality
(Combs, Richards and Richards 1976, pp. 14, 96) and makes personal
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meaning possible (Combs, Richards and Richards 1976, p. 16).

People

only understand reality as they perceive it (Bogden and Biklen 1982,
p. 33).

They behave in terms of individual or personal meaning (Combs

1962, p. 68) and what they believe to be true (Avila, Combs and Purkey
1971, p. 82), creating their own meaning within themselves (Avila,
Combs and Purkey 1971, p. 84).

That meaning accounts for individual

behavior (Combs and Snygg 1959, pp. 18-21).
All behavior is selected with reference to the perceptual field
at the instant of action (Combs, Richards and Richards 1976, p. 39).
The perceptual field is all that in the surroundings of which the person is aware through his senses (Raimy 1971, p. 98).

His perception

produces objects out of his impressions (Connerton 1976, p. 17).

Need

selects what is perceived with the individual absorbing information
needed (Combs, Avila and Purkey 1971, p. 254) to finish action already
begun (Shibutani 1970, p. 224).

A fact is what the person believes is

so and as he thinks or believes, so he behaves (Avila, Combs and
Purkey 1971, p. 82; Brown 1963, p. 79).
His behavior is influenced by that intimate part of the perceptual process of which his awareness of self, his self-concept is a part
(Raimy 1971, p. 98).
with.

liThe self-concept is not something you are born

It is something each of us learns as a consequence of his ex-

perience" (Combs 1970, p. 15).

liThe self is not something ready made

but something in continuous formation through choice of action" (Dewey
1961, p. 408).

Self-concept is what the individual calls "1" or "me"

(Combs and Soper 1959, p. 34).
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only as it is perceived by the individual" (Kuenzli 1959, p. 44).

It

produces defense and "narrowing and distortion of perception" which
prevents clear perception of,the threat (Combs and Soper 1959, p. 44).
"A fearful person uses a great deal of energy in defending himself
against present or anticipated threat or attack" (Gibb 1977, p. 148).
The more threatening a situation is perceived to be the more selfawareness increases because "fear brings with it a sharp sense of self
being threatened" (Schultz 1964, p. 75).

A person perceiving changes

in his environment may tend to feel threat and anxiety.
A person with little fear is more willing to trust others and
can direct his efforts toward goals personally significant to him
(Gibb 1977, pp. 146-148).

Through the perceptual process the person

tends to develop self-adequacy, the primary human need each person
consistently strives to satisfy (Combs, Richards and Richards 1976,
p. 57).

The individual's self-concept differs from his concept of

adequacy, with learning occurring when he attempts to achieve that
concept.

That concept soon becomes "completely unique to that person"

(Beatty 1976, p. 127).

"A self must possess a satisfactory degree of

adequacy before it can venture commitment and encounter" (Combs 1970,
p. 69).

The self-adequate person does not need to maintain a defen-

sive posture (Combs, Richards and Richards 1976, p. 261) and is thus
free to identify with larger rather than smaller groups of people
(Combs, Richards and Richards 1976, p. 282).
In helping professions such as teaching such self-giving can
only occur to the degree the self feels adequate (Combs 1970, p. 69).
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"Teachers, too, are affected by the adequacy of the; r sel f-concepts"
(Combs 1970, p. 15) with their self-concepts "learned in the same fashion as any other perception" (Combs 1970, p. 77).

While "a deeply

deprived self cannot give itself away, the essence of successful professional work is the effective use of self" interacting with others
p~.

(Combs 1970,

68-69).

Good teachers, like other people, must "see themselves in positive ways:
p. 77).

as liked, wanted, acceptable, and able" (Combs 1970,

Recent research indicates a direct relationship between an

adequate personality and professional success (Combs 1970, p. 7).
"Need exerts a selective effect on what is perceived.
what information they need to absorb.

People take in

The rest is likely to leave

them unmoved if they perceive it at all" (Combs, Avila and Purkey 1971,
p. 254).

Employee perceptions or beliefs or attitudes affect morale

(Heneman et al. 1971, p. 103) which affects teaching performance.
teachers do in classrooms affects the present and the future.

What

Without

adequate people there can be no adequate society (Combs, Richards and
Richards 1976, p. 277).
Sel f-Adequacy
Production of a more adequate self or self-adequacy is the
basic human need (Combs and Snygg 1959, p. 45; Combs, Richards and
Richards 1976, p. 63).

Adequacy is the ability to satisfy basic needs.

It determines how the individual responds to people and situations
(Combs and Soper 1959, p. 44).

"Self-adequacy . . . is the
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individual

IS

judgment of his present and future ability to achieve

basic need satisfaction.

An individual always has as a goal a greater

degree of adequacy" (Combs 1959, p. 44).

A person who percei ves him-

self as well able to cope with new situations tends to perceive himself
as adequate.
"Adequacy is a personal perception of events
1959, p. 43).

II

(Combs and Soper

Since perception is personal meaning (Combs and Snygg

1959, p. 18; Combs, Richards and Richards 1976, pp. 16-17) the greater
the personal meaning, the greater the self-adequacy.

Greater personal

meaning results from a richer phenomenal field thus permitting broader
perspective (Combs, Richards and Richards 1976, pp. 265-266).

This in

turn permits a wider selection of choices (Combs, Richards and
Richards 1976, pp. 271-272).

It enhances the systems of which the

individual is a part (Combs, Richards and Richards 1976, pp. 57-59).
The flexibility which comes from a rich phenomenal field and
broader perspective tends to result in a more secure person (Combs,
Richards and Richards 1976, p. 272) increasingly open to the new
(Combs, Richards and Richards 1976, p. 261) and more tolerant of
ambiguity in coping with change (Combs, Richards and Richards 1976,
pp.307-308).

The degree of self-adequacy felt by a person tends to be the
degree he feels challenged rather than threatened by a new situation
(Combs, Richards and Richards 1976, p. 21).

The more threatened or

inadequate he feels lithe more vulnerable will be his concepts of self
and the greater the necessity for him to defend himself" (Combs and
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Soper 1959, p. 38).

In situations of crisis or choice, the person

refers to his self-concept for guidance.

Our self-concept, IIwhat we

perceive ourselves to be,1I regulates our behavior (Raimy 1959,
pp. 79-80).

Perception, what the self screens, is selective (Shibutani

1970, p. 225).

IIMany people in the world today suffer from inadequate
concepts of self ll (Kelley 1962, pp. 10-11). When a situation is perceived as frustrating or dangerous an individual expects to be
attacked and becomes defensive (Shibutani 1970, p. 225).

Challenge

occurs when the individual feels relatively adequate to cope with a
problem perceived as providing opportunity for testing and enhancing
self-adequacy (Combs, Richards and Richards 1976, pp. 307-308).
Sel f-Concept
The individual is not born with a self-concept.

It

is learned

as a result of experience (Combs 1965, p. 15), IInot . . . ready-made,
but something in continuous formation through choice of action ll (Dewey
1926, p. 408).

liThe self

. is constantly formi ng and re-formi ngll

as it strives lito fulfill its own basic needs as it perceives them
(American Association of School Administrators 1966, p. 71).

ll

It is

the perceptions about self differentiated from the entire phenomenal
field which appear most necessary to the individual, the ubiquitous
and constant self (Combs, Richards and Richards 1976, pp. 162-164).
The sel f-concept is the lIobject of sel f-observa ti on II (Ra imy 1971,
p. xii).

Like self-adequacy, it is a function of the individual's
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sense of adequacy and can only be achieved through firm feelings of
identity with others (Combs, Richards and Richards 1976, p. 342).
The person creates the self through interaction with others
through communication with them, coming to see himself in part as
others see him.

It is the view the person has of himself originating

in the interaction he has with other people (Combs 1962; Lewis and
Brooks-Gunn 1979, p. 182).

Like self-adequacy the self-concept is

only attainable through firm feelings of identity with others (Combs,
Richards and Richards 1976, p. 342).

The IIsocial product II which is the

self cannot be understood separate from its social context which shaped
it (Berger and Luckmann 1967, p. 20).

Its development is facilitated

by the social world (Lewis and Brooks-Gunn 1979, p. 253) IIlearned from
the looking-glass held up for us by othersll (Combs 1970, p. 77) and
is thus a social construction resulting from the person perceiving
himself lIand then developing definition through the process of interaction ll (Bogdan and Biklen 1982, p. 35). We lllive within a web of
human relationshipsll (Berger and Luckmann 1967, p. 21).

Neither the

self nor the social world IIcould exist without the other, since both
originated through social interaction ll (Lewis and Brooks-Gunn 1970,
p.ll).

Identity IIformed by social processes II is lIa key element
of . . . realityll (Combs, Richards and Richards 1976, p. 173) which is
IIsocially defined ll (Combs, Richards and Richards 1976, p. 116; Berger
and Luckmann 1967, p. 116) and shared with others (Combs, Richards
and Richards 1976, p. 28).
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The self-concept has an important function in perception
because a person always apprehends in ways which are congruent with
his self-concept (Combs, Richards and Richards 1976, pp. 184, 321).
People perceive selectively and discriminatingly (Shibutani 1970,
p. 224), tending to see what confirms their beliefs (Shibutani 1970,
p. 225).

The self-concept screens new perceptions to determine whether

or not to admit them to the perceptual field (Gephart, Ingle and
Marshall 1976, p. 21).

When a person is confronted with happenings

not consistent with his self-concept he will tend to seek perceptual
consistency by distorting the facts (Epstein 1955; Torrance and Strom
1965; Goodman 1953).
The world pattern perceived will reflect the internal need
pattern (Murphy 1950, p. 351).

In a changing world the requirement

of a person is to change his self-concept to meet such changes (Combs,
Richards and Richards 1976, p. 187).

The need pattern must change to

prevent maladaptive behavior (Combs, Richards and Richards 1976; Avila,
Combs and Purkey 1971; Toffler 1974; Kuenzli 1959).
Maladaptive behavior can possibly be explained in terms of the
person's perceptions of the situation and his expectations of what is
likely to happen (Schultz 1964, p. 86).

Maladaptive behavior can make

a perceived problem worse (Schultz 1964, p. 21).

In conflict situ-

ations the individual tends to have an idealized self-concept
(Shibutani 1970, p. 226) and tends to selectively respond in ways to
maintain consistency of belief (Shibutani 1970, p. 22) so that mistaken concepts of self lead to mistaken concepts of others (Kelley
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1962, pp. 10-11).

When the individual faces lithe painful need to

transform" himself (Toffler 1974, p. 315), he who feels unacceptable
defends himself by rejecting or distorting experience (Association for
Supervision and Curriculum Development 1963, p. 21).
Threat-Anxiety
In self-theory, threat exists only as it is perceived by the
individual (Combs and Soper 1959, p. 44).

It occurs when a person sees

himself as basically not adequate to satisfy need (Combs and Soper
1959, p. 44).

Figure is clearly differentiated from ground and there

is a feeling of danger to the self (Combs 1970, p. 34; Combs, Richards
and Richards 1976, pp. 246, 307).

The individual feels threatened when

he feels inadequate to cope successfully with the threatening figures
(Combs, Richards and Richards 1976, p. 292; Avila, Combs and Purkey
1971, p. 106).
A fearful person expends much energy defending himself against
attack (Gibb 1977).

When a person is threatened he tends to focus

only on the perceived danger and to ignore everything else (Avila,
Combs and Purkey 1971, p. 106) because threat restricts his perceptual
field (Avila, Combs and Purkey 1971, p. 106; Combs, Richards and
Richards 1976, p. 292).

The perceptual field narrows as the individ-

ual defends his perceptions (Combs, Richards and Richards 1976,
p.358).
Milburn and Watman (1981, p. 84) stated that "Meaningfulness
is an attribute in the mind of the target, rather than necessarily
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bei ng characteri stic of the source" and vari es "as a result of severa 1
factors such as . . . past experience."

Past experience makes a threat

"more meaningful, more vivid, more real" (Milburn and Watman 1981,
p. 84).

The net result of this threat process is a certain rigidifying

of the person's response mechanisms and a consequent reduction of tolerance for ambiguity (Combs, Richards and Richards 1976, pp. 244,171).
Outside information is discriminated and acted upon according
to situational requirements, with the world distorted and narrowed down
and information altered "insofar as necessary" to "ward off threat"
(Rokeach 1960, pp. 67-68).

Bel ief systems "serve

the need to

ward off threatening aspects of reality" (Rokeach 1960, p. 68).

"As

the need to ward off threat becomes stronger" it results in more
closed belief systems (Rokeach 1960, pp. 67-68).

"Findings suggest

that the development of a closed belief system may be a function of
narrowness of identi fication with others" (Rokeach 1960, p. 369).
"The closed mind is extremely resistant to change; it may be
because it allays anxiety" (Rokeach 1960, p. 68).

Subjects dif-

fering in openness or closedness differ in anxiety (Rokeach 1960,
p. 73).

The system is open if "the need to ward off threat" is absent

(Rokeach 1960, p. 67).

Open subjects are able to express ambivalence

but closed subjects are less able to do so (Rokeach 1960, p. 359).
The authoritarian person particularly is narrow in dealing with a subject, has "a greater tendency to premature closure in . . . perceptual
processes and to distortions in memory, and a greater tendency to be
intolerant of ambiguity" (Rokeach 1960, p. 16).

Authoritarian
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attitudes about human relations are rigid and dogmatic (Remmers 1963,
p. 159). The authoritarian person cannot face ambivalence in interpersonal relationships (Bay 1970, p. 200).
The closed subject experiences more anxiety (Rokeach 1960,
pp. 67-73).

Anxiety originates in frustration whose source is the

person's blocked needs (Combs, Richards and Richards 1976, p. 307).
The individual who is blocked from fulfilling his basic need (American
Association of School Administrators 1966, p. 71) becomes tense and
angry (American Association of School Administrators 1966, p. 172).
The angry person will "notice opportunities for attacking or justifications for" his hostility and attack sources of his frustration when
possible (Shibutani 1970, pp. 224-225).
Anxiety is "a diffuse state . . . rooted in situations of ambiguity" with "vague and incomprehensive uneasiness about unknown
threats" (Smelser 1962, p. 89).

When a person is anxious his percep-

tion tends to be one in which the figure is not clearly differentiated
from the ground but is blurred and indistinct. IJithout a clear figure
the individual tends to experience anxiety and to feel threatened
without knowing why (Combs, Richards and Richards 1976, pp. 307,
327).

An anxious person is unable to deal effectively with such a

vague unsettling perception (Combs, Richards and Richards 1976,
p. 307).
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Relational
According to Gephart, Ingle and Marshall (1976, p. 24),
"Perceptual theory implies our primary concern should be . . . about
. . . relationships."

"Every person lives in a world of social en-

counters" (Goffman 1963, p. 5).

"All social phenomena are construc-

tions produced .•• through human activity" (Berger and Luckmann 1966,
p. 106). The person constructs meaning through interaction.

Such

meaning or reality is "socially constructed" by each person interacting
with others (Bogdan and Biklen 1982, p. 33).

Each human has a funda-

mental and urgent need to develop and maintain close connections with
other people (Combs, Richards and Richards 1976, p. 343).

"Reality is

socially defined" (Berger and Luckmann 1966, p. 116), as is the selfconcept (Combs, Richards and Richards 1976, p. 342).

Personal identity

is established through social interaction (Shibutani 1970, p. 195).
Individuals interacting with one another try to "maintain a
comfortable degree of personal intimacy" (Kleinke 1978, p. 27).

There

must be continuous contact to have the opportunity to develop productive relationships with others (Barnes 1977, p. 60).

"Relationships

between people are always complex and changing" (Ouchi 1981, p. 7).
Continuous interaction results in relationships with others based upon
connections from which certain shared interests tend to develop
(Combs, Richards and Richards 1976, pp. 342-343; Grossack 1954,
pp. 341-348).
People tend to share their interests with those they trust
(Gibb 1977, pp. 146-147).

Sharing results in cooperative
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relationships (Barnes 1977, p. 77).

People sharing a task often tend

to agree with each other (McGinnies 1970, p. 215) as they work together.

Shared awareness is related to the degree of consensus (Shibu-

tani 1970, p. 161).

Out of these shared interests, clusters of people

known as groups form (Combs, Richards and Richards 1976, pp. 342-343;
Grossack 1954, pp. 341-348).
Such shared interests are also possible because people are
able to understand and share others' perceptual fields through communication (Combs and Snygg 1959, p. 38).

It would be difficult to estab-

lish communication if each person were unaware of underlying
perceptions of situations (Brown 1963, p. 79).

There must be continu-

ing agreement between individuals' meanings whose source is "a common
sense about the world's reality.
II

That reality is "an intersubjective

world" shared with others (Berger and Luckmann 1966, pp. 22-23).
Since behavior originates in perceptions or meanings people would
lack any basis for communication if each individual's behavior were
completely unlike that of everyone else (Toffler 1970, p. 337).
It is through communication that groups are able to achieve
the cooperation needed to satisfy mutual needs.

Verbal communication

often assists in that sharing process (Toffler 1970, p. 432).

Vocabu-

lary also orders human relationships (Berger and Luckmann 1967, p. 21).
The individual achieves his self-concept through feelings of
identity with others (Combs, Richards and Richards 1976, p. 342) while
experiencing society as the perception of individuals and their social
interrelationships (Laszlo 1963, p. 5).

In a society which is both
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complex and interrelated, cooperation is a social mechanism for
survival (Combs and Snygg 1959, p. 4).
their society's goals.

Strong groups probably reflect

The exceedingly effective group's goals mirror

the members' needs (Likert 1961, p. 177).

Such a group also greatly

utilizes lithe principle of supportive relationships" (Likert 1961,
p. 169).
The group with which an individual prefers to share perceptions
and to use as a standard for his own behavior or to participate in and
share in the norm as a member or carries as a reference in his own mind
is the reference group (Cartwright and Zander 1968, p. 53; Shibtuani
1970, pp. 256-258).

It is the group whose acceptance he most seeks and

to shich he will belong so long as it most meets his needs for selfadequacy (Combs, Richards and Richards 1976, p. 344; Cartwright and
Zander 1968, p. 183).
Communication
Communication is the acquisition of greater understanding of
another's perceptual field made possible through overlapping of individual perceptual fields in which common characteristics are present
(Combs, Richards and Richards 1976, p. 38) and awareness of underlying
perceptions of specific situations (Brown 1963, p. 79).

Feedback from

the surrounding world "is the data through which meaning is largely
discovered" (Combs, Avila and Purkey 1971, p. 117).

The communication

recipient tends lito read the message selectively, to distort it, to
accept or reject it, and to act upon itl: to fit his needs (Riley and
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Riley 1959, pp. 545-546}.

People react not directly to facts but to

their appraisal of them (Sartori 1965, p. 453; Brown 1963, p. 79}. Communication with another can alter perception which in turn may alter
behavior (Combs, Richards and Richards 1976, p. 39; Dewey 1961, p. 408).
Verbal communication can assist cooperation (McGinnies 1970,
p. 432).

It often feels rewarding to be part of a group (Toffler 1970,

p. 310).

The individual member learns to know other members well

enough to understand their communications (Likert 1961, p. 184).
Through communication among those cooperating in joint action the individual can identify with larger groups (Shibtuani 1970, pp. 140-141).
Failure to identify with a group leads to feelings of loneliness and
alienation and prevents maintenance of a sense of identity (Toffler
1970, p. 310).

Groups clustered into social configurations are, how-

ever, restricted in both quantity and type of contact (Cartwright and
Zander 1968, p. 189).
One restraint on communication is infrequent contact (Cartwright and Zander 1968, p. 190).

Distance matters and "strangers are

often perceived as things" (Shibutani 1961, p. 455; Newcomb 1947).
Where there is conflict and "social distance is maximized, it becomes
difficult to concede that the enemy is human" (Shibutani 1970, p. 227).
Where there is disagreement, inability to communicate is intolerable
(Swope 1972, pp. 72, 85).
There is high motivation to use communication in a way which
serves group goals.

A group has high motivation to receive
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communications (Likert 1961, p. 168).

Friendship tends to increase

communication (Cartwright and Zander 1968, p. 190).
Communication processes are interrelated and interdependent
(Likert 1961, p. 178) and essential to an organization's effectiveness
(Likert 1961, p. 44).

"Good communication and high performance go to-

gether" (Likert 1961, p. 49).

Group loyalty increases communication

accuracy (Likert 1961, p. 55).

Organization members must trust each

other if there is to be effective communication (Likert 1961, p. 45)
and an effective organization (Likert 1961, p. 49).

Positive communi-

cation motivates group member participation (Likert 1961, p. 178) while
distrust produces communication failues (Likert 1961, p. 45) and communication resulting from fear creates hostility (Likert 1961, p. 178).
In communication "action speaks louder than words" (Likert 1961, p. 54).
In groups, the number and patterns of available communication
channels is significant (McGinnies 1970, p. 193).

Every culture is a

product of communication and has its own unique communication channels
(Shibutani 1961, p. 256).

An interdependent culture mandates that its

members vigorously identify with others (Combs, Richards and Richards
1976, p. 57) for they truly function "contingent on actions of others"
(Blau 1969, p. 187).

In such a culture communication is lithe essence

of social process" (Coser 1956, p. 173) and personal interaction is
basic to communication (Combs, Richards and Richards 1976, p. 69).
Shared Interests
Sharing is experiencing, participating, using in common with
one or more others (Webster's 1970, p. 798).

It suggests the more or
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less equal participation in a common experience which can be the
beginning of cooperative action and interaction through one or another
shared interest.

These interests extend into the future (Berger and

Luckmann 1967, p. 130).
It is also the point at which personal relationships among
group members become close and productive enough for plans for both
individual and group action to take place (Barnes 1977, p. 65).

In

sharing warm, productive relationships can develop which tend to result
in both high cooperative action and high self-direction (Barnes 1977,
p. 67).

An organization can be evaluated by lIits level of cooperative

working relationshipsll (Likert 1961, p. 184). Carl Rogers finds such
direction to be lIessentially constructive ll and lIin . . . a positive
direction ll (Royce and Leandert 1981).
Sharing can result in cooperative activity in which personal
relationships may become more sharply defined as group planning progresses.

In such planning, more choosing tends to occur.

In choosing,

both individual worth and self-direction become increasingly apparent
(Barnes 1977, p. 72).

There is no difference between the self and

what it is interested in (Dewey 1926, p. 408).
Reference Groups
Merton (1957, p. 336) asserts that lithe theory of reference
group behavior must include . . . some treatment of the dynamics of
perception . . . through which knowledge is gained.

1I

A perceptual

element is IIdefinitely implied even in a description of reference
group behavior. II

Reference group theory has to do with how people
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relate themselves to groups and evaluate their behavior in terms of
group values (Morton, Broom and Cottrell 1959, p. 548).

Group members

have a IIsignificant cOlTIDlonality,1I something they think is distinctive
which they share (Olmsted 1978, p. 11).

Action by group members occurs
lIat the level of concern of those who are involved ll (Gavlak 1954,

p. 162).
Merton (1957, pp. 285-286) sets three criteria for groups:
(1) a number of people with established social relations patterned on
identifiable forms of social interaction; (2) the people interacting
IIdefine themselves as 'members'll; (3) the people outside the group define the interacting people as group members.

The group is defined by

its members interaction (Homans 1950, p. 86).

Degree of membership

I

is partly revealed by differing interaction rates with the other group
members.

Group size is the number of members while group completeness

is the percentage of potential members who actually belong to the group
(Merton 1957, p. 287).

The more complete the group, the greater the

power (Merton 1957, pp. 287-289).
Group membership alters individual perceptions (Homans 1950,
p. 109) and establishes common expectations (Likert 1961, p. 184).
The meaning of group is relative to what people and groups are chosen
as outsiders to that particular group (Homans 1950, p. 420). Wherever
there are thin places in the IIweb of interaction ll lines between groups
are down (Homans 1950, p. 85).

Non-members have different relation-

ships to the group (Merton 1957, p. 289).

For former members the

group is likely to become a negative reference group to which they
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tend to be ambivalent rather than indifferent (Merton 1957, p. 294).
They are more likely to be hostile than merely indifferent (Merton
1957, p. 295).
People bring their own norms about what they "think behavior
ought to be" (Homans 1950, p. 124) and then "work out new norms through
their experience in the group" (Homans 1950, p. 127).

In small groups

there is frequently highly effective internal control over people who
threaten to ignore group norms (Homans 1950, p. 462) for "what the
group grants, the group can take away" (Olmsted 1978, p. 64).
The term reference group is an especially useful concept in
considering the utility of associated living for the individual.
erence groups are almost innumerable.

Ref-

They include the comparatively

few to which one belongs and the groups which "are , of course, legion"
to which one does not belong (Merton 1957, p. 238).
tional in at least two ways for the person.

The term is func-

One of these has to do

with the group{s) with which an individual prefers to share perceptions and to use as a standard for his own behavior.

In this function

he participates in and more or less observes the norms of the group, a
normative reference group (Shibutani 1961, p. 258; Merton 1957, pp.
234, 283).

People working together are "thrown together" (Homans

1950, p. 110).

A group tends to develop norms.

Most group members

tend to converge toward a group norm as they become aware of other
members (Bales 1959, p. 298).

The person's normative reference group

very much affects the adequacy of his response to a problem (Cohen
1959, pp. 468-469).
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The other function has to do with group(s) of which a person is
aware and keeps track although he does not regard himself as a member
and does not feel it necessary to observe the group norms.

He uses the

group as some sort of comparison, a comparative function in determining
his own functions and behaviors (Shibutani 1961, p. 463; Merton 1957,
p. 283).
In today's pluralistic society one usually belongs to more
than one reference group, occupying different positions in each (Shibutani 1961, p. 175) and having in each different degrees of belonging
(Merton 1967, p. 285).

People retain their reference groups so long as

they help them fill their basic need of self-adequacy (Combs, Richards
and Richards 1976, p. 344).

Others in each reference group are of sig-

nificance to the individual (Kiesler and Kiesler 1970, p. 27).
The theoretical framework presented in this chapter is as
follows.

RELATIONAL

PERCEPTUAL

D

Self-Adequacy

D
D

Self-Concept

D
D
D

Threat-Anxiety

Communication
Shared Interests
Reference Groups

Summary
This chapter presented a review of the literature in arriving
at a theoretical framework around which to organize and analyze data
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and recommend further study.

Selected sociological and psychological

literature was reviewed to develop the theory which framed, guided
and established investigative limits.
The theoretical framework consisted of two sections:
ceptual and the relational.

the per-

The perceptual included subsections of

Self-Adequacy, Self-Concept and Threat-Anxiety.

The relational in-

cluded subsections of Communication, Shared Interests and Reference
Groups.
Perceptual
Perception or meaning originates in behavior.

It is from per-

ceptions or impressions that individual meaning is constructed.

The

individual constructs his perceptual field or world to fit his needs.
Needs select what is perceived and self-concept screens what is admitted to the perceptual field.

As the field changes, behavior changes

direction.
Self-Adeguacy.

It is the primary human need and adequacy is

the ability to satisfy basic human need.

A self-adequate person feels

secure enough in coping ability to feel challenged rather than threatened by the new.

Such security enables the person to identify with

and commit to others.
affect their morale.

Teachers' beliefs about their coping abilities
Morale effects classroom performance which af-

fects present and future learning.
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Self-Concept.

Self-concept is at the center of the perceptual

field, screening perceptions which enter that field.

It;s the single

most important thing influencing the individual's behavior.

Behavior

always has direction, changing with changes in the perceptual field.
A detailed perceptual field permits detailed or precise behavior and
such detai1 or differentiation permits new experience or learning.
Threat-Anxiety.

Threat and anxiety are the result of insuffi-

cient self-adequacy or a feeling of inability to cope and a diminished
self-concept.
expenditure.

Threat produces narrowed perception and great energy
As the individual becomes defensive, learning cannot

occur.
Relational
Individual meaning or personal ability is constructed through
interaction with others.

It is through feelings of identification with

others that the individual achieves his self-concept.

The individual

could not do so were each individual's behavior unique because there
would be no basis for the communication of meaning from which behavior
originates.
Communication.
tion.

Personal self-adequacy is basic to communica-

Trust is essential for effective communication.

A person who

feels inadequate or threatened cannot trust and therefore cannot effectively communicate.

Friendship leads to increased communication

while infrequent contact and distance impede communication.

Positive
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communication promotes group member participation.

Good communication

and high group performance go together.
Shared Interests.

Shared interests tend to develop from pro-

ductive relationships resulting from frequent contact.

People tend to

share with those they trust and when they share their perceptual fields
or find common characteristics in them, cooperative relationships tend
to develop.
Reference Groups.

Groups form out of cooperative relationships

and can be evaluated in terms of their level of cooperative working
relationships.

Such relationships develop shared interests.

tend to share with those they trust.
uses supportive relationships.

People

The strong or effective group

The group with which the individual

shares perceptions is his reference group.

CHAPTER 4
INVESTIGATION
Introduction
Data were obtained through two questionnaires and tape
recordings.

The first questionnaire sought demographic information

concerning background.

The second questionnaire was concerned with in-

formation about the individual strikers and non-strikers who were
included in the study.

Research results were obtained and ordered in

accordance with the two main sections of the theoretical framework, the
perceptual and the relational and their two sUbsections of SelfAdequacy, Self-Concept and Threat-Anxiety for the former and Communication, Shared Interests and Reference Groups for the latter.
Data were presented as responses to both questionnaires or
instruments.

The background information provided a picture of the

population interviewed.

The strike data itself was divided into two

parts, the quantitative and the qualitative, for each of the 21 questions in the second instrument.

The second questionnaire utilized a

Likert-type scale which showed responding striker and non-striker positions ranging from Strongly Agree, Agree, Undecided, Disagree to
Strongly Disagree.

Responses were organized for each question to show

striker and non-striker stances Before, During and After the strike.
After presentation of quantitative summaries for each part of each of
39
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the 21 questions, qualitative research results were presented in
supporting statements which illustrated and supported the quantitative scaled responses.
Background Data
Forty strikers and non-strikers were interviewed. Twelve were
high school,

10

were junior high and

18

were elementary teachers.

They included strike area and picket captains and pickets and nonstrikers who crossed the lines and taught.
Both strikers and non-strikers included regular, special education and alternative teachers as well as librarians, counselors, support services and subject area specialists.

Few had only a Master's.

Most had 15 to 60 hours beyond the Master's and some had Doctorates.
They ranged in years of district employment from non-tenured (no fourth
year contract) to soon-to-retire employees.
Twenty-four were women.
were unmarried.

Of the total 40, 8 from both sexes

With just one exception if both spouses worked for

the district both either went out (struck) or stayed in (crossed the
lines and worked).

Striking teachers with spouses not employed by the

district frequently remarked that such spouses did support the strike
by helping the pickets or joining them on the picket lines.
Some of those interviewed had belonged previously to such
unions as Teamsters, Steelworkers or American Federation of Teachers
both inside and outside Arizona.

Twenty-one were members of both

Tucson Education Association and National Education Association while
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nine belonged to Tucson Education Association alone.
affiliations with any organization.

Two had no

Approximately 10% had some kind of

prior knowledge or experience of strikes.
Even in 1978, teacher strikes in Arizona were almost unique.
It has been said that in a strike both sides lose and there are no real
winners. Some of both strikers and non-strikers said they. hoped there
would not be another strike with the strikers frequently adding that
they hoped another one would not be necessary.

It could be useful to

identify those perceptions which motivated 28 of those surveyed to
strike and 12 to refuse to do so and to continue working.

Such data

constituted the remainder of Chapter Four.
Strike Data--Question 1: Striker and Non-Striker
Scaled Responses and Comments
For each of the 21 questions, each question was stated and
followed by 2 scales:

1 for strikers and 1 for non-strikers.

scale was divided into 3 categories:

Each

Before, During and After.

Possible responses within each category ranged:
Undecided, Disagree, Strongly Disagree.

Strongly Agree, Agree,

Both scales were presented

together for ease in comparing and contrasting data at different
stages of the strike process as well as response ranges within and
between the 2 groups and the 5 categories.

After the analysis of re-

sponses, illustrative comments were grouped under the two major
theoretical concepts of perceptual (Self-Adequacy, Self-Concept,
Threat-Anxiety) and relational (Communication, Shared Interests and
Reference groups).
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1.

I felt capable of dealing with the strike process
N = 28

Strikers:
Before
6

/
Strongly
Agree

8

/
Agree

3

/
Undecided

10
/
Disagree

1

/
Strongly
Disagree

During
15
/

Strongly
Agree

10

/
Agree

2

1

/
Undecided

/
Di sagree

/
Strongly
Disagree

/
Undecided

/
Di s agree

/
Strongly
Disagree

3

1
/
Strongly
Di sagree

After
16

/
Strongly
Agree

2

10

/
Agree

Non-Strikers:

N = 12

Before
4
/
Strongly
Agree

4

/
Agree

/
Undecided

/
Disagree

During
4
/

Strongly
Agree

5

/
Agree

3

/
Undecided

/
Disagree

/
Strongly
Di sagree

/
Disagree

/
Strongly
Di sagree

After
5
/
Strongly
Agree

4
/

Agree

2
/
Undecided

1
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Strikers and non-strikers were identified by numbers (51 .
540 for strikers and NSl . . . NS40 for non-strikers) for consistency
in following individual responses through the 21 questions.
While non-strikers who felt capable of dealing with the strike
remained almost a constant two-thirds of those interviewed, strikers

I

feelings of capability increased from half at the beginning to almost
all the interviewed strikers during and after the strike.

No striker

was uncertain afterward but 2 (one-sixth) of the 12 non-strikers had
become uncertain afterwards.
Self-adequacy was revealed in strikers significant increases
I

in feelings of capability in dealing with the strike, a situation new
to most.

Non-strikers changed almost not at all.

Such inflexibility

precluded the openness required for growth in self-adequacy or confidence in ability to handle the strike process capably.
Striker Comments:

Before

Self-Adequacy.
52.

I was undecided. I really didn't know what I was going
to do until the day I did it. I had some real mixed feelings about what I should do . . . I really didn't know
whether I wanted to strike or not . . . I felt to just call
in sick would be dishonest. I would not, could not conscientiously call in sick while doing so to support the
strike. I felt that I was either going to work or be on
strike . . . and then of course there was the economic
situation of not knowing how long a strike might last.

55.

I went through a horrible week the week before the strike
trying to decide what the hell I was going to do but I had
confidence in the quality of my own decision.
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S39.

I didn't feel capable of dealing with the strike. I wasn't
familiar with strikes. I didn't really know what to expect.
I was worried about it in some ways. I was worried about
what I knew and what I didn't know. My teammate stayed in.
The hard part was before, not after.

S17.

My husband was strongly opposed to my going on strike because I had no job securi ty and very honestly I was scared.
I didn't know what was going to happen. The night that we
took the vote and the decision was made that we were going
to strike, I went over to his office and said "I feel that
I need to stri ke. ~ly faculty is very strong in favor of the
strike." He asked me what the vote was and I told him. He
said, "Well, if youlve decided that's what you need to do
then you'd better do everything you possibly can to make it
work so go ahead. Be sure that you do a good job of it,
be sure that as many people as possible are out there with
you.
It took a big burden off me, made it a lot easier.
II

I can't think of anything more important than human relationships at that time. It was for me, it was what made it
possible for me to strike, for me to be out there. It was
a difficult decision for me. Just the fact that my husband
said, "OK, go ahead but do it right," that made all the
difference in the world. I knew that it was all right between us. I imagine that the final thing was that my husband said, "Yes, go ahead.
God, I don't know what lid
have done if held said No.
There were cases where--Yeah,
I know there were.
II

I didn't vote to.strike but I did go out. Would I do it
again? Yeah. Would I change my vote to strike? Probably
not.
S35.

Before it happened, I felt capable. lid never been in a
strike and I didn't know what to expect. It was completely
new and the uncertainty bothered me a little. I didn't
have a problem making a decision.

S7.

I was willing to strike from day one, from the time it
first became an issue. Prior to, I didn't imagine that I
was going to feel the way I actually felt when it happened.
I wasn't undecided about the strike. I felt like I could
cope with it very well.

S15.

I decided I was going to strike first time they mentioned
Look, let's face it like this. I went
across the beach in Sicily, I went across the beach in
North Africa and here was all these folks out there that
it a year before.
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were going to shoot at me and I knew I was going and I knew
I was going to be up there and on my feet walking, so you
make up your mind to go, you're going to go. I would have
struck earlier had other people gone along with it.
531.

I was comfortable with it. I'm sort of a rebel at heart.
If I believe in something strong enough then it doesn't
bother me.
I had never experienced one before. I really didn't know
what to expect. It wasn't a surprise . . . I'd say that I
felt capable.
Self-Concept.

514.

Strongly agree, all the way down. I'm a person who has a
background in labor, working in mines and I've been on
strike before and have lived in a strike town and just
understand the strike process.
Threat-Anxiety.

53.

I felt frustrated. There were several months when just
dealing with the strike, the before, was plenty of enough.
When we voted that weekend and talked about going on Monday
morning, I just really didn't know. "Am I going to be the
only one who goes there?"

538.

It was scary. We had all kinds of threats coming down from
the district that we would lose our jobs. I worried
because of the known, not the unknown. I had heard about
labor union strikes being really scary and really violent
back eas t and stuff. ~ly mother had not wa 1ked out on a
strike when she was in the telephone company and had gotten
some harassment when I was little from that.
The night before the vote, I was really scared 'cause I'm
single and the sole support, you know. It wasn't like
some of the teachers that had a spouse, that had some income . . . Oh, yeah, we had threats. It was letters.
"Your job will be terminated if you go on strike" and
they read us all kinds of laws, printed up Revised Arizona
Statutes and all this kind of stuff, you know, making it
sound very legal. And then I just asked myself: If I
really believe that we're right and I really believe that
the board should not take this policy away from us,
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whatever it was at the time, then lid better stand up for
it, I can't let other people put their job on the line and
me just sit back and see how it goes. It was really a lot
of soul searching for me.
I felt more comfortable as I got to know what was going on.
The first night before the strike, the first day was the
scariest.
58.

I had certain feelings as I was debating with myself about
striking. Not knowing for sure whether I should or
shouldn't go on strike. "ls it right or wrong?" I was
thinking, "Gh, dear, what will the feelings be like after
and during?"

513.

I was afraid of what would happen, such as spitting on
teachers on the picket line, etc. I didn't know what would
happen.

516.

I was not threatened with loss of job but the way the principal handled the situation--it wasn't real good. I didn't
feel really even that threatened. I just didn't know what
was going to happen. The indecision was pretty difficult.
A lot of stress.

S17.

You know, when you realize, looking back, that we had no
idea whether or not we were gonna have jobs and we just
really did not know what the board was gonna do, I can see
where if one person, the spouse, said, "I don't want you to
do that,ll it would cause real problems because I was really
worried. If he ~aid "Donlt strike" and I did, I don't know
what he woul d have done and if I woul dn It Ive struck, I
don't know how I could have faced those people in my school.
His support was the most important thing. That was also
helpful to our relationship.
Communication

519.

I spent a couple of weeks just being really confused. I
ta 1ked a lot wi th my fri ends, my fami ly but I sti 11 di dn It
have any clear idea what I 'wanted to do and what was going
to happen until the strike actually started. What would
have made me feel more capable of dealing with it? Probably, first, there was a lot more information I could have
gotten on my own. I could have spent more time talking
with people. I didn't really believe there would be a
strike.

S5.

I got more information during than I got before.
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Reference Groups.
517.

I had already decided that I needed to do this and I told
him, III cannot work, I cannot go back and let those people
down, I cannot cross that picket line, it's important to
me II and. then the faculty was just--I just could not have
gone back there if I hadn't struck. I just don't know what
I would have done, especially as close as we had been.

Striker Comments:

During

Self-Adequacy.
52.

During the actual five days, I felt very capable. Once I
think I had made up my mind, it was not a question of
whether I would waiver on that particular issue.

54.

I'd say that I felt capable of dealing with it. After the
first day, actually. But the first day there were many unknowns in my mind. They were resolved. So were concerns
about how many would show up. I was surprised and very relieved at how many showed up. We took pictures of each
other to have a good time.

S35.

I felt capable of dealing with it. After the first day, actually. There were so many unknowns in my mind. Over the
weekend, we talked about going on Monday morning and I just
really didn't know. IIAm I gonna be the only one that was
over there at 5:30 in the morning to walk the line?1I and
IIAm I gonna be the only one there?"
Did I ever have second thoughts? Look. I was the first
one out there in the morning when nobody else was there,
incredibly. I wondered if I'd be the only one out there
but after I realized that it was gonna be pretty effective
I wasn't worried at all. I felt strongly capable of dealing with it.

S39.

I definitely felt more capable of dealing with it when it
actually happened. Because I made the decision.

S13.

I saw picketing as something that became necessary because
of the way the school board was using the superintendent
and telling us at meetings that they knew best. There was
no question of that sort, of my being able to deal with it.
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S18.

During the strike, when it first started; if weld been
promised things and told, "Go back in and weill talk," I
don't think lid have gone back in. Not until it was all
settled. Some of the people I was with may have gone back
in.
Self-Concept.

S7.

I was raised on the other side. My father was a general
contractor and people used to strike against him and I never
thought I would participate in one . . . I think I did cope
with it. I was able to handle it all right.

S39.

I never felt foolish or asked myself, "How could you be doing this?" I didn't feel that way at all. Once I voted
"Yes, I would go on with the strike," once that was settled and it was agreed that "OK, welre on strike," I didn't
feel foolish at all. I just felt like, "OK, welre gonna
fight."
It bothered me that there were those little kids in there
and I was outs i de but I s t i 11 went out. It was the pri nciple of the thing . . . I guess I was fighting for. I
don't know if I can really say why I went out, the exact
thing that made me go out. I just felt like it was the
administration down at Ten Ten that was trying to--I just
felt like we weren't being treated fairly. You know, I
hadn't thought about what I would have done if my husband
hadn't supported the.strike. I probably wouldn't have gone
out. I don't really know~-but then again, I might. But it
didn't really come up. My husband comes from a union family. You don't cross the picket lines of railroad. But
you get different kind of pressures there. I mean like if
you cross the picket line you might end up with a broken
arm.
Threat-Anxiety.

S18.

Now, I think I was a little confused.
ing was a little one-sided then.

S16.

I didn't believe it would be a strike.
prised.

You know, my thinkI was very sur-

At my school d.i.stri.ct cars went by and district employees
took pictures of strikers. I was undecided during the
process because I thought I might lose my job. I was there
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for informational picketing beforehand. I thought I was
going to be one of the first people who arrived the first
day of the strike. I found myself getting there like 15
minutes before I told them I would be there. I was afraid
this lady was going to be there by herself and found out
that it was about six others there already. I certainly
felt better in numbers.
57.

I had no idea of what to expect. I was surprised at how it
affected me at the gut level. I mean that literally, my
stomach churned. I felt like someone had stuck a knife in
me. That was every day. It didn't get worse. It didn't
ease off. I am talking about the during. But prior to I
didn't imagine that I was going to feel that way, the way
I actually felt when it happened. It was a real shock. I
kept telling myself every day that I wasn't going to come.
It was something like a magnet, like I had to be here all
day every day. Well, it wasn't because I was afraid I
would miss something. They were a real passive group out
there. I just felt like I needed to support.
When we were on strike it was under Lewis's direction that
people were running around--driving around--taking video
tapes of us. It was supposed to be a threat to us. At
that time they were tryi ng to get into court. We di dn' t
feel threatened at all.
There was emotional stress on me. It was very stressful to
my husband. He supported me during the strike but he was
very anxious from the financial aspect. It worried him more
than it worried me . . . I just didn't know I would go
through those kinds of feelings during the strike. I didn't
know that seeing a colleague cross the line would just--It
felt like somebody kicked me in the stomach. I lost a lot
of respect for a lot of people.

58.

Both strikers and non-strikers were sorry the strike came
up. It was a sad time. I'd come home tired and angry and
nervous. I drank a lot of wine.
I took my son with me one day on the strike and we parked
the car across the street. There was a guy who went by and
yelled some foul, dirty language and I was mad. I think I
was embarrassed for my son's sake. Yet I was glad I was out
there. But there was more of a preponderance of people who
supported. That one day I think my son was frightened.

539.

I definitely felt more capable of dealing with it when it
actually happened. Because I made the decision. Once I'd
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made my decision, that I wanted to go out, then it was
just like a release. Do you know what I'm saying? It was
the end decision that was so hard. It wasn't as difficult
as it might have seemed in anticipation.
S15.

I was surprised at how many showed up and very relieved
because in union there's strength. I was one of the first
ones there. So I watched. After that it went as I wanted.
I think I handled things well,
Communication.

S5.

Igot more information during than I got before.
People were sometimes rude. I didn't see anything of
direct physical violence on my campus although sometimes
clumps of large male teachers brandishing signs would chase
down a couple old lady scabs and. you could tell that the
women were frightened and I didn't see that that kind of
behavior would serve us. We were on the streets and right
in the middle of town and people were constantly taking
our pictures and coming by just to stare at us on lunch
break. My input probably changed that kind of behavior.
The second or third day of the strike I deliberately joined
the group at certain gates where most of the strikers were
male. I liked the women strikers' behavior a lot better.
I'm going to make a terrible remark here but I think
they're less inclined to look as though they might get
physical. There.was very little shouting on their part.
When you've been out in the hot sun all day tempers are
short and it's nice to have people distributed at every
gate who are calm and treat other people who come up in a
friendly way.
Well, I hate to make sexist remarks but it's true. We had
a couple of male teachers. One fellow was so bad we gave
him a job on the Coke truck. We took him aside and he
acknowledged that he was on the point of losing his temper
repeatedly, especially when teachers he knew tried to sneak
into the building.
Beference Groups.

S17.

There were some radicals at my school. I mean the people
that were out there were very serious people that wanted
to get things squared away. I thought it was a tremendous
faculty that became a lot better after the strike.
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My husband pi cketed with us and he never di d get hi s 1unch.
He spent a lot of hours out there on the picket line with
us. We had some parents. Yes, thatls right. We had maybe
three families who were very, very supportive and the husband and the wife were there, sometimes together, sometimes
at other different times.
57.

They were a real passive group out there.
I needed to support.

539.

I was in a building where there were plenty of teachers
that stayed in. The night before I called up all my
parents and I told them, as many as I could get ahold of,
IILook, 11m not gonna be there tomorrow," that my organizati on has voted to stri ke and I felt I had to go out--go
along wi th my organi zati on. .. I wi 11 be out there tomorrow
and you decide if you want to send your children or not."

I just felt like

There was someone that went in and then came out later that
morning or the next day. I donlt know the exact reason why.
One of the teachers started to cry. 5he just was so upset
over it all and she just decided she couldnlt stay in. I
donlt know if things were said inside. I have no idea.
It got easier because of the people that supported it. You
know, my friends plus parents that werenlt teaching were
supportive. 50me parents picketed.
It bothered me that there were those little kids in there
and I was outsi de but I sti 11 went out. It was the pri nciple of the thing. I mean I just felt like I had to. I
felt like my organization which was TEA was supporting it,
and I belonged to it. I felt like I needed to support them,
too. I guess because I felt it was the thing to do and
also because my husband was very supportive.
55.

I felt increasingly better as the strike progressed, primarily because of two things. People who I respected in my
schoo 1 were also out of the buil di ng and I talked wi th
them and they shared their feelings with me and that helped
me and then I admi red the way TEA conducted the s tri ke.
We got a lot of information and the leadership seemed
adequate.

538.

The first day was so overwhelmingly positive at the bus
barns, as far as the other--the electricians didnlt cross
the line and all that kind of stuff. They were in the
parking lot across the street and they brought us cookies
and stuff 1i ke that. but they woul dn t cross and that was
I
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neat to see others--we turned back some Teamsters that were
delivering food to the kitchen.
It wasnlt as unpleasant as I thought it would be. I
thought it was really neat in that we formed a really good
group of people that we felt like we were doing the right
thing. We--theylre still good friends.
S14.

People would drive by and suddenly realize, IIThese are
teachers. II Theyld start honking a horn after they saw that.
One of the picket captains was a very open person. She
told me I could leave during the day because I was too emotional when people crossed the picket line. She saw it
strictly as a philosophical point of view and not as a way
to choose enemies and friends. I was very upset that
people crossed the picket line. I didnlt talk to them.
One thing I did learn was that being from a background,
Communication Workers of America and growing up in a mining town, was when a strong union went on strike people
did not cross the picket line unless they were bosses.
When I found out that they were concerned about how many
people would cross the picket line I was totally naive,
not thinking that anyone would because we were on strike.
As a whole, I wasnlt disappointed but I was surprised how
many crossed the line.

S16.

Lewis and the board didnlt like kids. None of them could
care less for kids. It was a business and thatls why I
found it very easy to strike and still say that I am a professional.
Our kids helped picket. Our kids wouldnlt even go to
school. There were maybe thirty or forty kids in the
school and therels four hundred or so enrolled.

S8.

I donlt know why my kids backed me. Maybe it was because
the two older ones sort of went through the sixties and
I think their feelings might have been, IIAha! Here are
our parents who have to take a stand on something thatls
very controvers i a1 and they re not taking the easy way
out. There they are on the picket line.
11m sure they
were proud of us. These two little ones could definitely
see the tension.
I

1I

S15.

Oh, I enjoyed seeing some of those people who were scurrying around like rats trying to get someone in the classroom. I thought it was funny. If I had it to do over, if
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I could move the whole membership I think that probably
the best time of the strike in the school district is the
first day of school instead of waiting a month.
5triker Comments:

After

5elf-Adequacy.
53.

I was not uncomfortable about having been on strike. I
felt I handled it capable. I felt good about it. I felt
like that was the right thing to do, I did the right thing.
When it was over I felt much more that we showed us than
we showed them. We were scared. We had a lot on the line.
Jobs. They said so. I guess I never considered that we
would lose. It was the matter of how it would be settled
but it would be settled more or less to our satisfaction.

55.

The strike went according to the way I wanted it. If I
had it to do over I wouldn't have struck sooner or later.
I won't say I'd never strike. I would still strike. I
think the timing was perfect.

535.

I was pleased, very pleased with how I handled it.

538.

I was very pleased with what I did.

539.

I'd agree I dealt with it well. But well, I got sick
right in the middle so I was under a lot of stress that-mentally, I felt .like I dealt with it real well. Being
out in the sun all day picketing made me sick.
When it was over, I guess I felt glad it was over. But I'm
not so sure in the end it was like, "Ha, ha, we won.
I
didn't feel like that, you know.
II

52.

When the strike was over I felt relief, glad, a sense of
having achieved.

518.

I didn't feel happy because I didn't think we really accomplished anything with the administration. I don't
think the board learned anything.

57.

I think I did cope with it. I was able to handle it all
right. I just didn't think I would go through those kinds
of feelings during the strike. I didn't think that seeing a colleague cross the line would just--Would I do it
again, given the same problem? I would not come in.
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Whether or not I would be on the picket line I don't know
although I kept telling myself every day that I wasn't
going to come. It was something like a magnet, like I had
to be here all day every day. . . . I would never cross a
picket line. I don't cross picket lines because I know
what it does to the picketers.
S17.

I think a strike is a difficult process to go through.
When the s tri ke was over there was a feel i ng by some
people of "We showed them." My first feeling was relief.
11m sure the majority felt just relief that it was over,
that we could go back in. I felt proud of what we had done.
I really felt that we had done something that was necessary
and I also think that we felt that the board had had it.
We knew that the board was no longer going to function as
it had in years past.

Sl.

I think we knew that we had done something very special for
teachers in Tucson and probably in a lot of it there was
probably at least a little bit of that feeling, Boy , did
you see us, we were out there, we did it" and maybe "We
did show you.
There was probably in a lot of us a little
bit at least but I think most of us were just relieved that
it was over. I think the board learned that possibly
teachers in Tucson are not going to take just anything.
There is a limit.
II

II

S16.

I didn't
over. I
anything
personal

see that there were many benefits after it was all
didn't see where there was a great victory over
even though we had a contract saying we could get
leave days we didn't have them.

I think it was mixed emotions. We really did show them
that there was a strike. I was never so nervous in all my
life even though I felt fairly confident. I thought that
these maniacs, and that was what they were, they didn't
have any sense whatsoever. I think they wanted to break
the TEA business, NEA control. The only thing that it
would have done for me, I would have gone and joined the
AFT. I needed someone to stick up for me and so they just
jumped out of the frying pan into the fire as fal" as I was
concerned.
Self-Concept.
S3.

I think the strike proved that teachers do have some guts.
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Threat-Anxiety.
58.

A lot of us were feeling, wondering, if we did the right
thing. I have two teachers at my school who said they
would not do it again. They did not give reasons but I
would think it would be because it was devastating. It was
hard. You'd go home at night and be so tired and so sunburned. My feelings are still, thinking back on how I felt
before and during, I think I would under the same circumstances.

513.

If the legislature passes a Taylor-type law and conditions
become as they were, I don't know if lid strike. That one
would be really tough. If it came down to that and they
guaranteed that I would definitely lose my job then lid
have to take a long second look. That's when you'd find
out what you really felt, I guess. I don't want to be put
in that position because I don't know how 1111 act. But I
said that the last time. I think I do have the right to
strike--not that I ever want to execute it again but I
think I have the right to strike.
Communication.

516.

After the strike was over we communicated, we had nothing
else to do but walk around and talk and we found a lot of
real strong things that we agreed on. Not just the strike
but anything we did.

58.

When we went through negotiations this spring there were
a few little rumblings at our school and 11m sure there
were in other schools, too, like "Here we go again." So
the debate came up 'in the teachers I lounge one day whether
they would or wouldn't. Now 11m wondering. What makes
this time any different than four years ago? Are we going
to have to go through all that turmoil again? If people
would pay more attention to the feelings and have more communication happening then maybe we wouldn't have to go
through all that.

52.

Well, I think any time you have a situation in which
there's a diversion of opinion you have everything you can
on your side and if you, I suppose lie about it--not good
terminology--but nevertheless that's probably exactly what
it is--I think that if you Ire attempting to win a particular position, perhaps lying about it is not a bad technique. You can call it a lot of things but I find it
very difficult to deal with all these various
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terminologies. I like the kind of hillbilly backwoods
word that says, "Youlre talking a lot of ball-faced lies."
Shared Interests.
S16.

. . . after the stri ke was over we found a lot of real
strong things that we agreed on. Not just the strike but
anything we did.

Non-Striker Comments:

Before

Self-Adeguacy.
NS27.

I had a lot·of time to think about it before . . . and I
think I analyzed the situation pretty thoroughly before I
made my decision not to strike . . .

NS22.

I knew what I wanted to do and that was what was important.
To not strike. I went to the Sunday meeting and voted
against the strike. Well, I didn't get up on the floor
and say anything. Most people that disagreed didn't get
up and say anyth i'ng .

NS9.

I felt capable of dealing with the strike process before
it actually happened. I had an idea of what a strike was
supposed to be like. I had heard about the Hughes Aircraft stri ke.

NS32.

I saw the groups as on a collision course.
helpless and in the middle.

I felt sort of

Self-Concept.
NS9.

What happened was that as time went on I crossed the picket
line out of not agreeing with TEAls position. As a result
of that personal position I refused to strike. And in relationship with the people around me it was just my personal conviction versus wanting to support other people's
personal convictions. . . . It was that opportunity to
look at people and their personal positions and people
choosing to do what they believed in so there was that kind
of learning experience for the students. My own personal
learning experience was just watching the way I handled my
own self, standing back and watching what I was doing.
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NS10.

I was very firm that I wasn't going to strike as an
individual. I was going to stay and continue abiding by
the contract by working. I decided I wasn't going to
strike when the issue first came about. I don't recall
when it first came up.

Threat-Anxiety.
NS9.

I was a little worried or'apprehensive. I didn't know how
people would react. I was about the same even after it
started and I had gone across the line once or twice. I
can't remember if I could see the strike coming more than
a few weeks or months before or if it was sudden.
We had some people that drank too much but they drank too
much before, during and after. I had been sick for a while
before the strike so that me being sick I couldn't say was
stress related.

NS28.

It was a surprise when people voted to strike. It really
was because I expected it to be close but I didn't expect
it to be as overwhelming as it was.

NS27.

I knew my relationships with my colleagues which was on the
opposite end from most of them. That really didn't bother
me but it bothered some of them. They let me know verbally, very verbally. Most of them were informal ones,
facial expressions, ignoring me before the strike because
I let people know way in advance that I had no intention
of striking. One of my colleagues knew at least two,
three years in advance.

NS23.

I was afraid of what would happen such as spitting on
teachers on the picket line, etc. I didn't know what would
happen or what people would think. What I was afraid of
was that the strike would be one of those bad words that
would immediately make people hate me regardless of
whether or'not I had a right to do what I felt was right.
I didn't like being put in that position, either. I was
but I didn't like it. I would much rather have gone
without it.

Communication.
NS23.

I was just hoping that our point of view would come across
firm and strong and people would listen.
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NS10.

I didnlt go to any of the pre-strike meetings. Most of
the knowledge I had was from the newspapers or from hearsay
or from the TEA bulletin.
I knew--I saw the strike coming for over a year. I could
see it building because of the way the NEA and the other
organizations were moving in their discussions with the
district. You could tell that they were moving towards
the strike thing or they wanted to test the statels strike
law. I didnlt take part in informational picketing.

NS9.

We discussed ~his a lot at lunch time and we all decided
that we all would have to make our own decision. It would
be our decision and we would have to live with it.
Reference Groups.

NS27.

This teacher later supported the strike. I had a lot of
time to think about it before I did it and I think I
analyzed the situation pretty thoroughly before I made my
decision not to strike, basing my decision basically on my
past relationships with TEA. I had never been in a strike.

Non-Striker Comments:

During

Self-Adequacy.
NS20.

I think I did damned well.
quite exhausted.

By the end of Monday I was

Threat-Anxiety.
NS9.

I was a little worried or apprehensive. I didnlt know how
people would react. lid say I felt capable after the first
day, actually. But the first day there were many unkowns
in my mind. I was about the same even after it started and
I had gone across the line once or twice. As time went
on--it was just an uncomfortable situation. I think thatls
what it boils down to. It was very uncomfortable and
painful on all sides . . .

NS10.

The only stress I partially had was the surprise element
of the strike, being the first time we had a strike and my
not participating as such. I was surprised how people
handled it emotionally and psychologically. I had stress
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just that first day, thoughts about how people would
conduct themselves, outside and inside. It's the surprise element. I think after Wednesday it sort of tapered
off to where the majority of the people who stayed in,
their nerves were more settled.
Everything would be a surprise to me the first day since I
had never been in a union other than the teaching profession and I didn't know what to expect. I wasn't really
worried.
NS27.

A lot of people were intimidated. I didn't feel intimidated by anyone. I wasn't afraid to cross the picket
line; I wasn't afraid to have eye contact or any kind of
contact with the strikers. I remember one time somebody
said something to me and I actually stopped in the middle
of the picket line to try to find the person who said it.
I wasn't angry but I wanted to address that person.
The strike affected my teaching because I had to make an
adjustment during the strike. They assigned us different
teachers' classes along with our own. After the first day
I thought about it and I went back and told them I would
only be teaching my own classes and that if they wanted
someone to teach a class for someone who was on strike
they'd have to get a substitute. There was nothing they
could say. They couldn't make me do it.

NS28.

(This teacher later struck) There was one teacher, the whole
situation was so hard on her that it made her physically
ill. I just felt badly for her. As for the ones who
weren't physically sick and just stayed home, those decisions were very hard on everybody. They ripped everybody
up. I don't think that simply because someone did not
actually carry a picket sign, to my way of thinking,
doesn't necessarily mean that they didn't support the
strike. Some people had other kinds of personal reasons
why that was not comfortable for them but they did other
things such as informational picketing. All of that was
very hard. Everybody hurt for it, everybody agonized over
it and it was just hard.

NS9.

With the people who went in, there was a problem crossing
the picket line. Sometimes people would stand in front of
the car and sometimes people would flip us off and that
kind of thing but in terms of anyone actually forcing a car
backwards there wasn't any of that. I felt uneasy most
certainly but frightened like I was going to die, no. The
first day and crossing the picket line, it was just uncomfortable to be in a situation like that.
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I never saw any incidents on the picket line or crossing
it and the dramatic situation--a strike is a dramatic situation so when you hear, "Oh, this happened or "That happened" it'~ hard to know what's true and what's not and I
did hear of things happening. You know, someone hitting
someone over the head with a plaque. That was on the
rumor wheel that was going on at our school. I was flipped
off, people grabbing at the car when we would drive in to
school. We always rolled the windows up so--no, because
when you were crossing the picket line they were the most
vocal and they weren't polite then.
II

There were a lot of emotions. I don't know, I don't remember emotions. I remember students being upset, like
not really understanding why some teachers were out, some
teachers were in, the arguments. It was upsetting . . .
How I coped with the stress during I have no idea. I mean
I was smoking at the time so probably smoking a lot of
cigarettes--I just don't remember doing anything consciously to handle stress. During, we had some people that drank
too much before, during and after.
NS22.

There was a friend who was out on strike and she went
inside. She had high blood pressure.

NS20.

A friend in my department went to another' school as her
assignment. By the end of the second day she was so ill
you might say from the chaos and the stress that she just
simply couldn't take it. She was a certified teacher and
she just went home to bed.
No, I didn't feel I was dealing very well with it. I was
coping in a fairly capable level in so far as--sure, I've
taught classes all the time but coming in the morning was
very unpleasant. You know, getting there, being in that
situation was very unpleasant too, because there was no
plans for us. We were just parachuted into those classrooms.
As I say, once one got in within the safety of the school
and just did one's thing just like the little foot soldier,
it was--one could cope. It was the whole uncertainty of
not knowing when you arrive what difficulties there might
be.
I always went in the back door, you see. That's why for
me there were no difflculties. I didn't enjoy this type
of situation when you're gonna have to confront 20 or 30
angry people. If you can find a back door entrance, my
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God! You take it. The front door was pro--apparently
for the people who went through the front door it was
extremely unpleasant. The others also found it unpleasant.
They reported so to me although that's hearsay, still
that's the way they felt about it.
Communication.
NS10.

Once or twice I saw media people around my school interviewing one or two strikers. . . . Maybe they could have
investigated more about the people who didn't strike and
their feelings. I definitely felt the people who stayed
in were ignored. To my knowledge none of the nonstrikers who continued to go to work was interviewed.

NS20.

All we compared notes about was the chaos or lack of it.

Reference Groups.
NS9.

I don't know that I knew a specific number but I knew a
majority of the people that were going to be in the school.
I knew because they had stated their positions before the
strike.

Non-Striker Comments: After
Self-Adeguacy.
NS9.

Let me think about that. Yes, I wish I hadn't been a part
of it. I wished it hadn't happened. I just wish the
whole thing hadn't happened. If I had it to do again, I
would cross the picket line again.

NS27.

There aren't any things I can think of I would have changed.
I did what I thought was right and I had a lot of time to
think about it before I did it so there wasn't much to
change and I think I analyzed the situation pretty
thoroughly before I made my decision not to strike.

NS22.

After I didn't have any second thoughts.

NS9.

It's really hard now to put myself back in that place in
remembering how I thought it should be done. What I'd say
now as how I would have handled it then--I'd say after I
was definitely undecided.
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Self-Concept.
NS23.

Four years have gone by. There are probably some things
that I have forgotten or some things that I remember better than others. It's just like any other event in your
life, you remember those things that you enjoyed at the
time and those things that were particularly disagreeable
you tend to forget.

Threat-Anxiety.
NS9.

I haven't been ableto figure out why the strike happened.
When I heard that the strike was finally over I felt relieved--to get the kids back to school--relieved and also I
felt that the teachers who had been out on strike had
wasted their time because they hadn't gotten anything or
proved a point as far as I was concerned. They could have
done almost anything else and proved a point as far as I
was concerned. I don't know what else they could have
done--I mean I don't know that I have the answer or had
the answer then and I just felt that they had wasted their
time.
And I do know that people made themselves physically ill.
It was the sickest year, 1978-1979. Mostly after. The
stress factor WJS so high that people were seriously ill.
After, I still had the same physical problem so I couldn't
say it was stress-related but I could see in the people
around me that they were suffering the effects of stress.

NS22.

I was surprised it only lasted five days. I didn't expect it to quit--drop out that quick. I was surprised at
the people who did go on strike. The ones who didn't
there was no surprise, really.

NS10.

After the strike, there was a combination of, "Boy, we
really showed them" and relief. People were probably more
relieved that the strike was over because of the money
they lost.
I was surprised that it lasted only five days. I thought
that it would go on a lot longer. Maybe longer than 2
weeks, 10 school days, because I didn't think either side
would bend as quickly as they did. I think they both kind
of made a compromise in a way but of course they wouldn't
say that.
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Communication.
NS10.

I never heard any of the strikers say they had wasted their
time--I feel because they both didn't want to admit they
were wrong and mainly they didn't see they were wrong. I
think there are some who wouldn't do it over again on the
same issues.

Reference Groups.
NS10.

I felt to a large degree the strikers were pawns, that
wouldn't get what they were striking for and they were
ing foolish. They fe1t they knew what they were doing
what they wanted. I didn't feel sorry for them out in
heat because that's what they chose.

they
beand
the

NS22.

Our school had the fewer number of people on strike of any
school in the district. I'll have to guess that we had
maybe seven. I never could figure that one out, why the
elementary teachers voted to strike. I just felt they
sort of went along for the ride. That's the way I felt
about it.

NS20.

I think I did damned well. The first thing they gave us
was a film but the film was only 25 minutes and it was a
55 minute class period. The film was on sheepherding in
Arizona, obviously a thing having nothing to do with
seventh grade science. Well, I've taught many years so I
asked my administrator, "What are you gonna do with the
kids the rest of.the time?" and he said, "Oh, 55 minute
periods? Bedlam." University students of course don't
behave like seventh graders but you can get many of the
same things to happen so I stood up and during the rest
of the time we derived as much science as we could. We
did hydrology, we did a certain amount of geography, we
did a whole lot of things having to do with the things
that were in that film which had nothing to do with sheepherding but which were in Arizona.
We were supposed to be a pair but the other person--certified--had never been in a classroom in her life except
to attend. college classes. She'd gone to college and that
was it. She didn't know a darned thing about teaching so
she helped maintain order and ra.n errands.
We had about 50 per class. There were about 900 enrolled
and fortunately not all 900 of them came. I don't know
what we would have done with them. There were only 11 of
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us to spread over all the entire periods. Eleven people
took them in large blocks. What they did to divvy them up
in a sense on the very first day was they herded all the
kids into the auditorium. When we got our classroom
assignments the kids were sitting in the auditorium and
they just simply took blocks of 50. "This 50 will go
here, this 50 will go there" you know and they did their
rotations by blocks. I don't think the administrators had
much advance warning that this was truly going to happen to
them.
II

Strike Data--Question 2: Striker and Non-Striker
Scaled Responses and Comments
Fewer than half the strikers saw themselves as having influence
upon administrative decisions before and fewer than one-third saw
themselves as having influence during the strike.

After the strike

over half saw themselves as influencing administrative choices.

Ad-

ministrative decisions affect teachers so teachers who feel able to
influence administrative choices affecting themselves tend to see such
administrators as more open.

Open people are more willing to listen

and to alter ideas and actions.

Less authoritarian behavior makes

teachers more comfortable and reciprocally open to administrative influence and is more appropriate administrative role modeling in
schools if one purpose of the school is preparation of students to
function effectively in a democratic or choicing society.

Teachers

who see themselves as being treated in non-authoritarian or democratic
ways are more likely so to treat students' in their classrooms.
Non-strikers changed almost not at all.
they remained constant Before, During and After:

In two categories
Agree and Disagree.

If learning be change in an organism then very little learning or
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2.

I saw

m~self

as having i nfl uence ueon administrative decisions
Strikers:

N = 28

Before
4
/

Strongly
Agree

8

3
/

9

4

Agree

Undecided

/
Disagree

5

2
/
Undeci ded

10
/
Di sagree

8
/
Strongly
Disagree

1
/
Undeci ded

8
/
Disagree

2
/
Strongly
Disagree

/

/
Strongly
Disagree

During
3

/
Strongly
Agree

/

Agree

After
6

/
Strongly
Agree

11

/
Agree

N = 12

Non-stri kers:
Before
1
/
Strongly
Agree

6

1

/
Agree

/

Undecided

1
/
Disagree

3

/
Strongly
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change occurred.

Such inflexibility is, like indecision, significant

because it limits possible alternatives.
Both groups had totals of six respondents undecided from beginning to end of the strike.
end than the beginning.

Fewer strikers were undecided at the

The two non-strikers who remained undecided

afterward represented a larger percentage of the total population
of non-strikers than did the one striker undecided after the end of
the strike.

Indecision causes narrowing of the perceptual field lim-

iting choices of alternatives and preventing flexibility in dealing
with the perceived world.
Striker Comments:

Before

Self-Adequacy.
S38.

Yeah, I had some influence on the principal and above.
was the faculty representative.

I

S5.

I strongly disagree. I wasn't asked. I felt as though I
was a pawn. Before the strike and after the strike, it
seemed to me like most of the people at the administrative
level had already decided in some meeting in which we teachers were not included how they were going to behave.

S3.

I didn't see me, myself, influencing administrative decisions.

S39.

11m going to disagree with that. I don't think I had any
influence on all of them. I don't know exactly why--I
just--I don't think they listen to teachers. The people
in Ten Ten.
Threat-Anxiety.

S8.

The principal of that time was not too happy with the informational picketing before the strike. We were an
active school. Because he said, "If youlre going to do
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this, then you'll do it after school and do you realize
what you're getting into?" And that was just before we
went on strike. I think he knew it was imminent.
There was one meeting I can remember him sort of warning
us, "Well, you're taking a big step if you decide to
strike and these are the things that we're going to do."
In other words, school was going to go on and those of us
who decided that we were going to strike anyway didn't
care. We were warned beforehand that if we went on strike
they were going to hire people to come in and teach for us.
530.

I felt before-the strike we were an educational team. Actually ~ntil a month before the strike because things
started to unfold. My principal and I talked and I stated
the faculty's position and he stated his. He just
listened. As far as implementing anything, I think he was
pretty well dictated to during that time. I felt that
Lewis was a cold fish but I don't feel like my immediate
supervisor was affected by that. I think we still had a
feeling of camaraderie.

526.

Administrators had some tactful methods to try to persuade
or influence teachers before the strike. They had a meeting--and the ones they could communicate with, they gave
them some under the table advice such as, "It wouldn't be
advisable or it would hurt your record if you went out on
strike." To my knowledge, I don't think they influenced
anybody. I'd say before the strike actually happened that
about 90% of everybody's mind had been made up.

53.

One of the administrators at our school--it was like, "I
am here and you're there, do your job and you'll get along
fine." To me it was, "I'm the one in the classroom working
with the kids. Why don't I have just enough kids in my
classroom that 11m capable of reaching all the abilities?"

513.

We had a principal who alluded that we'd be fired if we
struck. But I had a principal, the first one I ever had
that I could completely agree with, trust, who was a
gentleman so I did not want to do it to him--ever.

57.

We had a faculty meeting shortly before the vote and he
was genuinely upset by the whole situation and told us that
we had to live with our own decision and whatever we chose,
that was it and we would still be treated the same.
My immediate supervisor did exactly as he was told which
was inform each of us that if we were not going to be
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there on Monday morning that we were to leave lesson plans
and gradebooks. I did. I left the lesson plans that were
published by the Association teaching our students about
collective bargaining and I just stapled them in my plan
book.
Striker Comments:

During

Threat-Anxiety.
55.

During the strike, lid put undecided. I came to admire
some of the administrators in the building during the
strike and I felt they were interested in us . . . I don't
know whether or not the principal ever went out to the
picket line during the strike.

526.

At the school where I wa~ teaching, we had a unique situation where the principal wasn't a very strong individual
in his position and the assist~nt principal was just there,
not even going thro~gh the motions. He could care less
what was going on, before, during and after the strike and
I think before the strike the two administrators didn't
think that the faculty would go out on strike. When it
happened they were sort of floating from the outside to
the inside to see what the vibes were.
The principal and assistant principal went out off and on
to strikers during the strike. They told us that we could
come in and drink water at the closest drinking fountain.
We did. I think in a way they were trying to make it
easier but in another way they were just acting like they
were fulfilling their job.

52.

My building administrator--well, he was rather sympathetic
with the strikers, I thought, which surprised me. I think
he was just caught in the middle. I don't think he could
really do anything. He wasn't insulted because people
were "disloyal." He was very nice about--the whole time.
He would talk to us. He also brought us ice cream one day.
I thought that was rather nice. It was very hot. But we
couldn't use the building for bathrooms or water.
Seems to me that we were told by TEA that teachers had the
right to put our books in the closets because we knew that
the district would have uncertified people as subs. Some
of us told the kids, "These books are not to be used.
II
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Our principal told us to make plans and we did make plans.
We didn't make plans like we would have if we had been in
there but we made plans for that following week.
S15.

We had one building in which the principal told them that
he didn't want his people fighting each other after the
strike was over, either none go out or all go out. All
went out, the whole building and they had less trouble
after the strike.

S17.

The principal didn't feel personally insulted when the
people went out. The day before we k~ew we were going out
we actually told him goodbye, you know, we had to go out
there. He gave most of us a hug and said he understood
and we told him, "This has nothing to do with you. He
knew that so there were no difficulties with the administration at all.
II

I feel like we always had influence. We had a unique situation out there. The principal was very sympathetic to
our cause and made it as easy as possible for those who
were in and those who were out. I'm sure he was looking
ahead to after the strike.
S7.

Our principal brought us candy on the strike line. He was
effective in human relationships. On payday, the last day
of the strike, he brought us our checks as soon as they'
arrived in the building. We weren't allowed to come on
campus.
And he'd come out and talk and joke a little bit. There
were some teachers who would just walk away. They probably
had a guilt feeling; they probably just .didn't want to have
to confront him. . ... There were feelings between those
two teachers and him. I think he felt that they were the
ones who got us to strike. I don't think he ever really
saw that there were other individuals out there who were
capable of making their decisions on their own--that they
weren't necessarily influenced by those two teachers.
I'm really kind of fuzzy on teachers' rights to put books
.in closets. The principal came out because he was mad
because some of the teachers had made it very hard to get
to those books. I didn't. I just put them away. But he
was very upset about that and came out and talked to three
of us. . . . But he was awfully nice with me because I
have red hair and I was hot and the backs of my legs were
blistered with being in the sun.
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I didn't see myself as having influence upon administrative
decisions. I didn't think that what I was doing out there
was making any tremendous differences other than the fact
that there was so many of us out there. The principal
felt hurt personally that his staff had walked out on him
and everything. Sort of a parental attitude. I don't
know why he was hurt when I wasn't. He mentioned that
when the strike was over people had to go back in and work
together. The news people that were there, they came in
and talked to the principal and the principal was very
hurt. His feelings were hurt. He felt very hurt that
everybody went out on strike. He's really a nice person
that is concerned with the kids at that school. More than
one time he has admitted to me--I remember he said, liThe
real professionals are still here" and he was talking
about the professional aides and in a way I felt very good
because they were a good group of aides and we trained
them. He called the aides that were professionals and the
non-professional people together to come in to the building.
They taught during the strike.
S38.

He was pretty uptight. The principals have a lot of pressure put on them. I felt sorry for 'em. From the district, you know, 'cause they were supposed to be the bad-you know--they were supposed to get the teachers in there,
you know. I think our principal felt somewhat personally
insulted and hurt because I wouldn't stay in. Yeah, he
kind of loosened up toward the end as he knew things were
drawing to an end. I was not at my building so I really
couldn't say too much. Now, some principals went right
out there on the.line. They didn't picket but they were
out there givin' coffee out and deliverin' messages to 'em
and all kinds of stuff like that. I don't think they were
making deliberate attempts to be nice. I think some of 'em
really were not sucked into the mold yet. I didn't see
him much but I would belike undecided about having influence on him during the strike.
I think I probably had more influence after because I
grew up a lot during that process.

S12.

Our principal took brownies to the strike line.

S14.

During the strike the principal and I were totally opposed. She wouldn't allow me to talk to the aides about
stri ki ng; she wou1 dn' t a11 ow me to talk to the teachers
about striking. But they all knew about it anyway. She
used a few techniques that I thought were emotionality.
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She is a very religious person and a lot of the faculty
are religious and she used God and country and other things
to keep people working. There were appeals to emotion,
about teachers commitment to her and to their work at the
school which was every teacher was there because they
wanted to be.
I

S30.

After the strike, it was definitely and still is a
management-emp10yee·relationship. After the strike I saw
myself as having influence upon administrative decisions
because I was the building representative and the grievance
representative at that time. I strongly agree that I had
influence. I can't say whether other teachers had that
kind of influence.
Communication.

S2.

Before the strike we were on a need-to-know basis. I
think it was that way then and is still that way. I didn't
try to talk with my principal on an individual basis. He
was rather hard to reach. He was a very quiet person. If
he happened to be around and we were discussing it, he
listened but nothing was really said. To him, I think one
of the problems that led to the strike was the lack of
communication.

Striker Comments:

After

Self-Concept.
514.

Right now I still have wounds that have not healed.
Threat-Anxiety.

52.

As a res~lt of what went on during the strike and then
after the strike, my administrator saw my actions in particular and because I was a picket captain and because we
were and continue to be personal friends he saw my actions
as . . . well, it hurt him and as a result of this I
entered into a number of discussions about basic educational philosophy, approaches and so forth. The result
of all that was that I demanded a transfer to another
school immediately. I wasn't being pressured. It was my
choice. But I was upset because he didn't join me in the
strike.
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If in some magical way we could have gotten some
significant number of help from the admini~trators to
leave, it would hav.e been a' different kind of strik9. Itls
hard to say it could have been settled sooner. A five day
strike is almost as short as they come but maybe i.t would
have been a more powerful strike, maybe a better settlement
in some way, maybe it could have been resolved in a more
unifying kind of way.
S14.

11m not still there. But there weren't problems after we
went back in . . . I would say because of one of the picket
captains who was a very open person. As far as 11m concerned I still don't trust them very much. I think I can
trust them more than I could then but after the strike I
didn't trust them at all.
After the strike, I had a little more influence. I think
I had a little more say as to what h~ppened. I didn't feel
happy because I didn't think we really accomplished what
we wanted. I told 'my principal after the strike that there
was still a cloud hanging over the district and I didn't
like what I saw and he agreed with me.

S16.

They just do what they want in many cases. I don't trust
them but I don't think that--now we have grievance procedures and all kinds of things. They have worked very
well. You still have to go out on a limb to grieve something and you might lose . . .
Communication.

S7.

There's a lot of coffee-drinking that goes on at Ten Ten.
They're the ones who make the decisions that affect people
in the classroom. I don't understand. They've always
said that this district here has too many chiefs and not
enough Indians. Welre top heavy and they keep hiring all
these people to come and say it's not true. ' We spend
thousands of dollars to say this. I don't know what goes
on at Ten Ten. I haven t been to Ten Ten. I never hear anything from there. As far as 11m concerned they don't
even exist. I never see anyone from there in the schools.
They know what's happening through their weekly principals ' meeting, I guess. My principal isn't totally aware
because he's not here enough. My principal is gone one
day a week for one meeting, then for other meetings and
is not real informed.
I
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S2.

My principal is a guy who when it's 10:30 in the morning
and his sleeves are rolled up and he's in a bad mood you
ignore what he's going to say or you just don't even ask
him anything because he's not going to give you anything
you want anyway. He sounds like a real hick but he's not.
Most of the time he's really a nice person. He would
agree with me that they forgot what the business is and
it's educating kids. The person who succeeded Lewis as
acting superintendent is in the same crowd as the other
bunch. I didn't like her, either. She was one of them.
When the new superintendent comes to our school to try and
explain things and refuses to answer any questions and
sits there, first of all, stirring his coffee and smiling
without saying a word--just smiling at us--because he was
stalling for time because he knew the bell for beginning
of school is going to ring pretty quick. Then he'd be
able to say he'd talked with the people at my school. He's
a turkey.
As for the administrative decisions, the board, the superintendent, I don't think quite honestly being kept on a
need-to-know basis has ever changed. I think it was that
way then and still is that way. We vary. Within the
building I think we know what's going on but as far as the
district is concerned what they're planning is probably
worse than it was then. Now they don't really do anything
they don't have to according to the agreement .
. . . I think we're informed in the building simply by the
necessity of the administration to inform us of what
they're planning.to do because we're the ones who do it.
They can't do it without us.

S30.

Immediately after the strike I would say that there was a
lack of communication, a lack of trust. It lingered for
quite a while--two years, three years.

Non-Striker Comments:

Before

Self-Adequacy.
NS20.

No! I was completely out of it. I had no influence on
anybody. I wanted to. remain neutral. My husband struck
but that didn't bother our relationship at all.
Before the strike, there were people out there picketing.
My response was, "I want out of here. I don't want any
part of this." I felt very helpless and in the middle.
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There were many people who were stubborn in the highest
administration. Now that was pretty obvious and even the
people that I--you know--saw during coffee break and lunch
and what have you would talk about how intransigent the
. . . superintendent (was).
NS22.

I strongly disagree because I didn't take any action. It's
my fault because I didn't try to have any influence. I
didn't see any point in trying to have influence. I was
just trying to keep a low profile if you really want to
know. I enjoyed my job and I didn't really want to go out
on strike.

Non-Striker Comments:

During

Threat-Anxiety.
NS9.

I saw my principal the year of the strike as a person who
cared about kids and teachers and education. I know my
principal didn't talk to me before the strike but whether
he talked to others I can't say. I didn't feel any pressure.
About the strike, I don't think anyone but the hierarchy of
the school and TEA had any effect on the strike process.
In terms of administrative decisions within the school not
about the strike, strongly agree that I had influence. No
one but the hierarchy in both the administration and TEA
had any influence whatsoever about the strike. There was
no listening.

NS27

Disagree. They didn't listen a little better and they
weren't appreciative that I continued to work. But I had
very limited contact with them so that would be the main
reason.

NS22.

The principal and I saw eye to eye so I supposed that you
could say that I would agree.
He took brownies to the strike line.

They ate them.
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Communication.
NS22.

My principal listened . . . and talked to us like he was
asked to do. I told him I didn't know what I was gonna do
that morning. I hadn't made up my mind yet.
II

Strike Data--Question 3: Striker and Non-Striker
Scaled Responses and Comments
Almost without change strikers saw themselves from before to
after the strike as being able to influence Association decisions.
Fewer than half the non-strikers saw themselves as having such influence before the strike while an unchanging one-sixth saw themselves as
having influence during and afterwards.

One-third of the non-strikers

showed indecision after the strike.
Striker Comments:

Before

Self-Adeguacy.
S13.

I saw myself as having influence on Association decisions
because live been President of the Association. live
worked on many committees and . . . I was available. live
chaired committees.

S12.

I was a member and I voted. I went to the Sunday meeting.
It was a very orderly meeting. I think that it was
orchestrated. I thought they were going to strike, regardless. I think they took a fair vote, though. I think it
was a foregone conclusion. . . . I don't think any of us
had influence. I think that the Association had decided
we would strike and I don't think I had any influence on
that. I didn't speak out against it. I don't think anybody spoke out against it at the Sunday meeting that I can
remember.

S19.

Before, strongly agree. During and after, strongly disagree. Why the difference? Because until there was even
the hint of the strike I knew that people were listening
and that I had a voice in TEA. Actually, as it came
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3.
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closer to the strike vote, I realized that it was only the
hierarchy that was making decisions and was not actually
li~tening to the people that were members of the Association.
Threat-Anxiety.
S15.

There's not much I could say about the leadership of TEA
because I was a part of it. I ended up part of it because
of anger.

S16.

I saw TEA as a professional group using union tactics. I
didn't know of any other way of doing it. I thought that
was an excellent way of dealing with it but now that I
look back on it I think it was sort of planned by them,
too. I didn't think regardless of the vote they were going
to strike. I think that the vote was going to be for strike
on Sunday. I was very surprised that they voted to strike
because I had been equally irritated, maybe not so irritated
before and I was a very extreme, small minority radical
weirdo. Before when I thought we were going to strike we
didn't and that was the time when TEA presidents were made
district officials after their term in office if they didn't
rock the boat.
I don't think that Sunday morning that the vote had to be
orchestrated. I think that if we had of voted in the
buildings, if we had voted there, I don't care where we
would have voted, I think that the teachers were so irritated, it was so public the way they completely disregarded
anything that the teachers would have to say or think or
want or the public would want that no matter where there
would have been a vote to strike.
Communication

S5.

Yes, agree. The TEA consulted everybody pretty regularly,
especially during the informational picketing period right
before the strike. . . . For me, mostly written. We didn't
have a building representative. Probably because of our
hours and our schedule.
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Striker Comments:

During

Self-Adequacy.
S5.

I saw myself as having influence on TEA decisions during the
strike. I was still being consulted--and by the time I was
picketing and I was .taking an active part in what was happening every day. Out on the strike line we were hardly
ever told to do things; we were given information and we
sort of discussed it among ourselves and decided how we
wanted to do it. I definitely felt a part of that.
I think the kind of influence I had personally was greater
during ,the strike because people were coming around more.
Threat-Anxiety.

S5.

I was also pretty vocal about a couple of things that were
happening during the strike like my position that we
weren't to be rude to anyone going into the buildings.
Some of the people didn't agree with me but I had my input
on how I saw we should conduct ourselves as strikers . . . .
I think you can confront people who are going into the
building or talk with them without being threatening and
trying to frighten them. My input probably changed that
kind of behavior.
Communication.

S35.

If there was something major like--OK, we had a phone tree
going and if there was a major thing maybe happening like
when the district finally came through with its proposal,
we were all phoned and we had a chance to go vote--we were
asked. And there were people who--those area coordinators
or whatever you call--rode around to the different schools
and they would actually check on you, they would inform
you, you had times when you could tell them if you didn't
like the way something was going, they would ride around
and they would check each site, they would stop at the
picket line so you had a direct person to talk to if you
had some input that you had to get back to the leadership.
That was what the function of that person was.
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55.

The area reps were very good. We had regular contact all the
time with people. Three or four times during the day people
would come by in trucks and hand out circulars and talk with
us, answer questions.
Shared Interests.

539.

Agree. I thought TEA was really looking after my interests.
Oh, I felt they were very adamant about having the strike
but they were also looking out for our interests. That
was--the strike. I did not see TEA as a pushy, strident,
demanding, unreasonable group. Yeah, TEA is somewhat
pushy but I think they have to be to make their point
across. Sometimes you have to be in order to say, IIHey,
look, you've got to listen to us.
1I

531.

The staff I worked with when I was on the executive committee and the staff that we had during the strike I felt
were genuinely interested in our cause.
Reference Groups.

535.

I don't know what kind of decisions were made by TEA during
the strike. I think at that point we left it up to our
leaders. They had polled us and they knew how we felt and
they had all the issues. They had taken our opinions and
done all this research before--I felt confident at leaving
it up to the leadership of TEA during the strike--to handle
anything that came.

Striker Comments:

After

Self-Adequacy.
513.

Well, I talked with some of the people who were doing the
negotiations with the district so from that point of view,
the results of the agreement that we got, I would have had
not real heavy influence on that but some influence, I
think. I had some but not major influence on the decisions
that were made.
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S16.

I saw myself as having influence on Association decisions
after the strike was allover, as much as I ever did.

S18.

Immediately after the strike--you know--a couple of years
after the strike, I would strongly agree. But then that
.would go down to strongly disagree today.
Shared Interests.

S4.

11m not a member of the Association this year because I
don't like the direction it's going. It seems to be less
and less a professional organization and more and more a
union. It's not a professional organization using union
tactics. It's a union.

Non-Striker Comments:

Before

Self-Adeguacy.
NS34.

I didn't feel that I could influence the professional organization. I felt like I didn't have much influence.
Well, about as much as anyone else did. They were keeping
in contact with the teachers the spring before.

NS28.

There were lots of surveys and evaluations. In general I
was entitled to speak at any of the meetings and asked to
vote on all of the items. There wasn't condescension toward
the other group.
I did not feel the strike vote was orchestrated or that the
decision was already made. Oh, no--because there were too
many people who stretched and grunted and groaned to vote
"yes" and if those people had been in the minority they
would have crumbled and then we would have had no strike
at all.

NS9.

When the vote to strike or not to strike was taken, the
decision to strike had already been made and that was
apparent by the speeches that were made by whoever her
name was. I was there.
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NS10.

Strongly disagree. I was a TEA member. 11m just one
person but I feel that the people who had the power and
influence within the structure were going to have the
strike one way or the other no matter what. They didn't
listen to the minority. . . . Some people who didn't want
to strike went to the meetings and some didn't. They were
treated just the same as the people who were there voicing
their Iprosl to strike. People did listen in some instances,
yes and in some instances an ear was turned around or
closed. From the top to the bottom--the elected leaders
and the regional leaders.

NS9.

The strike captains were not listening. Decisions had
already been made and those of us that were a part of the
Association that had particular viewpoints if we did not
agree with them they wouldn't listen to us. And immediately following the strike I withdrew from the Association.
I haven't rejoined or joined anything else.

NS27.

Well, I sometimes wonder, it's kind of like somebody once
said, "Don't you trust your elected leadership?" and I said,
"Certainly, to do exactly what they choose in spit.p. of how
I feel about it."

Self-Concept.
NS33.

Only as a member.

NS32.

The members felt the TEA officers should be listened to
because the officials were representing them. I think the
TEA officers felt that they had to be listened to.

Communication.
NS9.

Yes, I was able to vote. People listened but they didn't
agree with me. Not all of them agreed with me.

NS10.

I was a member but 11m just one person. I wasn't listened
to by the people who had the power and influence within
the structure. They didn't listen to the minority. Some
of the people who didn't strike went to the meetings and
some didn't. The people who went were treated just the
same as the people who were there voicing their Iprosl to
strike. In some instances people did listen and in some
instances an ear was turned around or closed. These were
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people from the top to the bottom, the elected leaders and
the regional leaders.
I think that the advantage that TEA had was that we didn't
have independent people speaking, that before TEA was issuing
any kinds of statements be it by any official or whatever
that those were looked over very carefully.
Non-Striker Comments:

After

Self-Adeguacy.
NS34.

It was the same.
fluence.

I didn't feel like I had that much in-

NS28.

Agree but not strongly agree.
where we were.

NS27.

I would agree that after the strike I saw myself as having
influence with my Association.

We're sort of back down to

Shared Interests.
NS22.

Undecided. Because after the strike was over it divided
a lot of people who were still in the Association. Some
dropped out. I remained and I'm still a member.

NS9.

Immediately following the strike I withdrew from the
Association. I haven't rejoined . . . I will not participate in something like that. I am not interested enough
to join and cause change from within.
Reference Groups.

NS28.

I don't know whether or not the leaders of TEA at that time
were surprised at the number of teachers who struck, I
really don't know.
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Strike Data--Question 4: Striker and Non-Striker
Scaled Responses and Comments
There was little change among strikers with at least 70%
strongly agreeing from before to after.
mained completely unchanged.
cision.

Non-striker perceptions re-

At no time did any member report inde-

Almost all in both groups strongly agreed they were people of

dignity and worth, suggesting that this perception was of less influence
on decisions by members of both groups in deciding whether or not to
strike.
Striker Comments:

Before

Se1f-Adeguacy.
S17.

The reason that for most of us the strike was necessary was
we saw lack of respect for teachers and for the needs of
education in the board. I don't think that you can go to
one of those meetings and listen to the board and not have-not come with that opinion. It seemed to us that the board
simply did not feel that they had to deal with us--take us
seriously.
I think we just got the feeling that the board did not-just was not going to treat us with respect and we just
felt that we could not take it. We felt that we were just
too important to take that from them and we wanted them to
see that we were important to the process and that there
were certain things that they were going to have to--certain
ways they were going to have to treat us.
When the board took away the old negotiations policy, as far
as I understood and as far as the communication to me this
was the beginning, this was when they looked at it and said
nothing, they just kind of sat, listened and they did not
give out replies. Again, that made us feel that the respect that we had was non-existent. They didn't even
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4.

I saw myself as a person of dignity and worth
Strikers:

N = 28

Before
20
/
Strongly
Agree

6
/

Agree

1

/
Undecided

I

Disagree

1
/

Strongly
Di sagree

Duri ng
22
/
Strongly
Agree

3

3

/
Agree

Undecided

/
Di sagree

/
Undecided

/
Disagree

/

/
Strongly
Disagree

After
23
/
Strongly
Agree

4
/

Agree

1

Non-strikers:

/
Strongly
Disagree

N = 12

Before
10
/

Strongly
Agree

2
/

Agree

/
Undecided

/
Disagree

/
Undecided

Disagree

/
Undecided

Di sagree

/

Strongly
Di sagree

During
10

/
Strongly
Agree

2

/
Agree

/

/
Strongly
Disagree

After
10

/
Strongly
Agree

2

/
Agree

I

/

Strongly
Disagree
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respect us enough to give us a reply~ to let us know why
these things were happening, what it was that they expected
eventually in the long run.
The board's comments putting teachers down, obviously those
were some of the things that really upset us. . . . Mr. Tom
did not know what to say next and he made some dumb remarks.
He put his mouth in gear before he put his brain in gear.
When we got to the point of taking the vote I don't think
that we had anything left. Even in hindsight I don't think
we had anything left.
I've heard that word from a lot of people, that the board
patronizes. I didn't even feel that they went that far,
very honestly. Like I said, so many times they were not
even responding to us. Whether they had no response or
did not even feel we were important enough to respond to.
It you're patronizing somebody you're responding at "east
to them and so many times they didn't even do that. They
just--sat there--it was almost like waving a wand, "OK,
the next one, come on and make your complaint. OK, you're
through now, the next.
I'd never treat kids like that.
No, they just weren't listening and I think that I had the
opinion that whatever we said wasn't going to make any
difference. Their minds had already been made up and yes,
they agreed that we would be able to speak but that was
about it. They weren't going to change. You could almost
see by looking at them that their minds had been made up.
1I

Helen Hafley made some wild accusations and Tom made some
wild statements.
We assumed one of Hafley's statements, what she meant when
she said she was gonna IItake back the store is that they
had been giving teachers possibly too much power and it was
time that the board--I thought what she meant was for the
board and Ten Ten to run the district rather than teachers
also running the district.
ll

Soleng Tom was an odd person. He was weird. Of course, he
had been on the board for almost forever. He'd been on
there a long, long time. Maybe he felt as if he knew best.
Maybe he felt as if he was able to do that. He was an old
member of the board.
They were the Gang of Three.
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When Mr. Vavich, another board member, spoke, I thought he
was aloof. He was a very aloof man, almost like he wasn't
going to get down on the level with us and he did not.
The bottom line, the cause, was the board. I guess
respect--treating teachers as if they did not have to respect them and they did not have to deal with them on a
mature level.
-S15.

The background of the work stoppage of 1978 . . • goes back
before that to about 1975 at which time a new school board
came into being. They had the idea that teachers were puppets to be manipulated by the school board. This is especially true of Helen Hafley who was referred to by a
number of the teachers as a wicked witch of the west and
Soleng Tom who • . . was very abrasive toward teachers.
We asked that certain things be taken care of by the school
board of which the paramount one one was of class size followed by class discipline followed by a transfer policy and
a grievance procedure which could be followed through by
negotiation between the Tucson Education Association and
the school board. TEA was rebuffed at every attempt to
change the status quo. They wanted to continue on as they
had been doing so many years in the past which meant that
the teacher could have worn a uniform of bib overalls, a
straw hat and a red bandana around his neck and said "Yes,
sir, boss man" each time that the school board said anything.
The "they" is the number one ring leader, Helen Hafley, and
number two ring leader. In 1978 Soleng Tom became the number one person and in all efforts to negotiate anything with
the school board the answer was "no." We had several meetings with the school board which was very demeaning to the
teachers in that we met at Tucson High's auditorium and
met in other auditoriums with the school board and each time
that a question was asked you were put down by either Soleng
Tom or Helen Hafley which angered all the teachers because
we were being talked to as if we were not adults with
rights but that we were pre-kindergarten children who should
be seen and not heard.

S13.

It wasn't over money. I lost 500 bucks or so. The
thing we struck over, these 2 things right here, dignity
and worth. Money became a part of it because they were saying that "You're not worth enough for us to pay you the
money.
It was the triple down effect. The school board
II
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through all of its administration ran it and Lewis . . . I
think that at that point the board had worked themselves
into a point where they didn't care.
I'm still not sure if it was deliberate orchestration by the
board but the net effect of what they did was that if we had
~ guts or self-value at all we were not gonna put up with
it so we would strike.
I just refused to accept Hafley's definition of me or her
definition of teachers but that was her problem. It irritated me and then I dismissed it. I think it was an attack
on our dignity and we were being put down but I don't let
other people define me so I didn't have a problem with it.
Sll.

Comments people like Hafley made didn't faze me. I felt
she was crazy, anyway and anybody who has dealing with
groups, logistically, there's no way you're Qoing to
fire 3,000 teachers. I didn't think very highly of her
at all • . . I pretty much have to agree with everyone
else . . . I think she should get a very low grade in the
area of dealing with people. I view Tom and Hafley both as
very arrogant people--arrogant to the people who worked
directly for them administratively and arrogant toward
teachers. The thing that she said that really started
this was when she said she had given teachers too much
and it was time to take back the store.

S38.

I didn't know Helen Hafley personally because I didn't take
her personally .. 1 felt put down as a professional, you
know--I didn't take it personally cause I think better of
myself than she apparently did. . . . I think lots of
times you react . . . out of fear, you put that person
down. I think she was afraid. I think . . . she could
see, you could sense the mood in the audience. They were
getting very angry. I don't think they knew what--I think
they were still thinking that we were going to sit there
and take it like we always had! "Your raise this year will
be such and such." "Thank you very much."
As far as I was concerned the absolute final straw was
when, after explaining to us, after going to those meetings and seeing that there was just a wall, they were just
going through a formality like they were gonna just appease us and pat us on the back and say, "That's all
right" you know, "That's OK, we can handle it," you know,
it was an insult. I mean, I thought I was hired by the
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district because I had certain qualifications and was an
intelligent person and was a professional and knew my job
and then they were telling me that I didn't.
I was at the meeting where Mr. Tom turned off the microphones so people couldn't speak. He really did that. The
board members were adult but they did not act like adults.
I don't know if I can explain a school board that apparently came across as hating teachers. You know, sometimes I
think when someone gets on the board then they just feel
like they've got all the power and that sort of goes to
their heads. Maybe that's what happened to Helen Hafley.
I don't know. . • • She said some very mean things. I
thought they were addressed to me as part of a group. They
didn't bother me personally. I thought it was uncalled
for. You know, I didn't let those things--I mean, you know
how people are when they say things. I don't know if it's
really put down, I thought it was--it just made me realize
that she just was a ding dong. Do you understand what I'm
saying? I just didn't like her. After that incident.
Like I didn't trust her. I just didn't pay any attention
to the comments . . . So you know what I'm saying? So she
said those things. OK.
To me she was only hurting herself. The school board's worse enemy was probably itself.
Rows and rows of hundreds and hundreds and hundreds of
teachers went to meetings and got nothing from the board,
just "Thank you very much.
I went to all those meeti ngs
and the one that ticked me off the most was when they knew
they had scheduled a meeting at Ten Ten and they knew that
Ten Ten was not big enough for us and instead of telling
everybody that they were going to move the meeting or we
needed to move it, they had everybody drive over to Ten
Ten, try to find a parking place and then tell you at the
door that the meeting had been moved to Tucson High auditorium and they did it specially I think just hoping that
people would give up and go home and not drive over to
Tucson High. By then everybody was so angry they drove
over there anyway.
II

The meeting was like 45 minutes late and they already had
the auditorium to the gym set up for a meeting. The tables
were there, the signs were there, the microphones and
everything was set up--so they knew it.
I think Helen Hafley felt like teachers were running the
district. I don't know how, I guess they were afraid we
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were gonna become a collective bargaining unit, maybe that
was it, I don't know. Before, you know, whenever there
were negotiations nobody knew what the negotiations were
and you know the teachers didn't know who was on the team.
their own team, they didn't know what they were asking for
and all of a sudden everything was settled and then we were
told, IIOh, yeah, four point raise this year. II IIOh, we thank
you very much, master,1I you know. Very much a masterservant relationship. I think, you know, we were growing
up and they were afraid of us.
531.

Helen Hafley, one of the board members, was constantly talking down to us. 5he was very patronizing.

53.

I found the board's attitude to be condescending at best.
At worst rude, demeaning. The board saw us as tools to
teach children. I think the board had a problem with not
seeing teachers too accurately. There were lousy human
relations. To me it just wasn't one little thing. They
treated me like dirt because they didn't believe in anything I had to say and felt that teaching kids could be
done by remote control. The superintendent and the board.
But the board spent thousands of dollars for a double door
for Lewis's office. I remember one of the things that people were very upset about was the board was c0nstantly
complaining about the lack of money. We were amazed at how
they could spend the money on doors when they didn't have
money for the essentials of education.

516.

I still see myself as a person of dignity and worth. The
strike was more over dignity than money. We're professionals and we'd like for you to listen to what we have to
say, too and they were absolutely refusing to listen to
anything we had to say. They didn't care what a teacher
would say, they would just ignore them.

52.

Well, I suppose that depends on the interpretation of
human dignity. I never thought I'd lost any dignity
other than the fact that the school board was telling me
at the time prior to the strike that they could hold me
in involuntary servitude practically because having given
18 years to the district I had a choice of either leaving
that position and going someplace else or accepting what
they wanted to do. I've never felt like I want to be much
of a slave to very many people unless I choose to be that
way and I think to that extent human dignity was involved.
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S18.

I don't think they were challenging our personal dignity
because that's our own personal dignity at work and I
don't think anyone can challenge it.
Self-Concept

S38.

They were treating us like little kids. I felt like we
did not know of what we were talking about, that we were
gonna sit back and let them take away a policy that we had
worked ten years for and say that the only thing that
teachers were qualified to talk about and negotiate for
were salary and fringe benefits and that we couldn't have
any control over the teaching situation itself as far as
class size and things like that, that that was their job
and they were gonna handle it.
I think they were treating us like they did teachers you
know--20, 30 years ago when they couldn't be out--women
could not be out after dark and they couldn't be seen in
the company of any man and all that kind of thing. They
were treating us like society has treated women for a long
time.

S14.

Before the strike, people were treated as things. I felt
that people who were on strike had dignity because we received letters from the assistant superintendents telling
us that as aprofessional educator if I wanted to keep my
job I would be there on Monday and that I would help the
principal any way I could.

S15.

I told them we had to get together and we had to say, "No
more" and quite a few did not like that because it destroyed their image of what a teacher should be, a professional in a gingham dress and sunbonnet. You know, this
is what a lot of people think a teacher should be including those in the profession.

S8.

I saw myself as a sort of worker and saw the board and adminitration as boss types.
Threat-Anxiety

S31.

I heard comments made by the board members. I thought they
were aimed at me as a member of the local group. It was a
tactic to discredit our cause. It made me more strongly
hold on to my convictions. All the things they said about
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teachers being replaced, "For everyone gOing out there are
ten waiting to be hired" were apparently not true because
they had a hell of a time. In most cases when people attack what I believe in all it does is make me stand up a
little straighter. I think these attacks prompted some
people to act as they might not have.
With the superintendent it wai instant loathing.
S15.

Quite a few teachers went to those meetings. Those who
later struck and those who later scabbed attended the meetings but a lot did not strike because they were afraid that
maybe Soleng Tom and Helen Hafley did have this power to
put them into a garbage disposal and send them down the
sewer •••• We called her the Wicked Witch of the West
and Ten Ten the Kremlin. To this day I consider myself a
good Christian and a very loving person but I cannot stand
the sight of that woman.
I think they just kind of looked like jerks, the board just
kind of looked down on us and everybody else felt "We1ve
got to do something about this!"

S16.

The board as a whole was being attacked by the teachers
personally, by the teachers verbally, you know, "Why
haven't you done this, we really want this, we need this,
we1re gonna have to do something if we don't get some
ki nd of agreement."
-The district could have stopped the strike if they really
wanted to, easily but they were on a collision course to
start a strike. I really believe that . . . I was just
fed up with the way things were going. I didn't want a
strike but at the time they had managed to make me so
infuriated that I felt that it was the only thing to get
them to wake up. They were so unsympathetic to anything
that we would ever say and people knew this.
In this situation in Tucson, they created the problem,
they created the strike and they got it. They are the
kind of people that did not like to say, IIOh, my God,
we1ve made a mistake so they were biting a bullet keeping from ripping teachers legs off. The thing that irritated me more than anything else, . . . we1ve lost sight
of the fact that we1re educating people's kids and the
main bottom line is education. They have not realized
that and I don't know to this day that they have come
across on thinking about that at all. It's not a business
ll

I
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of educating kids, it's just a business. I couldn't even
guess what Helen Hafley had as her major concern but whatever it was it wasn't anything having to do with kids or
teachers.
She was terrible at human relations. Soleng Tom and her-I don't like those people to this day--and I try to forgive
and forget but I really don't like those people. In fact,
every time I see the lady that's now running the Pima
County--she used to be on the board. I thought it was
tremendous when she left and then when I found out that she
was going into--in charge of screwing up the entire county-I didn't like her, either. I was really glad to see her go
and I couldn't wait till Helen Hafley and Soleng Tom went.
I couldn't stand Mitchell Vavich either. I don't like any
of those people. You should have seen them in action.
They were absolutely classics. They were beautiful.
The beautiful thing was, they not only managed to make all
the teachers mad and furious foaming at the mouth but they
also managed to alienate the entire population of District
One. Everybody didn't like them and that's why the strike
was successful. Parents didn't want to send their kids
down there either because they knew they couldn't believe
Lewis when he said the district was operating smoothly when
the teachers were out striking.
One reason it was what I consider apparently successful is
that there was so many teachers participating in it. They
had managed to rile up the elementary school teachers and
everybody was extremely disappointed. Because of the fact
that they did ignore the teachers, it was about three meetings prior to the strike, one at Tucson High, maybe two,
before the strike. This is the school year before the
strike took place, 1977, in which they totally ignored
what the teachers were even warning them about. I had the
feeling that the negotiator from the coast and the superintendent and board were deliberately trying to precipitate something figuring that they would win. They could
have hired me for $45,000 to say "no" but they chose to
hire the negotiator. People who normally wouldn't have
worked together certainly united against him.
That turkey from California--the negotiator--they are all
marching to the same drum. They are all ridiculous. They
paid him a beautiful salary for saying "no" and I could
have done the same thing for less. I think my perceptions
of these people are those of most of the people in my
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school and most of the people in the district who struck.
The board and Lewis knew this. They just didnlt realize
that they managed to irritate the whole entire world. I
donlt know of anybody who likes those peopl~. They were
terrible. They created this mess.
The only thing the dog food remark did was make teachers
angry, I think make a lot of teachers who might not have
otherwise decided to strike--and when you were there listening to the board make them, I think for a lot of people
that was the determining factor about whether or not they
were going to strike, whether or not there was any way to
reconcile the difference. The board very honestly showed
very little respect for teachers.
Once when we were talking to the board about the ratio of
students to teachers and how the district takes an overall ratio and 29:1 is not a true one and we were giving
specific examples, Mr. Tom said, "Well, then maybe you Ire
in the wrong school." It was such an odd remark that
thatls one that sticks out in my mind. I could not
imagine why the man would say something like that. The
only thing it did was infuriate the teachers. I still
look back now and I think that was an odd thing to say.
lid strike again if that same thing rolled around, yes.
Because therels a very safe decision to make. My God,
they made everybody in the world mad at them. It was a
very small group of people that were so obnoxious that the
parents didnlt want to send their kids to any school run
by those people ..
S17.

If you say this is going to happen then I expect it to
happen and if it doesnlt then next time you tell me something is going to happen I donlt know whether itls going
to happen or not. I found the not knowing makes for a lot
of stress. People are just tired of not knowing and of
knowing whatevet' they said they were not going to be listened to. 11m sure it was all of that.
I think everybody went on strike for a different reason
and everybody saw the results as different. People were
irritated and frustrated in common but exactly what it
was that people were irritated about or at whom they were
irritated or why they were frustrated, thatls an individual thing. It was different for everybody.
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Communication.
S25.

I thought the media coverage was pro-teacher. I thought
it helped us a lot. We did much work as far as preparing
the community for the strike, I mean, we were informational picketing, we went down in force to school board meeting
after school board meeting after school board meeting at
which these reporters were present. They saw what fools-I mean, Soleng Tom banged his gavel so hard that it broke
the handle one night that I was there and I think when the
media sees them acting like that they realized the school
board was really way out in left field. I think they saw
that because we did so much preparation leading up to it.
It wasn't like we said, "Well, we1re gonna go on strike
tomorrow" and just went on strike. We tried everything to
influence, we did it for the year before the strike even
came up, we went to all those meetings and it was a long
process that brought about that strike. It didn't happen
over night and the media covers that all the time and they
were there, they saw how the board treated the teachers.
I think that's what made them come out on the side of the
teachers because we looked like the more sensible group.
We weren't pounding gavels and breaking them, we weren't
acting silly and being rude like these people were on the
school board when people would get up to speak. We weren't
doing that, they were the ones, the board was doing that.
They would cut you off in the middle of a sentence. Oh,
I can't remember--Mr. Tom turned the mikes off. He did
that."

S38.

They--when we had one meeting, we had so many people there
that they called the fire marshall and tried to have us
evi cted for safety reasons instead of movi ng the meeti ng
and letting it be a public hearing like it was supposed to
be. They would just do these things that were so--so way
out. I mean that sort of thing violated the whole democratic process and I think that any reporter there would
have seen that and would have been on the side of the
teachers. Anybody who was at those things would've-they couldnit help but have been on the side of the teachers and I think that's why the press came out on our side.
We got plenty of media coverage, not always fair. I
honestly felt lots of times the newspaper would only show
one side of it more than the other side. The administration side. And TEA would have to put up their money and
put an ad in the papers to hear our side. So I guess
I would say that I did feel it was somewhat unfair. I
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probably missed whatever was on television so I don't know.
I can't remember what's on TV that much if you want to
know the truth. I mean if it's ten o'clock news 11m
asleep. 11m usually in bed and the news before that I
usually wouldn't get home in time. So I can't really say.
I don't really know.
515.

There were people doing informational picketing and saying
things for a number of months before but I think there's a
difference between things being said and things being
heard. I think they just weren't hearing the word. I
think they were hearing the intensity, the frustration,
the anger~ the whatever it was· that was different in different people. But they weren't feeling it.

517.

We gave the board all of our evidence, we got petitions
and did all of those things . . . . There was the issue of
being treated in a way I attempt to treat my students.
Trust is the same issue. I think students should be
treated with respect as people instead of things. I don't
think teachers who aren't treated with respect can treat
students with respect. I just don't think it can happen.
Shared Interests.

516.

People who normally wouldn't have worked together certainly united to work against (the negotiator from the coast).

538.

Yes, Hafley was a female. But she was a female in a position of power. She did not see teachers in that position
at all. True, teaching has been thought of for years as
a woman's profession and women do not have power. I mean
you can even talk to high school teachers right now and
they were surprised that elementary teachers walked out
in such large numbers as they did.
Had elementary teachers not voted this way and then gone
out on strike they couldn't have done it. I think TEA
did a lot of informational work and I think it got out to
the people and I think they realized just what was down
the line for them if they didn't. Fact, we had better
support as I say on the elementary levels than we did a
lot of the high schools. A lot of high school teachers
and junior high said, IIHey, we didn't think you--Youlre
mostly women, not necessarily young women, the younger
people tend to be in the high schools and more men are in
the high school areas and they Ire more aggressive, you
know, women just wouldn't do it. II And they were really
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surprised we did but I think it was really due to the
really good job that TEA did on research and the whole
thing. • •• I didn't know it would be in such large
numbers as it was. I thought it might be closer than it
was. I was pleased.
II

Striker Comments:

During

Self-Concept.
57.

I never felt that the strike was really over dignity and
putting the teachers down. It wasn't over money. It was
over educational issues. I don't remember what all the
reasons were but that's the reason I struck.

515.

Some parents brought by food, drinks, chairs, opened up
their homes for us. They were aware that our dignity and
worth were the issue. They knew what the situation was.
A lot of parents talked to us. "How can our kids get an
education if a teacher is not well paid, respected and if
they have problems with discipline constantly which nobody
wants to do anything about and underuse the resource of
the Tucson Police Department in these various areas? There
is quite a bit of crime that occurs on the school grounds
and they say that they are just kids that are growing up!
Well, a kid that's growing up can kill you just as bad as
a fellow that's grown and it is just something that needs
to be taken into account.
II

Striker Comments:

After

Self-Adequacy.
531.

The strike had in some
my life. As far as my
school district I felt
it was very difficult.

ways a very positive impact in
teaching and my position in the
that was enhanced. Personally
I lost friends.

Self-Concept.
52.

If teachers aren't treated with respect as individuals
and if the human relationships are unhealthy, I don't
think they can go into a classroom, treat kids with respect and have healthy relationships with students . . .
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A mentally healthy person does not abuse other people,
neither does that person allow other people to abuse him
and so it's a mutual respect kind of thing and best to be
clearly spelled out in terms of an attitude .••
S5.

There is nothing in the district and there never has been
in the 11 years that live been teaching ever to give
teachers a sense of their dignity or worth on a district
level. It's a real problem how you treat kids with dignity
and worth if you arenlt treated that way. I think that's
why there's a lot of burnout of teachers. Not just of anxiety and stress because of the strike -although the strike
was a glorious illustration of it but all the time. It's
still going on. The district has learned very little.

S14.

I think self-concept is really important. It's important
for teachers and students to feel theylre valuable people
and won't be devalued because of behavior.

S6.

Strongly agree. I strongly felt that as a human being I
have dignity and worth. No matter if it's with a strike
or without a strike or a foreseen strike in the future. I
saw some people who felt they had their dignity boosted
after the strike because they felt their goal before
striking had been reached during the strike and after the
strike was over. They felt that those goals were met so
that boosted their egos.
In a way itls rather like some of the great books everybody wishes he or she had read. "I hope I don't have to
be in another one but 11m glad I was in one." Before the
strike I had an-idea of myself. I liked to think of myself as a person who would put values before my job where
I wouldn't blackmail myself by taking the easy way out.
That's what I got out of the strike. I made a real difficult decision out of which I might have lost my job and I
felt comfortable with the decision. That added to me as a
person. I now know that I can do that instead of just
thinking of myself as being able to do that--I know that
I can. That's neat.

S26.

I went out. Absolutely. And lid go out again because
there has to be respect for the other party. They have to
have equity and dignity because without it you have nothing, because unless a teacher can walk into a classroom
standing tall so to speak knowing that this teacher is
qualified to do the job he or she is hired to do. I think
that any teacher who can do that job should be paid and
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paid well for doing that job and this doesn't matter
whether they're male, female, red, green, striped like a
barber pole or what have you.
It is more an issue of dignity and respect than pay because
unless you respect yourself youlre completely without dignity. . •. live never thought before how this affects my
teaching. • • • As for the administration that's where
it's real critical. They have to respect you for what
youlre able to do and they have to respect you for what you
are. If they don't respect you, youlre liable to be an
eight-to-five, come in and do your time, do the required
amount of paperwork. But as for being l~eally inspired to
do somethi ng you I re not. It IS just 1ike you punch the
clock down at Joe's Ironworks. At the end of the day you
punch the clock and go out. This kind of treatment will
cause that. If this is what they want this is what
they'11 get. At Joe's Ironworks they show more respect
to the non-professional there. Because you go out there
and ask people, "What can you do?" "We11, 11m a teacher.
Well, we show our respect every day in our society. A
plumber can make more money than most teachers. Where is
all of the stress put? It's put on getting out here and
getting a job and making money.
II

S15.

Philosophy is something that's been whipped to death in the
teaching profession: youlre a professional so you take
what they give you and like it. That's not the way I defi ne profess i ona 1s. I defi ne profess i ona 1s as: if we re
truly professional in the teaching profession weld be on
the same level as lawyers and doctors and people of that
sort. We would, 'speaking now of the teachers, we would set
a scale on what our services were worth and there would be
no one who would work for less than that scale. I think
what they are trying to do is categorize teachers along
with janitors and what have you. I don't think most
teachers have really come down to the idea that they are
really professionals.
I

Some of the teachers felt after the strike that they did
something for personal dignity and integrity because they
felt they had really been put down. That's why the strike
happened. That's what it was all about.
S8.

I think there was a little more dignity and self-worth.
I think those should be real issues because of the profession 11m in. They were real issues for me.
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Threat Anxiety.
55.

1 think what we teachers managed to do is become a threat.
We got a little bigger stick in dealing with the adminisration which is OK as long as we have to have relationships
on this primitive level but 1 think the likelihood of more
conflict is pretty good because we need to address this
idea of teachers personal worth. 1 know that 11m a very
good teacher but 1 do not feel as if my particular kinds
of skills would be taken into account if there was a need
to shift around personnel and lid be a name on a page with
my subject area written after my name and one person in a
subject area is just like another one all too often. This
is what 1 was rebelling against. 1 donlt like it. lid
like it to change.
I

538.

1 thought the board had violated its terms of the contract.
1 felt 1 didnlt have to keep my side of the contract because theyld violated their side.

526.

After the strike ended undoubtedly Helen Hafley and her
lieutenant, Soleng Tom, had some ideas on how they would
reconstruct us even though they had lost the battle. 1
think that what they have down there now and probably will
have for some time to come is a residue of thinking that
existed which goes back to Superintendent Morrow and others
way back down the way: that we are a small school district,
we donlt have many people here, welre all good friends,
IILet ISS it down and dri nk a cup of coffee together and'after
coffeels over you go do it my way. II And this, 1 think, is
still too often the thinking in Ten Ten. 1 hope ther~
isnlt another strike.
But 1 still went out and lid
go out again because there has to be respect for the other
party.

S5.

Therels a lot of burnout of teachers. Not just of anxiety
and stress because of the strike although the strike was a
glorious illustration of it but all the time. It l s still
going on. The district has learned very little.

Non-Striker

Com~ents:

Before

Self-Concept.
NS20.

1 always see myself as a person of dignity and worth!
live got no problem that way.
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NS9.

I guess the strike was over all those things. People were
not treated with dignity. On the other hand the strike
was over money.

NS28.

Everybody said they weren't striking for money but I think
they were.

Threat-Anxiety.
NS10.

Before the strike people's dignities were challenged to
see how long they could last. Especially the ones who
struck. In a way I sympathized with them because I felt
they were following a ruptured balloon: TEA wanted this
and that and the district wasn't going to meet them halfway.

NS22.

Lewis wasn't good with human relationships or good at dealing with people. I'd say that was part of the problem.
Helen Hafley was a little nasty but Helen worked hard and
put in many good hours at the board. I don't know why
people who struck didn't particularly care for her.

NS32.

I think that human relationships are important. Lewis was
apparently not the kind of person who related well with
people. I think it was possibly lack of skill in human
relationships which culminated in a strike. I think Mr.
Lewis, the board and TEA were all having trouble there.
I saw them headed on a collision course and I felt sort
of helpless.

Non-Striker Comments:

During

Self-Adequacy.
NS10.

Some of the strikers probably felt that they got what they
wanted through the negotiations such as class size, salaries and benefits. Maybe they felt that their dignity was
boosted by going out and proving a point.

Self-Concept.
NS32.

I didn't
went out
was over
view. I

feel the school board put me down but those that
on strike felt that they did. I think the strike
dignity and money from somebody else's pOint of
vaguely remember now a board member's comments
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about "taking back the store.
I can't remember if the
strike was about a change in the negotiating agreement. • •• I saw myself as a person of dignity and worth.
Whether others saw me that way I don't know. I think the
strikers lost the respect of some parents and children who
felt that they should have been in teaching.
II

NS9.

I saw myself that way. Whether or not others saw me that
way I don't know. I don't let others define the kind of
person I am. I think I do it myself. It's true that
Helen Hafley's comments about teachers was an attack on
our dignity. We were being put down but I don't let
other people define me so I don't have a problem with it.
Striker and Non-Striker
esponses an omments
About two-thirds of the non-strikers before, during and after

the strike felt their supervisors valued their services.

Before and

during the strike two-thirds or more of the strikers felt valued by
their superiors while after the strike over four-fifths felt so
valued.

For both groups uncertainty decreased significantly after

the strike concluded.

According to theory individuals who feel less

valued will require self-concept adjustment and arrangement to bring
it into balance with others' perceptions of the self.
Striker Comments:

Before

Self-Adequacy.
S5.

I felt used by the district for a time before the strike
and often afterwards. This all goes back to the quality
of the personal relationships that exist in our district.
I don't think we have many administrators who know how to
create space for teachers to feel valuable.
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5.

m~ immediate sUEervisor saw me as a valuable member
building's facult~

I felt that

of

m~
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Self-Concept.
S39.

Strongly agree.
good teacher.

He would tell me that he thought I was a

Sll.

Disagree. That was just my position with my department
head. It1s just my opinion. I can't really give you a
definite answer but I think my perceptions are pretty much
accurate. It was mostly nonverbal, some verbal. It didn't
bother me because I never did care what she thought.

S6.

I disagree. I knew the individual after my first year of
working for both administrators, the principal and assistant principal. I knew that they weren't very effective
and could care less about any person's dignity other than
their own.
Threat-Anxiety.

S6.

They were in their ivory towers and could care less if
there were problems with discipline or problems among
the teachers in that particular school. There were strikerelated and other problems in the building and other things
that led before and after.

S17.

I got along very well with the principal. He was instrumental in my getting the position and when I came in and
told him that I was going to be the TEA representative you
should have seen the eyes on that man bug out. Later he
said something about that he was very surprised that I
was the representative.

Striker Comments:

During

Self-Concept.
S8.

Undecided.
care.

I don't know how he saw me and I really don't

S3.

I think so--probably. Undecided, I don't know how he saw
me. I really don't care about it.
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Threat-Anxiety.
S16.

He had hurt feelings, I would say--if he thought I wasn't a
professional and if he didn't need me he wouldn't have been
hurt. I agree.

S17.

I have been told that this man took it very personally and
that the TEA representative there during the strike and he
had many, many disagreements.

S6.

You couldn't tell if you were appreciated for the work
that you did as an educator before, during and after the
strike.
Communication.

S6.

It was very haphazard communication. You couldn't tell if
you were appreciated for the work that you did as an educator before, during and after the strike. There was a lack
of communication.
Shared Interests.

S6.

There was a lack of communication. In such a situation,
ties are closer to friends you have at that particular
school.

Striker Comments:

After

Self-Adequacy.
S5.

I felt used by the district for a time before the strike
and often afterwards.

S14.

Strongly agree. I think she perceived me as a leader of
the faculty. I did extra things, chaired committees,
meetings. I just did a lot of things that were a little
extra. I had influence. I ran for faculty rep my second
year. I was seen as a leader and was told that I was a
leader.

S38.

I became a much stronger TEA person after the strike and
he and I came to grips a couple of times. When he transferred he didn't take me with him and I found out later
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that he had felt he was being ha£sled too much. He was
being made to mind the rules. Yeah. I mean, I still like
the man and everything but its. funny--to me.
Afterwards, I think he really needed me to pull everything
back together again.
Threat-Anxiety.
S3.

I noticed a difference in relationships after the strike
with my principal. For a while--yeah, a little bit. I felt
that they were a slight bit strained. Knowing him personally, I could see his relationship with the whole faculty
a little strained. I would go to him in the lounge and
oftentimes this would happen, lid be the only one in there
with him, he's be having a cup of coffee and a cigarette
and another teacher and lid get a cup of coffee. I just
never let it bother me.

S5.

The principal at the high school seemed upset the entire
time. He came out to bring us our paychecks and he looked
like he was going to burst into tears. He didn't act
nasty though.
He never made any remarks to make me feel
he was angry. The assistant principal who was my direct
supervisor that year seemed angry with everyone. I was
told by the assistant principal not to go out. As an
order. He told all of us on the staff that if we did we
would be in violation and he didn't want us to do it. He
called a meeting.
Communication.

S6.

There isn't much communication there now. The principal
isn't there anymore. The assistant principal is still
there and the assistant principal is very ineffective.
He's hardly ever on campus and according to some close
friends of mine that are working there he uses his school
time to be on a board outside the district. I don't know
how that's legally done but it's done.
To a certain extent it makes me a little uncomfortable
to go to work and work hard and not have people know what
11m doing. I think the individual has to be strong to
cope with a lot of different situations and problems that
arise like this particular situation.
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55.

Undecided. There was no communication afterwards. None.
In fact there was a lot of non-v.erbal communication between myself and my immediate supervisor after the strike
and I never felt that he was comfortable at all with what
happened during the strike. 11m undecided even though 11m
sure he wasnlt comfortable because the question is about
my value as a faculty member. 11m sure he was uncomfortabl e.
live never had supervisors who communicated about how they
felt about me. live often not gotten any feedback but itls
never been what lid call secretive. I know of situations
like that. Stuff like that happens all the time. Therels
almost no ability in this school district--and I think itls
probably nationwide--to deal with people who are incompetent.
Reference Groups.

56.

It would be harder to work in such a situation if I didnlt
have good friends there. That makes the atmosphere of your
job that much easier to cope with.

Non-Striker Comments:

Before

Threat-Anxiety.
NS9.

I thought--my impression of both my principal and my department chair recognized that when the strike was over
people would have to work together again. We had a faculty meeting before the strike vote and the principals said
they supported us in doing what we felt was right and the
department chair agreed. I mean I just canlt imagine him
ever holding anything against us. I felt there was a lot
of support and caring about people making the right decisions for themselves.
Strongly agree. I intimidated all of my supervisors always because 11m very outspoken. But 1 know that they
always respected me and felt that I was of value.
Communication.

NS9.

They always listened. Whether or not they did what I
thought should be done was a different question.
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Non-Striker Comments:

During

Self-Concept.
NS32.

My supervisor didn't appreciate me more because I crossed
the line. I think he just figured I was just doing my job.
And I just figured I was doing my job.

NS20.

I felt appreciated. They came, both principal and the assistant principal, to tell me how well I was doing and how
they really appreciated my services. Matter of fact the
assistant principal always sat in because he said he was
learning things held never known before.

NS22.

You know, I never met the man personally but while I was
working during the strike, Lewis wrote a letter to those of
us who were still working saying, "Dear Fellow Colleagues,
I am pleased that you are working." It irritated me so
that I sat down and wrote him back a letter that said,
"Look, I am not your colleague, I am working in this building because I signed a contract to take care of and help
educate children and 11m not going back on my word. Etc.
Because I felt, "Gee, I wasnlt there because I was his
fellow colleague. I was there because I was doing my job.
II

II

Strike Data--Question 6: Striker and Non-Striker
Scaled Responses and Comments
Most of the strikers and the non-strikers consistently felt
their fellow building teachers saw them as people of dignity and worth.
One-third of the non-strikers were undecided about this however
during the strike.

Since most of both groups felt their fellow build-

ing teachers saw them as they saw themselves it seems unlikely that
conflict between their and others perceptions of themselves affected
eithers l choices of whether or not to strike. Theory suggests conI

flicting perceptions produce conflicting behaviors.
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6.

I felt m~ fellow building teachers saw me as a person of
dignity and worth
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Striker Comments:

Before

Self-Concept.
S39.

I would say agree. You don't know me. 11m one of these
people that just think that people didn't realize that I
was a little fighter, that I was a tiger, you know what 11m
saying? live come across as being a shy, quiet person that
wouldn't do anything and then I was a striker and then it
comes out.
Reference Group.

S8.

Strongly agree. It's very, very hard. I would have no
reason to think that they didn't think I was someone of
dignity.

57.

Strongly agree. One reason is that I got a note from one
member of my faculty who was not going to strike thanking
me for my professional attitude prior to the strike and in
not trying to coerce her. I thought it was pretty gutsy
of her for doing that.

515.

I think lid strongly agree on all three. Because most of
them supported dignity. I didn't give them what I consider
propaganda. I told them it would be up to them to make up
their minds, not mine and as far as worth goes a lot of
them asked me before and after the strike a lot of things
about handling things within their classrooms.

S16.

I don't know if they thought that much of me before the
strike. Undecided.
Communication.

515.

• .• I didn't give them what I consider propaganda. I
told them it would be up to them to make up their minds,
not mine . • .
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Striker Comments:

During

Self-Concept.
S31.

I assumed a leadership position during the strike and it
seemed like I was the one they were turning to.

S39.

They really thought my teammate wou1 d go out and I would
stay in but it was the other way around. She just probably
stands up more. Do you know what 11m saying? Comes as
more opinionated. I was out there, you bet.
Reference Groups.

S8.

I would have to say that some of them would have strongly
agreed, some would have strongly disagreed on that. I mean
some people understood my position and some didnlt. People
that did would strongly agree, people that didnlt would
strongly disagree that I was a person of worth and dignity.

Striker Comments:

After

Self-Adequacy.
S16.

Agree.

It made us better.

Self-Concept.
Sll.

Well, lid have to agree because it was a mixture of different reactions. A lot of people who knew me pretty well
knew my stance. If I think 11m doing something right
then thatls it. Nothing personal--just my own opinion and
I follow my own conscience, not the conscience of any
group.
Threat-Anxiety.

S14.

. . . some of them opposed my view on the strike and the
strong view that I took about crossing the picket line.
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Connnunication.
S5.

Agree. I enjoyed the whole increase in communications that
happened before, during and after the strike both for me
personally and for the other people with whom I worked.
Reference Groups.

S38.

I think even more so.

S14.

Agree but not strongly agree as before or during. The difference is because some of them opposed my view on the
strike and the strong view that I took about crossing the
picket line.

S5.

Relationships were built during the strike that are still
tremendous and very positive working relationship among
those of us who were outside the building.

Non-Striker Connnents:

Before

Reference Groups.
NS20.

I think they still thought I was worthwhile.
same person doing the same thing.

Non-Striker Connnents:

I was the

After

Shared Interests.
NS9.

• •• some of them would have strongly agreed and some of
them would have strongly disagreed on that. Because there
was no middle ground.
Strike Data--Question 7: Striker and Non-Striker
Scaled Responses and Connnents
There is significant difference between striker and non-striker

views of whether or not they and their fellow teachers had a lot at
stake in the strike.

Most strikers felt they did, although 5 of
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7.

I saw m~self as a ~erson who had a great deal at stake together
with m~ fellow teachers in the strike ~rocess
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the 28 felt they didn't after the strike.
didn't at any time.

Most non-strikers felt they

Afterward more non-s.trikers felt they didn't

have anything at stake than had felt so in the beginning.

It is of

interest that one-third of the non-strikers felt they had a great deal
at stake during the strike.
Theory suggests that the greater the self-confidence or feeling
of adequacy the greater the person's willingness to risk.

People are

also more willing to risk if there is a perceived benefit or need which
may be met.
risk-taking.

Indecision interferes with clear perception of need and of
Before, one-fourth of the non-strikers were undecided.

Striker Comments:

Before

Self-Adeguacy.
S7.

I also had enough faith in myself to where, if that's how
it worked out, I could go and get a job someplace else.
Not in teaching. I would have left the profession.
Threat-Anxiety.

S35.

Yeah. Certainly. My job. I would say that was the biggest thing, fearing the loss of your job. I think that was
about the main thing, that I felt I had a great deal at
stake and I was unsure whether I'd have a job or not. My
school was about 100% on strike and out of 50 there were
only 5 that didn't strike.

S7.

When I voted to strike at the Community Center--well, when
I left school here the Friday before, I did it full well
knowing that I might not ever come back in this building
to work again. That was a little sobering. But I also
had enough faith in myself to where, if that's how it
worked out, I could go and get a job someplace else. Not
in teaching. I would have left the profession. I don't
know how seriously most people took it but I took it very
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seriously. I really thought, "I may never come back.
And I could cope with that. I figured it was so bad that
anything was better. If that's the way the di.strict
wanted to be then I didn't want to work for it. r was
willing to strike from day one--from the time it first
became an issue.
II

S8.

Lewis had a big meeting when he first came and made some
comments about striking. I just knew what I had to do.
I had made up my mind. It just didn't bother me.
Yes. It wasn't just the house. It was a kid in college,
two of them with braces, a new car and I still voted for
the strike. There were others in that position. We have
friends who both teach and they were about in the same boat
and they went on strike. Strongly agree.
I had tenure. But the gal I was just talking to on the
phone did not and it was really a tough decision for her
to make. She went on strike and she's still with us.

S31.

I was not in the same position as those who'd just bought
new cars and new homes and struck anyway. I wasn't in that
position myself but if the same kinds of issues came up I
would do it again.
We were told, "Go in or youlre fired.
There were a couple
of teachers on our staff who were at the time the only
breadwinner and had three or four kids. I felt I wasn't
sure I wanted those people walking the picket line because
they have a lot more at stake than me having to take care
of just myself. But they did--they walked the line. The
ones who went to work were not people who really needed the
money. It apparently was philosophical.
II

S14.

Strongly agree. My whole career was on the line. My wife
was in law school and mine was the only income. Caused a
lot of problems--marital problems. They were resolved.
Yeah, we got divorced. But that wasn't the only reason.
My wife's father had been a school board president and she
thought that strikes were totally unprofessional.

S3.

My husband would probably remember more of this than I do.
He had tenure. I didn't. My husband was going through the
same thing and he was sort of leaning the other way and
then finally when we had that one big final meeting he
said, "I' m the breadwinner, I pay the bills." Weld just
bought this house and had just moved in in September,
September fourteenth and we went on strike in October.
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You know I can remember him sayi ng gett.i.ng up one
morning, "We may not live in this house very long" because
at that time you didn't know whether the strike was gonna
last one day or one year. But he still voted to strike.
S15.

At that time that I went on strike I was at the point where
I was going to retire at the end of the school year. But I
still struck. Absolutely. The idea is not a question of
what 11m going to lose, it's not a question of what anyone's going to lose on the strike.

Sll.

I was beginning to plot my way out of the system so it
didn't make any difference to me.
Communication.

S15.

The thing on striking is that most people don't understand
a strike and my understanding of a strike is this: You
have attempted to bring things before management, in this
case the school board and management consistently refuse to
bring these matters out in the open and talk about them.
Strikes are not a result of hate. Whether it be an education association or whoever when the time comes when people
can't see each other and their problems then it's time to
do something about it. . .• the thing is that when they
get to where there is no communication there has to be
something done so that they do communicate again and this
is the idea behind a grievance procedure.

S16.

Before, we didn't work together as well.
nicate as well with each other.

Striker Comments:

We didn't commu-

During

Threat-Anxiety.
S14.

My wife was totally opposed to it.

S5.

Itls true that some of the people who struck adversely affected their retirement. I don't know if I can explain it
very well but it is true. A good friend was in his retirement year and he was just fed up. He felt as if held been
moved around from job to job in the building for the last
five or six years with no recognition at all of his personal talents, skills and experience. I think he was
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right. Held been there longer than any of the
administrators and yet when they wanted to move him around
nobody ever asked him, "Jim, what do you think would work?
How would .YQ!! solve the problem?" • .• By the way, he
took an earTY retirement totally out of that attitude. I
think if you go look and see the massive numbers of people
who took an early retirement this January it would be the
same kind of thing going on. They were fed up with not
being consulted.
S7.

I was financially better off because my husband is not a
teacher. He has a good paying job but I know people with
husbands at the University who were the sole support. You
know, ultimate kinds of situations and they still struck.

S8.

Two of our kids were living at home at that time. We
talked to our college kid and he felt we were doing the
right thing. He wasnlt surprised that we did it. Both
of the older boys were glad that we did • • . There was
no middle ground.
Communication.

S3.

Disagree because when we werenlt teaching we just had a
lot more time available to discuss it and get together. I
didn't feel that the people who crossed the lines organized
and reinforced each other because they only had a couple of
people. I didn't communicate with them later after work.
Self-Concept.

S35.

S2.

Looking back after the strike I never thought anything
like "God, look what I did and what I could have lost.
No. I never thought that--after it was over.

II

I feel that under the strike situation there was a need
perhaps for me to feel very strongly that we had a great
deal at stake. Afterwards in that respect 11m not sure we
really did but at the moment it seemed to be--Well, 11m
not sure that the stake was really that important as I
look back. Possibly 20-20 hindsight. I wouldn't do anything differently. The next strike, however, 11m not sure
that I would do the same thing. There will possibly be
another, I donlt know.
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Threat-Anxiety.
S8.

There were other things we did win besides class size and
money. I was gl ad i.t was over and the pressures were off
then.

S14.

I didn't see that there were many benefits after it was all
over. I didn't see where there was a great victory over
anything. Even though we had a contract saying we could
get persona11eave days we didn't get them.

S5.

People talk about this value and that value but they don't
take a stand on it. Teachers don't have to do that very
often. They should but they don't.
Shared Interests.

S31.

I think we got what we struck for. I think we didn't gain
a lot. In fact those of us who stayed out that week probably lost monetarily but it definitely strengthened the
Association's position in subsequent bargaining.

S35.

I didn't have any personal hassles because my husband supported it. I didn't have the problems that some people had
because of the spouse not being supportive of doing that.
I would say there was a lot of the people who didn't strike
that was one of the main reasons, I think.
Reference Groups.

S13.

There are about five key people. . . . The fact that all
five were out made it much easier for me to strike because
those people had a great deal to lose, a great deal on the
line and were people I believed had made a very strong commitment.

S39.

I had a lot. Very strongly agree. Once I was out there
I just fe1t--it was like all of us were the best buddies
in the worl d. It was 1i ke--a 1most a fami ly.

S16.

The closeness continued after the strike was over.
worked better as a team for educational reasons.

We
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Striker Comments:

After

Self-Concept.
S39.

I think most of us who went out felt we did the right thing,
you know.

S5.

Strongly agree. For me my personal worth was at stake. I
made a decision that was really difficult because I felt I
might be the kind of person to come under more criticism
than others because live engaged in innovative procedures
that aren't always popular, worked exclusively in experimentive or alternative programs; I belong to political organizations that some people don't enjoy; out-spoken in
some ways that obviously piss off people--I've had several
big arguments with men on my staff who are hunters--made
remarks about chauvinism--stuff like that. So I felt that
my job was in jeopardy but I wanted to make a deci sion that I
would be happy with in terms of my personal ethics.
Threat-Anxiety.

S5.

Strongly agree. For me my personal worth was at stake.
Next of course it was my job. I didn't know if I would
have the job or not after the strike. I made a real difficult decision out of which I might have lost my job and
I felt comfortable with the decision. I don't know what
would have happened if lid been fired. I had nothing at
stake financially except for the right to continue being
a school teacher. I didn't owe any money anywhere; I have
no children, no dependents. So it was really easy for me
to vote to strike because I didn't have to worry about
being out of work for a week. I think it's very difficult
to know how you'll behave under testing until you have a
direct experience of laying your job on the line. Pretty
much what you have to say before is all bullshit.
Some people who struck were getting ready to retire and
their striking adversely affected their retirement. They
lost more money than the rest of us did. There's some sort
of point that if you were in your retirement year things
were multiplied out at a higher percentage.

S14.

There were no reprisals. We had a no-reprisals clause in
the agreement. True, having a clause and having people
live up to it aren't the same thing. . . We had the
contract and the grievance procedure to handle reprisals
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and you also had the legal process. Most people felt that
we would not accept harassment because we went on strike.
We had talked to some teachers that i.f they had been nontenured it would almost have made their chances of getting
tenure a lot better after the stri.ke because of the nonreprisals clause.
S21.

If we hadn't struck I don't think that we would have a lot
of--one of the really important things that came out of the
strike was our grievance policy where we have a binding arbitration policy where we have binding arbitration on the
decision. We're the only ones in Arizona who have that. I
don't think that ever would have come if we hadn't struck.
We get paid for our overtime. We're still on planning and
textbook committees. I don't think any of that would've
happened if we hadn't've struck. Lot of those things are
direct results of what happened during the strike.
Reference Groups.

S39.

There's still that special feeling with that particular
group. Matter of knowing who you can count on. That sure
makes a difference.

Non-Striker Comments:

Before

Self-Adequacy.
NS9.

If I had it to do again.! would cross the picket line
again.

NS34.

It would have been a lie for me to strike wanting more
money because I felt satisfied with the amount of money
that I have.

Self-Concept.
NS34.

For me, I--just couldn't see myself with someone who had
anything at stake regarding the strike. I definitely before the strike, during the strike and after the strike
didn't feel that I had anything at stake.

NS10.

Strongly disagree. I'm a strong individual and I wasn't
going to make any enemies or make remarks or start any
verbal fights.
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Threat-Anxiety.
NS10.

I had nothing to gain or lose other than my job.
that my job had higher priority than any strike.

I felt

NS9.

The real issue was money and personally I find that offensive when we're dealing with human beings to be concerned
with money.
Communication.

NS34.

I didn't see where the district could meet with the demands
made by TEA. I mean, some of the demands were great ideas.
What the strike was really over was money and when
they presented the issue they covered it over with class
size and some of the humanitarian things. I felt that that
was pure horseshit.
All they ever talked about was money. How they came up
with that I honestly can't remember. They could have had
a survey. What I'm forming my particular opinion on is why
money was the most important issue because everyone I
talked to that was a member of TEA, every time I read about
it in the news always the issue discussed was money and
never did I read anything to do with the students. That
was also true on television.

Shared Interests.
NS34.

I think those who went out felt they were going out for a
good cause--that class size would be lessened. It wasn't
but when they went out they felt it would be. I think
they took it on faith.

Non-Striker Comments:

During

Threat-Anxiety.
NS32.

I didn't think I had a lot to win or lose during the strike.

NS10.

I strongly disagree that I had a great deal at stake.
About a third of the faculty continued to go to work.
don't feel that we had anything to win or to lose.

I
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NS27.

I wasn't that tuned into the strike.
negotiations very closely at all.

NS20.

Yes, I did. Because 1 had that class that I was teaching
at the University and I had to by God make sure that nobody
--nobody discovered what I was actually doing. Yes I did
have considerable at stake. I would strongly agree.

Non-Striker Comments:

I didn't follow the

After

Self-Adequacy.
NS9.

I just feel that they had wasted their time. I don't think
they gained anything. I think that the school system is
still the same--the teachers may be getting a little more
money but the issue they made about money they didn't get
much money. Class sizes are still the same. In my experience there was no difference in class size. Not after the
strike, immediately after the strike or a year after the
stri ke.
Self-Concept.

NS20.

I would say disagree.
personal thing.

Actually it was just a completely

NS9.

No, not much. I figure the people who struck lost the
respect of some parents and children. I don't know about
the issue of trust, can't say for sure.

NS32.

I think they lost the respect of some parents and children
who felt that they should have been in teaching.

Threat-Anxiety.
NS9.

And I do know that people made themselves physically ill.
It was the sickest year {1978-l979}.
Shared Interests.

NS10.

I personally don't think striking proved the point. If the
district hadn't honored its contract I'd probably go to
TEA and see what justice could be done, llke a grievance.
There was a grievance process in the district before the
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strike. After it was the same process with a little
upgrading. I don't think that was one of the things they
struck over.
NS32.

There were some provlslons of the contract that were beneficial to teachers. The grievance procedure was changed.
That was one of the things that was gained. I admit that
I don't know if there was a grievance procedure before the
strike. . •• there were some provisions of the contract
that were beneficial. I don't know of a grievance procedure before the stri.ke. There may have been but I don't
know. I would consider an effective grievance procedure a
benefit. There were a couple of people in our building who
have used it since 1978. I think it's an effective procedure.
Strike Oata-- uestion 8. Striker and Non-Striker
Sca e Responses an Comments

Most strikers and non-strikers did not feel isolated during the
strike process.

But almost one-quarter of the strikers and one-third

of the non-strikers did feel isolated during the strike.

Isolation

from one or more groups may lead to lack of feedback from the group(s),
less

co~nunication

and closer association with another group or groups.

Communication is essential for strengthening of group ties and sense
of self-identity or formation of self-concept.
Striker Comments:

Before

Self-Concept.
S39.

• .• my teammate and I disagreed on the strike and I did
feel somewhat isolated from her before the strike . • • .
one day . . . her side of the room left for recess and my
side of the room didn't •.• they did it so quietly . • .
I didn't see her leave . • . that was my first hint • . .
one of the big hints--and it just sorta hurt me, ok?
That's what it was and . . . so before the strike I can
really say I felt isolated.
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8.

Durin~ my regular teaching day, I felt isolated from my fellow
bui1dlng teachers during the strike Erocess

Strikers:

N = 28

Before
3

I
Strongly
Agree

1
I
Agree

I
Undeci ded

2
I
Agree

1
I
Undecided

1~
Disagree

71
Strongly
Di sagree

During
4

I
Strongly
Agree

After
1
I
Strongly
Agree

1
I
Agree

1

I
Undeci ded

Non-Strikers:

6

I
Disagree

17
I
Disagree

17
Strongly
Di sagree
8

I
Strongly
Di sagree

N = 12

Before
1
I
Strongly
Agree

Agree

I
Undecided

During
2
I
Strongly
Agree

2
I
Agree

I
Undeci ded

After
1
I
Strongly
Agree

1
I
Agree

I
Undecided

11

3
1

Disagree

6

1

Disagree

41
Disagree

71
Strongly
Disagree

21
Strongly
Disagree

6

1

Strongly
Disagree
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56.

I really haven't thought about it but it makes sense.
It's true. If youlre not team teaching you would be
isolated.

516.

No, I work in a room with two or three other teachers so
I can't get to feel isolated.

511.

5trongly disagree all the way down.

52.

live never felt any place where live worked that I was
isolated from my fellow workers. I would strongly disagree
on all three levels.
Threat-Anxiety.

58.

The construction of this building is such that it IS in an
isolated situation.

524.

50 often you don't even associate faces with what's happening. I think because the district is so large that your
building becomes your nucleus in the education process in
our district. Even at that time before the strike--it's a
very impersonal building and we know there are people in
there but we really have very little contact with those
people.

538.

When you are an elementary and youlre in your own room you
don't get to meet a lot of other people. 50 I would essentially agree. But not after the informational picketing.
Generally teachers tend to go in rooms, associate only with
kids, don't eat together and don't really see other adults
or professionals until the end of the teaching day. At
least in the elementary. Very much so.
And I think it's even more so in the high school because
there is so many different buildings, a lot of them eat in
their own rooms, they don't even go to the lounge.
Communication.

539.

I strongly agree because my teammate and I disagreed on
the strike. And I did feel somewhat isolated from her
before the strike. 5he didn't put verbal pressure on me.
If one of us were going out for break weld let the other
one know and--When you team, you watch the clock a lot so
that you end things about the same time and if you don't
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you make adjustments somehow. But this one day she was
just--her side of the room left for recess and my side of
the room didn't. I don't know how they did it they did
it so quietly, it was--you know--in the middle of the
morning during reading groups--and the only reason I didn't
see her leave is because we have folding doors and they
were partially shut so that we could carryon our reading
groups. This was before the strike. And it was like--I
couldn't believe it, I mean, that was my first hint--not
my first, but--you know--one of the big hints--and it just
sorta hurt me, ok? That's what it was and--so before the
strike I can really say I felt isolated.
S38.

When you are an elementary ••• you1re in your own room
••• So I would essentially agree. But not after the informational picketing. Yeah, during that a lot of things
happened, nice things happened there. Camaraderie you
know, we all got to know each other better and helping each
other and everything.
We have a lot of communication problems in the high school
and junior high school and I think it's even more pronounced in elementary schools.

S5.

No. You have to make time. If you want to talk to people
and they don't have your schedule it can get a little
tight but during the week before the strike we had an informational picketing in the early morning and during lunch
and it was easy for me to talk to whoever I wanted to talk
with . . • You have to go out of your way to do it but you
can do it if you want.
Reference Groups.

S38.

. •. in the high school and junior high . . • I think
unless you1ve got a group that parties together or somethin' like that you just don't have it.
I felt in very close contact with all those of the faculty.

Striker Comments:

During

Self-Concept.
S2.

During the strike I never felt isolated.
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531.

I felt isolated from those people who were in the building.

539.

During the strike I can say from the building teachers.
1111 just say agree on that because I had the teachers that
were out with me that I felt so good with, you know.

538.

I did in my particular case because I was at another locati on. '

531.

I was talking to this lady and she was a sort of home-spun,
rough-cut type and she said, IIIf teachers aren't respected
and don't have a way to feel good about themselves we
haven't got anythi.ng in our schools."
Threat-Anxiety.

538.

The guy that was really hostile to us down there was the
security man. He was very belligerent to us and very
abusive in his language. We just laughed at him and his
staff. He was mad because people wouldn't--the electricians and stuff walked up and found what was goin' on.
They were gettin ' people like higher ups in the machine
shop to come out there and try to convince those guys to
cross the line and they wouldn't do it. They wouldn't
cross the line. That first day was really exciting to me
just seeing the types of things that were going on . • . .
for some reason the bus drivers were very frightened with
us, I guess because of the Teamsters. They'd heard about
Teamsters strikes so they were coming around that corner
really fast and they bumped one of my gals. I know another
teacher that got hit by a scab that had come in here in the
parking lot and hit her and then one of our striker picketers was hit by Lewis himself. Lewis ran into one of our
strikers, too. He was goin ' into the bus yard and he ran-bumped into one of lem, too. It was hilarious. It was
kind of a big joke for us. It was really funny because
the district had their cameramen on the buildings. They
were taking pictures to intimidate us. I wasn't intimidated. I took out my camera and took pictures of the
cameramen taking pictures of us.
I

The busses were driving so fast one bus came right up over
the curb and knocked stuff we had sitting on the corner so
the next day I asked the policeman if I could bring my
horse down there. He said as long as you follow the traffic rules you can use your horse. 50 I brought him down
there specifically to put me on eye-to-eye level with the
bus drivers. They're not gonna hit someone on a horse and
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so I would walk across the picket line outside of them to
slow those busses down comin ' in there. I had a sign on, I
had a dress like an old fashioned woman and I had a bonnet
on, I had a sign said, "School board sets education back a
hundred years.
And I would ride all the way around that
whole bus section, that whole big block cheerin ' everybody
up and everything, you know--give lem a little laugh. The
bus drivers really slowed down. The police were there to
kind of regulate everything Icause see first day we wouldn't
let any of them in, you know. They said weld have to stop
and let lem in, we couldn't block up traffic. They would
let five busses out and then let us walk across and let 10
busses out or whatever,you know.
II

Stiker Comments:

After

Sel f-Concept.
S2.

Afterwards, had I been a non-striker, I might have felt differently because of this particular building where I was.
I think there were about four teachers or something like
five who didn't go out on strike.
Reference Groups.

S16.

Teachers usually have different lunch times, being in rooms
by themselves, etc. The strike helped break down that sort
of isolated atmosphere and we became very close and that
continued after the strike was over.

S35.

Strongly disagree. They were all out there--pretty much.
After the strike--I was gonna say disagree--because my
principal was real good about kinda gettin ' us all together
again. I mean, the morning we came back in he had a little
short meeting like--5 minutes, you know and--they had the
bagels or whatever and it was like--you know, he gave this
little speech about "I know welve been separated but welre
back together." Then my teammate--I didn't know if we were
gonna team after that, I just thought "I don't know what to
Oh, I was a little worried but I was gonna handle
expect.
either situation. If she wants to team, fine, if she
doesn't want to team fine, you know but it worked out. I
mean she walked in that morning and she put her arm around
me and said "Glad youlre back." That was it! Never mentioned it again. Professionally there was no residue of
feeling, not really. We were never really socially or personally doing things together before the strike and we
haven't after the strike.
II
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Non-Striker Comments:

Before

Self-Concept.
NS9.

I didn't feel isolated from fellow building teachers before
the strike.

NS29.

I felt in very close contact with all the members of the
faculty.

Non-Striker Comments:

During

Self-Concept.
NS20.

Crumb, we all stayed in our own classrooms and fought the
battle! Strongly agree. I was completely isolated!

NS10.

I really haven't thought about it but it makes sense. It's
true--if you Ire not team teaching you would be isolated.

NS9.

I can safely say that I never felt isolated . . . one way
or the other.
Threat-Anxiety.

NS10.

There were one or two who stayed in who felt they should
have been out and that's why they were so emotional. They
didn't know what they were doing. They were sort of on the
fence. There was one person who stayed in at first who
went out later, the second day. No one who struck went in.
I think the person was influenced by people who were outside. I think that person was more confused than anything
else. It was hard for a lot of them who were inside because some took it ver~ emotionally. They were in tears or
pacing the building. For some it was a very hard, stressful situation. I sort of reinforced in my own ways.

NS28.

Some of the strikers called me . . . at night. They did
try to influence me but they also saw my point. Their
reasoning was solidarity. The whole school out would look
better than five of us in.
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Communication.
NS9.

I never went out to the picket line during school time. I
can safely say that I never felt isolated. I never felt
isolated one way or the other. There was no difference
then than before the strike. And during the strike I tried
to keep communications open.

NS10.

I communicated with the people I worked with in the building as best I could. We conversed as best we could during
school hours because we didn't have many students staying
in.

NS28.

The ones who were the leaders at our school were most gracious with me. Because my library had a phone, the picketers would come in and use it and we would chat. Some of
the strikers called me after I went home at night.

Shared Interests.
NS28.

I saw more of the people I worked with--the ones who stayed
in--during the strike than other times. Yes, we grew
closer.

Non-Striker Comments:

After

Self-Concept.
NS9.

I would strongly disagree because I didn't feel isolated
from these people.
We were fortunate in our building . . . I think we all
treated each other well during the strike and that's why we
were able to get back together so quickly. We knew at that
time that we were fortunate. From things that I heard I
knew that.

NS23.

After no, I didn't feel isolated because that's up to me.
I'm not going to let them isolate me.

Threat-Anxiety.
NS10.

The first day back after the strike it was like walking on
cracked eggs. We didn't know what to expect so you just
tried to be yourself as best you could. At least I tried.
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I think most of the
know what to expect
as one. I think it
maybe between 5 and

people were just fidgety. They didn't
or how to handle coming back together
took a little time to break the ice,
10 days more or less.

Strike Data--Question 9: Striker and Non-Striker
Scaled Responses and Comments
Over half the strikers said the thought of striking was more
worrisome to them before.

That shifted to over two-thirds who found

the thought of striking less worrisome during and after the strike.
About one-seventh were consistently undecided.
Non-strikers moved from three-quarters agreeing before to twothirds disagreeing during and afterward that they found the thought of
striking worrisome.

One-twelfth were undecided before and one-sixth

during and after.
Worry produces stress and anxiety.

Worry associated with strik-

ing led to pronounced changes for both strikers and non-strikers.

Inde-

cision produces worry and relief is sought through decision-making with
its resulting lowering of pressure.

Whether the decision was to strike

or not to strike worry dropped dramatically for both groups once the
choice had been made--and in this instance acted upon.
Striker Comments:

Before

Self-Concept.
S8.

I'm not a striking person so I didn't worry about it too
much.
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9.

The thought of striking was more worrisome than of not striking
N = 28

Strikers:
Before
6

/
Strongly
Agree

10

/
Agree

4
/
Undecided

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

4

14

6

/

/

7
/

1

/

During
/

Strongly
Agree

4
/
Agree

Undecided

Disagree

/

Strongly
Disagree

After
2

3

3

15

5

/

/

/

/

/

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Undeci ded

Non-Strikers:
Before
2
/

Strongly
Agree

7

/
Agree

During
1
/

Strongly
Agree

/

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

1

1

/

/
Strongly
Disagree

N = 12

1
/

Undecided

Disagree

2

4
/
Disagree

/

Undecided

4

/
Strongly
Disagree

After
2

/

Strongly
Agree

/

Agree

2

3

5

/

/

/

Undecided

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

*Some respondents did not answer every part of every question
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S7.

I never thought about it. It was just that I said I was·
going to strike so I did it.
Threat-Anxiety.

S38.

No because the other was kind of an intellectual thing, I
mean, things that were being taken away from us was kind of
out here somewhere and the thought of losing your job and
not having the money and how long was the strike going to
go on, how are you gonna pay your rent and everything was
more immediate.

S8.

. In the spring when we picketed I thought it would never be
--I'm not a striking person so I didn't worry about it too
much. I thought about it, though. Then the fall came and
it was in the air and the more I listened to what was going on and hearing the board and the newspaper comments I
decided to strike and it wasn't worrisome. I just went
from one decision to the other and it didn't bother me.
Disagree.

S16.

The thought of not striking didn't even enter my mind but
I worried about a strike. I knew I would strike and felt
that we were going to strike or else it just didn't matter after it was allover if they voted that these good
old guys just really don't mean that much harm. I would
have been madder than hell, yes--I was worried . . . but
I didn't even think about not striking.

S3.

I worried more about not striking. To me not striking
would have been a big problem. I try when making decisions to say "That's it.1I Years ago I came very close to
ulcers but since that time I don't do that."

S5.

Boy! Yes--it was more painful in the short run. Maybe we
need to clarify how I'm thinking about this. The thought
of striking was an immediate worry--very anxious. The
thought of not striking, you were trying to think of the
effects of not striking two years later. If we don't take
a stand now what's going to happen? Some people worry
more before decisions than after decisions. It seems to
me that there are two things in this question. There's
the anxiety about the decision and the decision is twotailed. I was more anxious in the short term about
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striking but the idea of not striking was also very
anxiety-producing. Who would know how long the effects of
that would go? I worried about effects on relationships
after it was over. A lot of people worried about that.
S31.

was the most difficult decision live ever had to make in
my 1 i fe.

S15.

None of that bothered me. lid strongly disagree all the
way down. I didn't feel stressed or any ambiguity.

It

Striker Comments:

During

Threat-Anxiety.
S16.

I was worried as hell when I was striking but I didn't even
think about not striking. . . . I was worried even though
I was striking. There was no other option for me as far as
I can see. I had no way of accepting what they were trying
to cram down our throats and to carryon at school. I
would have had to strike.

S7.

Sure, I was financially worried about the effects of the
strike. I just was firmly committed to my decision.

S18.

I had second thoughts but just that first day.

S5.

I felt better. From the first morning of the strike on
I felt better and better and less anxious.

S2.

There weren't a lot of second thoughts. I would do it
again. At that particular point I had no regrets about
having done it.

S38.

I was not afraid of striking.

S35.

I never thought, IIGee, I wi sh I hadn It. II

S39.

No second thoughts. On, no! No second thoughts whatsoever.
So that would be a strongly disagree, wouldn't it?

Striker Comments:

I would disagree.

After

Self-Adequacy.
Sl1.

I

never had any second thoughts.
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S2.

I never really have had regrets.

S9.

I really knew I'd done the right thing. I felt good about
it. I felt elated after it was over. Yeah, yeah, we really showed 'em, we really won, we really made a true study
of the district that someone's gotta stick up for the kids
in the room 'cause they sure aren't. They aren't doing it
at all.
Threat-Anxiety.

S18.

I think it would still be a worrisome proposition if it's
to come up again. I worried about that this year. A lot
of people did. There was talk. . . . We have an agreement. If the board unilaterally breaks that agreement
that would be enough for me to go out.

Non-Striker Comments:

Before

Threat-Anxiety.
NS20.

Oh, I was much afraid of the consequences . . . .
no choice. I would strongly disagree!

NSI0.

Strongly disagree. The only stress I partially had was the
surprise element of the strike, being the first time we had
a strike and my not participating as such. What surprised
me was how people handled it emotionally and psychologically. . . . I had stress just that fi rst day, thoughts about
how people would conduct themselves, outside and inside.
It's the surprise element.

NS31.

Agree--just that first day.

Non-Striker Comments:

There was

During

Threat-Anxiety.
NS9.

I had second thoughts. I thought, IIIf I don't go out with
these people they're never going to talk to me again.
I
was worried about that, but not worried enough to strike.
1I

NS20.

During the strike, yes!
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Non-Striker Comments:

After

Threat-Anxiety.
NS32.

Better put me as undecided whether I made the right
decision. I'd still disagree.

NS9.

Looking back, I think I made the right decision . • • •
Peer pressure didn't influence me. I would strongly
disagree both during and after because I had made my
choice. And I was satisfied with it. If I had it to
do over again I'd do the same thing. If it was the
same strike probably for the same reasons but if it was
a different strike--I think that people have a right to
make a statement and striking is a way of making a
statement. So in every situation my choice would always
be different. So I'm sort of saying I disagree with
what you're saying but I (sic) still have the right to
say it.

NS29.

After I had some second thoughts--a worrisome proposition.
I don't still worry about it.
Strike Data--Question 10: Striker and Non-Striker
Scaled Responses and Comments

Before and after the strike the same number of strikers, 25
of 28, felt it could have been avoided.
None was undecided.

Between two-thirds and half the non-strikers

agreed it could have been avoided.
was consistently undecided.

One-twelfth of the non-strikers

Both groups agreed on many of their

observations yet went separate ways.
avoided.

Twenty-two thought so during.

Both hope another strike can be

Almost everyone said he/she would behave the same way given

another strike.

Both therefore tended to be closed in outlook and un-

willing to change or learn.

Members of both groups were unwilling to

change behavior--learn--and could therefore be described as closed
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10.

I felt the strike could have been avoided

Strikers:
Before
21
/
Strongly
Agree

4
/

N = 28
3

/
Disagree

Agree

/
Undecided

7
Agree

/
Undecided

Disagree

/
Undeci ded

1
/
Disagree

/
Strongly
Di sagree

During
}3

Strongly
Agree
After
16
/
Strongly
Agree

9

/
Agree

Non-Strikers:
Before
6
/
Strongly
Agree

2/
Strongly
Di sagree
2
/

Strongly
Disagree

N = 12

/
Agree

1
/
Undecided

2
/
Agree

1
/
Undecided

2/
Agree

1/
Undecided

3

~

1
/
Disagree

1
/
Strongly
Disagree

During
4
/

Strongly
Agree

4

/
Disagree

1
/
Strongly
Disagree

After
6
/
Strongly
Agree

3/

Disagree

/
Strongly
Disagree
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in outlook.

Theory suggests that closed outlook precludes perceptual

change which also precludes behavioral change.
Striker Comments:

Before

Sel f-Adeguacy.
55.

Strongly agree. I think it would have been terribly easy
to avoid that strike. Teachers didn't want to. r·1yexperience was that teachers did not want to strike and if the
district had shown a real commitment to including teachers,
recognizing their personal worth, the strike would have
stopped or not taken place at all.

58.

I made up my mind in the fall when September came and
negotiations started again. I don't remember now if any
particular incident decided me.

57.

I had no fear of that sort of thing--express;ng my views
and letting people know where I stood.
Self-Concept.

52.

Yes, the strike could have been avoided. I would strongly
agree with that. By some mutual respect and consideration
from both sides and primarily from the school district.

58.

In the spring when we picketed I thought it would never
be--I'm not a striking person.
Threat-Anxiety.

55.

I did not think the strike was a foregone conclusion. I
was surprised. I think the district was surprised. I
hoped to the last that there wouldn't be a strike. I
think most of my friends did, too. I would guess that
about half of them had made up their minds at the community
center but many people went down there like I did.

514.

I think some of the teachers were shocked that there was a
strike. lIve heard people say it wouldn't have mattered
how they voted. It's not true that the strike was a foregone conclusion before the vote. The strike definitely
came as a big shock to the board and superintendent.
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The final straw.that led to the strike--Wilbur Lewis and
Helen Hafley said something--I can't remember exactly--but
they had been saying thinks like, "Teachers will not strike
in our district and if they do they'll be fired.'" They
changed the way we negotiated. At one time we had not a
contract but an agreement. That's when they brought in our
meet and confer and said, IIThis is what it's going to be. 1I
But that wasn't the final straw. No, the final straw was
that we had gone to arbitration and we had agreed to abide
by the arbitrator's decision and the district said they
did not agree and would not abide by his decision.
S2.

At that particular time the board really had the attitude
that IIIf we could force the teachers to back down, 1) they
won't have the guts to strike, 2) they will reject the
strike. 1I I think they were thinking in terms of what they
would have done with teachers in the future. The district
was not perhaps as well informed as they might have been in
terms of what the situation, the prospective climate might
be.

Sl.

I think the strike may have surprised the board . . . . I
think it may have surprised the superintendent because I
think quite honestly he and the board made the decisions
based upon an attitude which was not relevant. It was an
attitude that says the teachers first of all don't have the
guts to strike and secondary they are all aware that state
law says you're not supposed to do this.
The district would have been perfectly legitimate in firing every striking teacher, I suppose, for breaking a
contract.
They brought in a hatchet man to do a hatchet job and it
backfired . . . . You know, the negotiator came in to support a philosophy that the board had at that particular
time. I think that quite honestly that perhaps he misled
the board in terms of what the consequences would be.
We 11, IImi sl ed II may not be the ri ght term but perhaps he
misjudged therefore passed his misjudgment on to the
board.
I do not think the teachers were surprised at the time the
strike occurred. I think that the time of the strike vote
just prior to the strike they might have been surprised
that they would therefore go.

S3.

I made up my mind before school opened.
were lots of people who did.

I think there
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I went on strike because I think we needed to call
attention to some major kinds of issues. I think that the
major issue was that we had gone through an entire negotiation process which had said we would negotiate in good
faith and then at the end the board said,IIWe choose not to
accept the decisions made at the end of the negotiations.
Welre going to make these other decisions over here" and
they said, liThe negotiating in good faith means weill
politely listen to all of the information but it does not
mean that we need to accept the decisions that the threeperson board offered at the end.
1I

We donlt have binding arbitration. There was a process
where after TEA and the board realized that they simply
could not resolve the issues themselves that each side
selected one person and then they jointly selected another
person. Those three went into conference, came back with
recommendations and the school board said, IIThank you very
much, however we think welre doin~ it this other way and
thatls how welre doing it." That s why I struck.
S8.

And another thing that made me angry at that time was the
people that we had on the board. Hafley when she came
out with some comments. She was really a thorn in TEAls
side since the spring before since the negotiations
started. The things that we wanted were not the things
she was interested in.
The fall came and it was in the air. I didnlt feel that
the decision had been made regardless of the vote . . . .
I think it gradually built up. I donlt think the board
felt we were serious about striking either in the spring
or fall. I think for years theylve sort of given us this
much when we wanted that much and the teachers have always
backed down. It had come to a point where we hadnlt really
gotten that much and by golly the majority of us were angry
and knew that this was a time to take a stand and not back
down. I think it surprised them. 11m sure it surprised
our principal. Some of the people who struck surprised
themselves by striking. We had the meeting the Sunday
night before and it was voted that we would go on strike
and I think there must have been people who voted to go on
strike that night who really werenlt sure if they were
going to carry through on what they voted on.

S7.

I was at the Sunday meeting where they voted to strike.
I donlt think it was orchestrated. I might be very naive
but no. 11m not sure teachers thought we would do it
because prior to the strike . . . there was . . . very
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little interest shown in TEA work and on standing up for
what you believe in. I think the school board didn't
think we were gutsy enough to do it. I don't think the community thought we would do it.
During the informational picketing I was on the ad hoc committee for the district which was administrators and
teachers and the first day . . . that was it. We got but-,
tons saying, "Il m willing to strike" and I wore it down
there and I was in a meeting with (one administrator) and
all those hot shots including my principal at the time ....
I had no fear of that sort of thing--expressing my views
and letting people know where I stood. (One administrator)
said that "I sure hope it doesn't have to come to that" or
something like that. Why did it come to that?
I attended the negotiations prior to the strike. That was
before they brought the negotiator in. They had no intention of compromise. It was a power struggle. There was
instant hatred of him and Lewis. Lewis had that kind of
chemistry. He looked like Hitler and he acted like Hitler.
The negotiator was a similar personality to Lewis.
Belligerent.
I don't really know
decided to strike.
time--it was just a
don't know if there
a lot of issues.
516.

the final straw about which people
I think it was the situation at the
compounding of a lot of things. I
was a final straw per se. It was just

I don t 1 ike any of those peopl e. . .
You shoul d have
seen them in action. They were absolutely classics. They
were beautiful. . . . The beautiful thing was, they not
only managed to make all the teachers mad and furious
foaming at the mouth but they had managed to also alienate
the entire population of District One. Everybody didn't
like them and that's why the strike was successful.
Parents didn't want to send their kids down there either
because they knew they couldn't believe Lewis when he said
that the district was operating smoothly. . . . I think
Lewis was definitely brought in strictly for the purpose
of pushing TEA into striking in order to break them once
and for all because he just never had the audacity to
challenge authority before. I think he's probably an
idiot. That's why they brought him in here because of his
record of supposedly breaking up teacher strikes. I didn't
have any contact with him. I could care less what he did.
I was beginning to plot my way out of the system so it
didn't make any difference to me. I don't think he was a
I
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warm person at all. I think he could have cared less--he
did what he was told to do. They brought him here for the
purpose of threatening teachers and breaking the strike and
running the district with an iron fist and he did what he
was asked to do. Of course, it fit his personality perfectly. The board told Lewis what to do.
The only time I saw him around kids he was absolutely terrified. He was scared to death of the kids, he was
absolutely terrified. When we saw him at our junior high
school he felt so far out of it and he looked so obviously
nervous that he wasn't an educator, he didn't like kids.
None of them could care less for kids. It was a business
and that's why I found it very easy to strike and still say
that I was a professional . . . . My God, they made everybody in the world mad at them. It was a very small group
of people that was so obnoxious that the parents didn't
want to send up the kids to any school run by those people.
Like I said, we had three maniacs running the show and it
was very easy to see what was going to happen because . . .
they wanted it to happen . . . I can't understand why anybody would want that to happen. I really don't. I think
they were off their rockers. They had nothing positive
to say about those people. They were power hungry. I've
never seen so much. But I don't know why they wanted to
do that. I still don't . . . . There was a definite human
relations problem. I couldn't guess what Helen Hafley had
as her major concern but whatever it was it wasn't anything to do with kids or teachers. She was terrible at
human relations.
The school board created this mess. I couldn't say one
person was responsible but I could say the school board was
responsible for the strike. They hired the superintendent
to carry it out. That turkey from California, Lieberman,
they are all marching to the same drum. They are all
ridiculous. Like I said if they had paid me I could
have done the same thing he did. He came over and said,
"No, no, no" to any suggestion for trying to end this
thing.
Since then I've come to know that there is such a thing
as the National School Board Association and in fact our
superintendent at the time was going around and having
classes with the school board and administrators in other
cities in southern Arizona. It sounds so typical of some
of the problems my sister would face in Washington . .
The same problems were happening there and a lot more
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coming straight from the top so then it became very
apparent that there was a national organization and they
stepped in line the same way. In this situation in Tucson
they created the problem and they got it. They were terrified, surprised at the results. I believe they were
absolutely amazed. . . . I don't trust those people and
11m glad they're gone.
The elementary teachers surprised people by voting for it.
They did most assuredly. But I was surprised in a way because I had felt equally upset years before and the
elementary school teachers were not upset at that time. So
if all the junior high and high school teachers struck it
still wouldn't be enough people to strike. I was very surprised that they voted to strike because I had been very
irritated before and I was a very extreme, small minority
radical weirdo.
Before when I thought we were going to strike and we didn't
was the time when they took TEA presidents and made them
district officers after their term in office if they didn't
rock the boat. She was able to do her job well and now is
an administrator in the district and when this came off I
was really surprised that there was going to be a strike.
These guys done such a classic job irritating everybody
that breathes in the city that there was not that problem
this time. Maybe they just wanted it that way. I would
have just gone and done the union, the AFT. I was a TEA
member at the time of the strike.
I didn't know of any other way of dealing with it but now
that I look back on it I think it was sort of planned by
them, too. I didn't think that regardless of the vote they
were going to strike. Oh no, I think that the vote was
going to be for strike on Sunday. I don't think the Sunday
meeting vote had to be orchestrated. I don't think that if
we had voted in the buildings, if we had voted there, I
don't care where we would have voted, I think that the
teachers were so irritated, it was so public the way they
completely disregarded anything that the teachers would
have to say or think or want or the public would want that
no matter where there would have been a vote to strike.
To me it was a fiasco. It was a sad, absolutely appalling,
terrible situation that didn't have to happen but it did.
They wanted it to happen and they got it.
I knew and
could see the things that they were doing to the teachers.
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S7.

I think part of the problem with Lewis was that he was
brought in from outside. On paper his credentials are
good. Like I said before, I don't think he had our
children's interest at heart.

S13.

We did believe that our contract had been abrogated.
I signed a petition that lid personally help pay for Lewis's
unexpired contract. We figured it would be about $48 per
Association member that would buyout his contract so I
said, "S ure , it'd be worth it to me."

Sll.

I think both groups share the blame for the strike. I
would tend to say that the school board was mostly to
blame just because they were so inflexible and unwilling to
compromise.
Communication.

S8.

Yes, if the board had listened to us. I think that one of
the problems that led to the strike was the lack of communication. Teachers with their principal. Teachers with
the board as a group. I know another thing that made me
angry at that time was the people that we had on the
board. Hafley when she came out with some comments.

S14.

If we hadn't had a Hafley, Tom and Lewis I really think
there would not have been a strike. . . . It was a matter
of lack of communication. Helen Hafley and Soleng Tom
would dominate . . . conversation and it was always with a
condescending attitude. They were similar in how they
treated me.

S2.

Of course Hafley had a better command of the language.
She was into communicating how she felt a little more effectly than Soleng. We would bring up an issue that had
been disturbing members of the executive committee and she
would say, "Now you know that we have been working on that
for you." Comments like, "We can get teachers anywhere we
want them. We have teachers waiting in Ohio, Iowa and
some such.
Those were pol iti ca 1 statements. . . . They
didn't do anything to avoid the strike. They facilitated
the strike in the first line of trenches. I think they
fueled some of the fervor just prior to the strike. When
you say, "SO welve given away the store the last umpteen
years and itls time for us to take it back"--I think it was
one of the school board, Katie Dusenberry, was one. No,
I take it back, it was Helen Hafley who said that.
II
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S7.

Hafley made the sorts of comments that aren't going to make
people want to cooperate. That was her personality. In
fact I remember at the time or shortly thereafter there
was a piece in the newspaper about her background--she
started out as president of PTA or something--she was mainly supported by teachers--on how she had changed over the
years. When she first became a school board member it was
with the support of teachers which I thought was real
interesting. She was just regarded as a bitch. She was a
witch. I didn't have much respect for her so I didn't pay
a lot of attention. Vavich was an s.o.b. Most people consider Soleng Tom a joke but again I think he hides behind
his broken English.

S3.

We know there was grumbling the spring before. There were
lots of meetings, formal and informal during the summer.
There was lots of discussion about what was going on.
Through their whole negotiation process there were lots of
places. I think that the thing that aggravated was that we
went through all of this process with the feeling that when
these three people came back and said that "These are our
recommendations" that that's what it would be . . . . If in
advance the statement would have been, "Well, welre going
to ask for some recommendations but we may/may not be
able to carry through on all of those, you realize of
course these are only advi sors, if that woul d have been
explained or stressed in advance I think that the people
would have felt differently about it.
II

S16.

We picketed, informational picketing, the year before.
"This is what's happening, listen to what welre saying"
and they completely ignored it. In fact, they tightened
screws.
The strike was really over dignity. I would think it was
more of a dignity type: "Welre professionals and weld
1 ike for you 'to 1i sten to what we have to say, too" and
they were absolutely refusing to listen to anything we had
to say. It wasn't money because we lost money on it and we
all knew we were going to.
I was bothered by the way Hafley spoke to us. Undiplomatic,
packed with condescension. The condescending is the primary thing that bothered me. She was here--and we were
down here. She definitely served a purpose as a rallying
point against. People disliked her more than they disliked each other. I believe so. It definitely could have
been avoided before. I really think there'd not have been
a strike had there not been Hafley, Tom and Lewis.
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It was lack of communication. I can still remember a
special effort that the teachers association made in the
two years prior to the strike. I was on the executive
committee and nine of us on the executive committee and the
five board members would get together and Helen Hafley and
501eng Tom would dominate the conversation and it was
always a condescending attitude. I can't ever remember
any exception. They were similar . • . I can't think of
anything specific but we would bring up an issue that had
been disturbing the members of the executive committee and
she would say, "Now you know--you know that welve been
working on that for you." It was irritating.
I

57.

I think that Hafley, Vavich and Tom and then by her
silence Almquist were most responsible for the strike.
If there had been people on the board who were better at
dealing with others I think the strike could have been
averted.
The board, the superintendent and negotiator didn't want
to listen. TEA probably didn't listen 100%. It was a
problem in communication. 11m sure we were at fault to
some extent. I think a problem in human relationships
or communication is all part of the same thing.
I felt the school board was being manipulated but I didn't
feel the TEA was being manipulated. The National School
Board Association was manipulating the school board. I
decided this from what I read and our illustrious superintendent at the time.
I think just before the strike a lot of people were not
listening and had already made up their minds. I think
a lot of people had chosen one thing or the other, that
yes they were going to strike or no they werenlt. I
think most of them had already made up their minds by the
time the vote was taken.

55.

The strike was actually about the shitty quality of personal relationships between administrators and teachers.
lid love to elaborate. Lewis's comments about strikebreaking, the remark about dog food, Tom's comments at
board meetings, etc. For me that's what caused the strike.
I call it personal relationships between administrators-especially powerful administrators at district level-things get better when you get down to the principals
and deans and the teachers in the schools.
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If Lewis and the board had said, IILetls go back to work
and weill work it out for you I would have done so, heck
yes. I think most of the teachers would have.
ll

S14.

I was working on a candidate's campaign for the school
board and she was sitting talking and asked me if I
thought teachers would strike. She said, IIWell, I don't
think teachers will go on strike. Talk to me in three
weeks. II She di d and she said, lIyou were ri ght. They di d."
She felt OK about that because it helped her campaign,
actually. She was elected by the teachers.

S38.

The antics of the board week after week on TV really helped
us. The board was its own worse enemy. Lewis, too. I
still have no respect for him.

Striker Comments:

During

Sel f-Concept.
S31.

To some money was an issue during the strike, I think but
it wasn't the issue. The issue was, "Are you going to
1 ive up to your agreements or not?" It was self-concept.
lid call it "trust."
Threat-Anxiety.

S38.

No, I felt it was very necessary. During the strike I
don't think it could've been avoided. Strongly disagree.
I thought this was something really interesting to add to
my repertoire of--employment. Carry a big sign yeah, I
thought. One sign was, "Two strikes and no balls." I saw
some humor in it. I thought it was very necessary and I
didn't put anybody down for it, that's for sure.

S7.

During the strike I felt Lewis was manipulating the board.
I think the board could have gotten off their butts and
done something. I felt that the Association had done all
they could do.

S2.

I felt the strike could have been avoided while it was going on. I felt,"What am I doing here? This isn't necessary. This could have been avoided."

Sll.

No, once the strike got under way and it was obvious that
the district wasn't going to back down, I thought, "Go
for it. So I di sagree.
/I
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Sl.

A lot of the action that the district took those first few
days of the strike solidified any kind of loose bonds the
striking teachers had.

516.

When the district suddenly came up with money to pay more
than they normally pay subs that irritated me, too, because
the district whenever they want anything can always come up
with money for it and even to this day theylll swear up and
down thatls not true.

53.

Had the district said, IIGo back to work, weill sit down and
talk about itll I would not have because they had had every
opportunity to do so. It definitely could have been avoided before.

S15.

During the strike if someone had said, IILetls go in and
talk ll there wouldnlt have been enough credibility for
people to have left the picket line. Credibility went out
the door when we struck because up until that time we heard
all this hogwash before out of these people. I heard about
teachers agreeing not to get salary increases in exchange
for getting teaching materials and then getting neither the
increase nor the materials. My idea on this is this,
teachers are low paid enough without subsidizing the education of the state and thatls what that amounts to. Because
if you Ire paying for the materials by taking a lower salary
what you Ire doing is subsidizing their wastefulness down
there in the district. I think there are a lot of places
where they could save money in the district.

S14.

The board and the superi ntendent suggested, IILet IS go back
in the building and weill talk about it ll and we didnlt go
back in. They had no credibility at that time.
Communication.

S6.

. . . (i)f the communication breaks down then 1 guess the
only alternative is to strike. 11m saying they werenlt so
badly broken down this strike was necessary.

513.

I see the basic problem in 1978 as one of communication and
human relations. I would say the least of the problems
would be money. . . . Thatls what to me made it the most
unusual strike lid ever seen and thatls why I was surprised
that CBS didn't do a major thing on it because here was a
strike where money was not the main issue and the community, the media, the newspapers were coming out in favor of
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the teachers. I thought this was a remarkably unusual
situation and I didn't think it was being treated as such.
Reference Groups.
S8.

It was funny, the feeling. I went over to one of the high
schools and they were more--active. We have a bunch of
little old ladies at my school so we didn't hammer on cars
or anything. But at the high school--there was one lady
whose husband had retired and he was out there picketing
in his hard hat as hard or harder than any of the teachers.
We had parents who offered their bathrooms, brought lemonade, etc., etc. We had parents who sent their kids the
first day and then watched us and the next day came up to
us and said they didn't send their kids today. It was just
a warm, supporting feeling.

Striker Comments:

After

Self-Adequacy.
S39.

Strongly disagree.

I mean, I have no regrets what I did.

Threat-Anxiety.
S35.

I don't think that I thought--there was really no reason
that I really should have thought striking was a waste of
time. I can remember thinking, IIIt s too bad that we had
to do this to get the point across. II Yes I felt that it
could have been avoided. I think it could have been prevented. By the board.
i

S7.

I still think the board could have gotten off their butts
and done something.

S16.

They wanted it to happen and they got it. To this day the
district suffers from that. I really haven't trusted them
for too long even before the strike. I still don't trust
them. .
They do what they want to in rna ny cas es .

Sl.

I think that since we did have that strike before they're
going to push us through as much as they can but still
there's always the threat that that can happen again.
They'll have to orchestrate the whole thing again which
they did a wonderful job of. . . . I can laugh about it
now . . . .
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S8.

I think there was a feeling, "We finally showed them." Not
as much as we wanted to but we did it. No, disagree. I
really haven't given it much thought--it's just something
that happened.

S38.

I don't think it could have been avoided.
disagree.

I would strongly

Communication.
S8.

If the board had listened to us and been fair then it
could have been avoided.

S15.

I strongly agree because had there been communication between the school board and the administration we would
never have had a strike. When I say, "between the school
board and the administration," I'm talking about Wilbur
Lewis. The school board under the prompting of Helen
Hafley and Soleng Tom, we call him "So Long Tom" because
we beat him the next election. TEA turned out. They got
him out of there. OK, they went back and they hired this
guy who had been successful in the strike in Ohio. He
broke it so they wanted a strike breaker here. At the beginning of the school year, 1978, Wilbur Lewis spoke to
all the teachers in Catalina High School Gymnasium in
which he stated, "I hear there is some unrest here but I am
going to straighten it out" so I looked at the guy on the
right and left and said, "Hi ho Hitler, here we go." He
didn't precipitate it with that comment. He was a rather
obnoxious man.

Non-Striker Comments:

Before

Self-Concept.
NS27.

If I were a career teacher I might have thought it was
necessary. It was less necessary than four-five years before because I had made my decision that it just wasn't
important to me as an individual. I'm not saying it wasn't
important to the other teachers.

Threat-Anxiety.
NS9.

There was a strike because both sides weren't willing to
give in a little bit. They weren't willing to compromise,
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I think. . . . I thought it could have been settled
without the strike and that the kids could have kept on
going to school.
NS32.

There was a strike because both sides weren't willing to
give in a little bit. Not willing to compromise, I think.
I think I saw Mr. Lewis as a strike breaker. I had a problem with Mr. Lewis coming in from outside. I can't say for
sure how many people did but I know a lot did feel that we
could have looked at somebody from our own area.

NS22.

If somebody from inside had been chosen for superintendent,
somebody who'd been here a while, the strike wouldn't have
happened. I think--and this may be rightly true, too--it
was felt that we had had a lot of inbreeding and we needed
some new ideas. . . . I could go even further back but
this is on--my own feeling. If they had chosen Gilbert
Brooks instead of Dr. Lee that might have made a difference,
too.

NS23.

Most of us feel that if weld had a different school board
we wouldn't have had Helen Hafley and weld have been able
to have negotiated something that we could have lived with
but she's like in the army "a newly corporal drunk with
power and that describes her exactly because she had
never exercised power to that extent before and this really
gave a big change.
II

NSI0.

I felt that Lewis was very arrogant and didn't know how to
handle issues that needed to be attended to. He would just
lay them aside or hand it to someone else. I felt he was
very incompetent because of things he didn't do.
I thought the board picked Lewis to break TEA but 11m not
sure. It was instant loathing. At the time I really don't
think I saw him doing anything that was reasonable and
professional but I think I was thinking pretty one-sided.
I think Lewis thought of himself as a Supreme Being. I
thought Helen Hafley saw herself the same way. If we
hadn't had Hafley, Tom and Lewis, I really think there
would not have been a strike. There was never any effort
by board members to reach out as humans to other humans.
Neither did the superintendent.
I feel the strike was primarily about a matter of trust between us and the board and the superintendent and the
board. And they simply did not wish to fulfill agreements
that they had made. I really can't think right now what
in my mind was the clincher, the final straw.
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I feel there was a breakdown in human relationships on
both sides because TEA already had their minds set about
what they wanted and it was just a matter of time before
they would be on the strike lines in the various schools.
I feel that district one--the board and the superintendent-didn't feel that TEA would really go through with it. I
felt they thought that teachers wouldn't really strike. I
think it was a shock to them and I think Ten Ten was very
unprepared for it, too.
If it was a strike that had logic and reasoning it would
have been different. In my opinion I don't think it did.
Mainly it was issues on salary and benefits. First of all
people didn't realize that people were very underpaid at
that time. I felt underpaid. But I didn't strike. And it
was just the idea of having the public see that educators
are sensitive human beings and that they have rights just
as well as others.
NS27.

Disagree. It didn't bother me. I knew they wouldn't see
it the way I did but I didn't have any trouble with it
then. I didn't lose any sleep or get ulcers. One of my
best buddies, though, was really nervous. He did a lot of
rationalizing. A lot of it came down to the general
security or insecurity that you had going into the situation. If you were secure going into the strike on either
side--on the picket line or inside the building--you didn't
have any problems. I think it was a matter of personal
security and personal belief in what you were going to do.
I saw some of the people start to flake out: a lot of
heated arguments, a lot of tension was being manifested
in very overt ways like screaming. It was wild. A few
people did the screaming. It was just wild. We had a
large percentage of the faculty out.

Communication.
NS29.

We had been meeting with the board the year before when I
was on the executive committee and Helen Hafley in particular would not even listen. You would attempt a question or state a position and she would not let you
finish . . . . She was as rude a human being as I've ever
met. She knew what was best. It made me very angry and
apparently made other people very angry. I think the
major problem was the lack of communication. I understand
that in those weeks prior to the strike when negotiations
were in progress that little communiques or requests or
statements that were issued by the Association stating
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our position or requesting a response from the board those
communications never got to the board. The superintendent
stopped them. I felt I was sort of on a need-to-know basis.
I didn't like it.
I believe that--I really don't have anything strong to base
this on--but I really believe that the superintendent was
the cause of the strike. I laughed about the comments he
made in public because obviously he wasn't dealing with it.
I think if the board members really knew what was happening--I don't think there was communication going from him
to the board.
I think the superintendent was most responsible for the
problem. I felt that the breakdown of communications between the superintendent and the board for the year and a
half before the strike was very causative of the situation.
I think if they had kept informed of what was going on or
when we kept sending out letters to the board members and
hav"j ng them intercepted or whatever was goi ng on but they
never got them. We couldn't figure out Helen Hafley's
comment about "taking back the store." I could never
figure out Mr. Tom because I could never understand what
he was saying.
I felt that there were times when Dr. Lee was there when
the Associ ation and the board communi cated on a human
level. I think Dr. Lee set the tone. I think the ability
to relate to people is absolutely vital.
NS10.

I think they could have talked more with the school board
and the TEA president and have some kind of table talk
through negotiations. There was an adequate amount of
communication just before the strike. From what I recall
the TEA president at that time and of course the board.
I felt the superintendent, Lewis, was very wishy-washy and
that's why he's not in the district anymore. I feel the
communication process broke down with the superintendent.
I felt he could have handled the strike issue a lot better
through better communications or better people handling
the communications on both sides. I definitely think if
he had been better at working with people that there would
have been a difference. I definitely think that problems
in dealing with human relationships caused this. There
was a breakdown in communications.

NS9.

I always felt it could have been avoided and it did cause
frustration that people were so stuck up that they wouldn't
feel (sic) what other people had to say. I think that if
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people had been willing to listen that it would not have
been a strike.
Shared Interests.
NS9.

I saw TEA and the board as being interested in children but
they had a strike. Very interesting, isn't it? Hard to
figure out. I have no idea how it could be, either.

Non-Striker Comments:

During

Threat-Anxiety.
NS9.

I definitely felt that this could always have been avoided.

NS10.

I did not feel during the strike that it could have been
avoided because the strike force had already made their
decision and they struck.

NS20.

During it had its own momentum so you couldn't have
avoided it at that point.

Non-Striker Comments:

After

Self-Concept.
NS9.

There could be another strike. I don't know if it would
be over the same things but I think if conditions got bad
enough people would strike again. Nothing could get me out
of the classroom and onto the picket line. I just don't
believe in strikes, in a public display. No matter what,
I just wouldn't go out.

NS32.

I just don't believe in strikes for public employees.
matter what it was I wouldn't go out.

No

Threat-Anxiety.
NS20.

Looking back, hindsight, 11m sure it could have been
avoided. I would strongly agree. If I had to pick a
major culprit, if there was really one group who either
could have prevented or who precipitated it, well obviously it was the board. There was the three of them, good
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old Helen, Tom himself and Vavich. Of those three, Helen.
She was leading it. No doubt. By a neck. With the other
two following strongly in her lead.
NS9.

Possibly one of the problems that culminated in the strike
was lack of skill in human relationships by Mr. Lewis and
perhaps by the board and TEA. Yes, I think they were all
having troubles there. I saw the three groups as headed
on a collision course and I felt sort of helpless and sort
of in the middle. I think there was a problem with a lack
of trust.
I just think they met because they were supposed to and
tha t back a year ago they deci ded that they were goi ng' to
strike. The district decided that they weren't going to
give up anything and TEA decided that they weren't going to
give up anything and consequently you have two forces
resisting each other. There weren't any other groups involved that I was aware of. They brought in the outside
negotiator which didn't do any good. He wasn't worth his
pay. He didn't facilitate well enough so that people were
listening to each other. I actually don't know what he
did. He didn't have people listen to each other and that's
what he should have done. . . . I feel it could have been
avoided if people had listened. Both sides. I mean there
wasn't one side better than the other side. .
I really
feel that the strike could have been avoided.
Communication.

NS29.

I would say that if lines of communication are kept open
between the superintendent and the Association and the
board and the Association that . . . A strike isn't unavoidable even if one of the three groups doesn't do what
it should.

NS9.

When people quit talking and listening to each other it's
probably a gradual thing. If I could make one suggestion
and get everyone to listen I probably would say that
there's a better way of solving this and that we have to
uphold the contract that we signed and think about the
children and talk some more. If we had talked more I
think we might have reached an agreement.
I feel it could have been avoided if people had listened.
Both sides. I mean there wasn't one side better than the
other side. No one was listening and if they had been
willing to listen and not III'm right, you're wrong
ll
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I really feel that the strike could have been avoided.
I think they weren't talking to anybody. By the time i t
came down to negotiating--very early--I mean it seemed
like the year before there was talk of a strike. By the
time they were talking about the strike it seemed like all
ears turned off and there was no listening so that rather
than negotiate they were just sort of going through the
motions. I don't even think they heard themselves.
Strike Data--Question 11: Striker and Non-Striker
Scaled Responses and Comments
Strikers were much more divided than non-strikers on this than
on most of the other questions.

Non-strikers were pretty evenly

divided before, almost completely to strongly disagreed during and
afterward.

They said they didn't have difficulty dealing with the

fact that other teachers struck.

Their openness to an opposing view-

point and actions are very different from inflexibility and unwillingness to change indicated in responses to earlier questions in this
instrument.
Striker Comments:

Before

Self-Concept.
S17.

No, I really didn't. I understood. The ones who didn't,
who gave me reasons for not striking I would understand.
The only one I had difficulty who gave me an answer--She
just said something about that she didn't--that she felt
it was beneath us or below us to strike or something like
that and I didn't see that at all. I didn't think that a
strike, that people striking were below teachers. Maybe
that's also 'cause my husband has been a union member as
long as I've known him, very 21rong which is odd because
he didn't want me to strike I know so I could not understand her opinion of people who--you know go on strike.
She thought that a strike was beneath teachers.
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I had real difficult~ dealing with the fact that many of my
fellow teachers could not/or would not see the issue of
striking as I saw it

ll.

Strikers:
Before
6
/
Strongly
Agree
Duri ng
13
/

Strongly
Agree
After
6
/

Strongly
Agree

7

/
Agree

1
/
Undecided

/
Agree

5

/
Agree

1
/
Agree

13
/
Disagree

1
/
Strongly
Disagree

/
Undecided

/
Disagree

1
/
Strongly
Disagree

3
/
Undecided

12
/
Disagree

2
/
Strongly
Di sagree

4

10

Non-Strikers:
Before*
3
/
Strongly
Agree

N = 28

N = 12

2
/
Undecided

/
Disagree

4

1
/
Strongly
Disagree

/
Undecided

5
/
Disagree

5
/
Strongly
Di sagree

During
1

/
Strongly
Agree

1

/
Agree

After
7

1

/
Strongly
Agree

/
Agree

/
Undecided

/
Disagree

4

/
Strongly
Disagree

*Some respondents did not answer every part ot every question.
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S14.

I accepted several rationales. If they said they felt
philosophically opposed to it and that teachers should not
strike.
Threat-Anxiety.

Sll.

Strongly agree. Very angry. I guess it's like anybody
who's arguing over any point. If you feel strongly about
something then why is it that that other person cannot see
things the way you do? The spring before we had a lot of
rallies. I had been teaching at this school--now it's been
seven years--and I taught five years at a school before
and I was very, very close to one of the other teachers
there and close to saying, IIThis is what we want . . . .
The district had better listen, etc. etc. 1I Then we came
back in the fall, had some more rallies and I saw them
again and marched around the TEA thing. . . . I even
marched with (my friend). Then we went on strike and I
found out that only two or three teachers from that whole
school went on strike--and she was one of them who didn't
strike. It really ticked me off. I was angry. We're
still not friends. I have not seen nor heard from her in
fi ve years. I ca 11 ed her duri ng the s tri ke to say, 1I~lhy?1I

S39.

I had difficulty dealing with that fact.

S14.

I confronted everyone to find out their opinions and try
to find out their rationale for not striking. I accepted
several rationales. If they just said they felt philosophically opposed to it and that teachers should not strike.
There were some who were non-tenured that I accepted it
from that they couldn't do without the income. Both my
student teachers said that which I had no problems with.
There was a lot of fear that they would lose their jobs.
The non-tenured people. A lot of the tenured people, there
was fear of reprisals.

Sl.

There was screaming before.

S16.

I didn't have any difficulty because everybody walked out
the door.
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Striker Comments:

During

Self-Adequacy.
52.

No, I didn't have real difficulty . . . . If I'd chosen to
work I would have walked right through the picket line in
front.

S5.

Most people seem to have real good reasons for the position they took on the strike--well thought out. I think
there were a couple of teachers who probably felt that they
didn't make the decisions themselves, that they were led
into it.

58.

At that time and even now if I had the same situation
I'd do it.
Sel f-Concept.

55.

. . . my good friend in another school didn't go out.
At the time I chose to see the wording of my contract
differently than she chose to . . . .

58.

. . . the one fifth grade teacher was funny.
him, coal miners go on strike. Teachers don't.

515.

There was one member of the TEA executive board..
that
did not strike but actually worked during the strike.
She just felt that this was wrong, that she wasn't a
union member . . . .

For

We had a teacher. . . . She retired, but she . . . taught
for a couple of days . . . she was jealous of some of those
that did s tri ke. . . . Now thi sis my own personal opi nion, unless you can support something wholly don't do it
whether it be a strike or whatever. If you can't go out
there and really do it why don't even say you will.
518.

The ones who went to work weren't ones who needed to.
apparently was philosophical.

It

Threat-Anxiety.
53.

I agree. As I thought about it I got a little angrier.
Well, it was so obvious, I mean it was one thing at least
when we were theorizing about what would happen but now it
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really happened and you still don't understand what
happened, you were there and you still don't know what
happened. I find that pretty hard to believe.
Sll.

Yes. Well, in some ways. I just--I couldn't understand
why in the world or how in the world they could stay in.
You know? How could~ey? That's all. I found out that
only two or three teachers from that whole school went on
strike--and she was one of them who didn't strike. It really ti cked me off. I was angry. . . . I ca 11 ed her . . .
just to say "Why?" . . . And she said, "I don't have to
give you the reasons why. I just changed my mind."
Her father is a principal so I started in on that and she
denied that that had anything to do with it. I just knew
her too well before that but her dad must have said something. Maybe the principal they had at that time. I never
did find out what her reasons were. In fact she hung uP.
on me and I have not seen her since. That surprised me because she's the type of person if she got into trouble
she'd walk into my house at 11 or 11:30 at night and ask
for advice or help. I was hurt, angry and disgusted. It
was just incomprehensible that this person I thought I
knew so well--I talked to other people in that school.
One thing I found was the bulk of the people who were not
striking were older people--people who were three, four,
five years from retirement. I wouldn't mess with my retirement after you've been at a place 25-30 years. I think
them going in was the right thing to do. And they were
really intimidated. Most of them were really afraid and
that's one thing that really angered me about the people
who went out and intimidated these people. I felt that
the people who called in sick were weak but I didn't
necessarily condemn them. You can't expect everybody to
think the way you do or be strong in making decisions.
People have different reasons for different things.

S13.

Depending on the strike line at the gate walking back and
forth. . . . You stop people a little bit but not enough
to keep 'em from finally coming in and then if you slap
the roof of their car it's a little shock treatment.
That went on. There weren't any incidents. The only
incidents I recall are incidents either as school was
starting or letting out, we would attempt to stop a teacher in her car and talk. They were very frightened. I
felt really personally hurt that people would feel so
intimidated that they would carpool together when they had
been coming in their own cars for 20 years.
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S5.

One fellow was so bad we gave him a job on -the Coke truck.
We took him aside and he acknowledged that he was on the
point of losing his temper repeatedly especially when
teachers he knew tried to sneak into the building. He
would run over to them and start shouting at them and on a
couple of occasions he might have swatted somebody so he
got to be on the Coke truck instead. He realized that he
wasn't doing a good job of being a model for teacher
behavior.
As for the people I knew and had worked with who crossed
our picket lines, I was real curious as to why they were
doing it. I chased one guy that I know real well for a
whole block. I just wanted to ask him his side. I was
real shocked that he would go into the building. I never
caught him. He ran faster than I did. He also went behind
a bush and into a door in the building that I had never
known was there so I wasn't expecting him to disappear like
that. He wouldn't talk with me about it. I did talk to a
couple of substitutes who I managed to get to change their
minds. They didn't go out and strike. These were university students. One guy was from India and they had been
hired to sub on the first and second day of the strike and
I spent a lot of time talking to these guys. The Indian
guy came out during lunch and talked with us. The second
day he was on his way in and said, "Forget it, itls not
worth it.1I
I heard of strikers changing their minds and going back in
but I don't know that for a fact. I know that it happened
at my building but I didn't know the people personally.
It was fear of reprisals after the strike was over. One of
them had tenure--two of them did. I heard of two people
were tenured--in fact one of them was a department head-who went back in.
My good friend in another school didn't go out. Her
reasons for not going out could have been mine but they
weren't.
I felt that the people who called in sick were simply trying to avoid a decision. There were some at my school. I
had a staff member who went to California the week of the
strike and I knew she was going to do that, too. She had
said that if the teachers went on strike she wouldn't
participate . . . . At an east side high school somebody
picked up a Volkswagen with scabs in it. They didn't want
it to drive through the school gate. . . . The driver
. . . was real upset that her car had been picked up and
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she was afraid that someone might hit her with a sign.
They interviewed the driver later. . . . I resented that
a little bit because it only happened at one school and
there are eight-nine schools where that's not happening.
S8.

There were schools where the people were not subdued only
from what I heard in the paper. There were some articles
in the papers where some high school had taken the cars and
jumped on the fenders. I don't know if it actually happened or not. But there was nothing like that at our
school.
The only harassment was with me. One morning two of the
janitors struck with us. One who had been there forever
didn't. I can't stand that guy to this day. I got up at
four one morning and met him early at school at five trying
to talk him into going on strike. He's an old retired Navy
person. Then when I started talking to him and he came
back with all these stupid reasons for not striking I
thought, "What am I doing here this early in the morning,
wasting my time?" So I suppose you would say that I was
the only one there harassing the janitor. Everybody
laughs about that now. He was just sort of cocky. He
avoided us by going out the back way and he had to go 'way
out of his way to go home. It didn't anger me that he
didn't strike, I just thought it was ridiculous.

S31.

If I heard about people who called in sick rather than face
the issue, I felt that as long as they didn't go into the
classroom I didn't care how they stayed out. I think other
people felt pretty much the same. But there weren't people
who called in sick rather than face the music at our
school.

S18.

Yeah, it bothered me that there were people who didn't
agree with me. I felt that in my line the issues were so
well-defined I don't see how anybody can see it any other
way. I don't think I felt personally or confronted when
people I considered rational would or could not strike.
I don't think I felt insulted. I think I doubted their
sincerity and--their attitude toward the profession. The
ones who went to work weren't ones who needed to! It
apparently was philosophical. There was one case in
particular, the industrial arts teacher--both industrial
arts teachers--on the Thursday and Friday of the week prior
to the strike was getting up at faculty meetings and urging
everyone to go out--was the influencing factor in the case
of two people who decided to go out and then on Monday
morning he went in. That made many people angry.
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515.

Quite frankly I could have got physical with some of the
men that I don't consider to be men. Of course I asked one
of them one time, "Hey, you got your Kotex today?" and he
got quite upset about that. I mean, this is the way I put
it to them. I'd strongly agree on that.
There was one member of the TEA executive board that did
not strike but actually worked during the strike. She was
no longer the area representative after the strike. She
was one of the loyal opposition, somewhat the same as the
labor member of Parliament in England right now who is
against everything that Margaret Thatcher does. But I
would not call her the loyal opposition. It would be hard
for me to say what I think about her and her stand except
you know profanely. She did not support what we were doing
even though up until the time it came time to strike she
was voting with us all the way unanimous until the time it
came to strike and she said, "I can't do it." There was no
leading up to, she dropped off just like that. She didn't
give a reason. She just felt that this was wrong, that
she wasn't a union member and we explained to her that we
may be using tactics that are familiar to unions but that
sometimes you have to use these tactics in order to succeed. When all else fails you have to do something, you
don't just kind of lay down and go to sleep.
When she told me what she told me down there the night we
voted to strike and what she was going to do, well as far
as I was concerned it was the same as disowning a child.
You forget them. Feelings were pretty high between the
people who dropped from the people who crossed the picket
line. In the beginning, yes. One of the things that most
are angry about in the school, we had a teacher who was
there for years and she was quite active in TEA and she
crossed the picket line. She retired but she walked
across the picket line and taught for a couple of days and
we told her, "Hey, you were telling us to do something for
TEA and we see you're really doing something for TEA,
you're crossing the picket line, you're a scab."

517.

One of the stories that happened to me 'cause the stories
they are numerous: the school I'm at immediately, we
share common boundaries with a junior high school. The
junior high had tremendous areas you can't picket at all.
A couple of teachers came over to me and said, "Could you
lengthen your line a little bit so that you are patrolling
the opening the furthest extremity from our grounds? . . .
We have a guy that's sneaking into school. He must feel
guilty as the devil because yesterday he sent lunch out to
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all the people on the picket line. He went into the
cafeteria and bought hamburgers for everybody and sent them
out with the kids. But we don't know how he's getting in
and out of school. The only thing we can figure is that
he's coming through this gate which is right near your
school. Would you sort of picket that, too?"
At times I was walking with a member of the PTA Executive
Board who was recently fired (also president of the PAT
club) so he and I were walking back and forth and we hear
this door slam. The street running perpendicular to the
one we were walking on deadends into the school. Up walks
this guy who somewhat fits the description. When he got to
the head of the street he just stopped and looked at us
because we were walking sort of sentry-like past his gate
which we had closed which you would any district gate. So
as he got to the top we formally managed a "Good morni ng"
and he looked at us, didn't say a word, walked right up to
us and I said, "How are you today?" He didn't say anything,
he waited till we crossed. There was then enough room
between us and the steps for him to be there. We looked at
him and he was shaking, shaking as if we were going to
murder him. He then tried to lift the latch of the gate
but was so nervous that he couldn't get it open. He then
waited until we passed again. He backed out, walked down
the fence--I would guess this gentleman was about 60-quietly started climbing the five foot fence and as he
started up there I said to him, "That is how pants get
ripped." He got to the top of the fence, jumped off,
landed, at which point I walked over to the gate and half
kicked it and it opened and said, "It's open now." He
looked at me, trembling and I said, "You know, we really
should get some oil for that gate." He ran on in to school
and we continued walking.
Well, the final blow to the end of the story is, at the
end of the day he came out this now opened gate. He
walked to his car. The first thing he did from full arm's
length was to put his key in the lock, unlock it and jump
back. He looked completely under and around his car, he
then opened the door of his car with one finger, reached
into the car and undid the latch to his hood, opened the
hood of his car and checked underneath the hood of his
vehicle. Then only did he start it to go away. If he's
got to be that paranoid sick, scared, you know you're doing something that's wrong. You ought to have the smarts
to do something about it.
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He did not come to our gate the next day. I don't know if
he chose to drive his car into the parking lot. I have no
idea. One of the members of his faculty called him that
night and his wife would not let him talk. His wife said,
"You're scaring my husband to death. I'm afraid he's going
to have a heart attack." . . . I didn't say anything to
scare him. I don't have any guilty feelings. I think the
whole story's funny. I thought it was funny then.
There were other things like that. One of the teachers at
a friend of mine's school used to drive in the parking lot
and hide behind the hedge. Then when the picket line
crossed she would dodge to another hedge and then follow
the hedge line into the building so that nobody could
theoretically see her. She didn't know she could be seen
because you could see the top of her head moving.
At my building the one teacher was walking to our building
and walking to go home for lunch and so one of the teachers
had her son follow him when he left to see where he lived.
"Is he walking to a car?" The kid followed for an hour.
He found out he lived in our area and the poor guy had his
name on the mailbox. The kid came back and said his name
is such and such and such and such is his address. The
next day the guy comes to school and my friend and I met
him and said, "Good morning, Joe" and he said, "How did
you know my name?" At this point my friend said, "We know
everything about you, your name is Joe Blow, you live at
7632 East
, you have one daughter and these are
all the t~ings we know because your kid is going to school.
You have one daughter, you work at Hughes, you work the
night shift." "How do you know all this?" and my friend
goes on and on asking, "Would you like your social security
card number, your birthday, what would you like to know?"
There was a total blank piece of paper in his hand when he
was saying this. The guy says, "Uh, uh." I said to him,
"I understand you're substituting in my class and I just
want you to be aware that at any time I say so those kids
will leave. There's no maybe about it, if I tell them to
they'll leave." This guy is very agreeable and at this
point Bill says, "Tell me why you're scabbing.
"Well,
I'm not scabbing, I'm performing a community service."
Bill says, "You're scabbing." He says, "No, I believe in
what the teachers are doing." Bill says, "If you believe
in what the teachers are doing then you'll turn around and
go home" and he says, "No, I need the money" and Bi 11
says, "No, you're sell i ng your soul for $55 a day" and
he says, "OK, I'm sell i ng my soul for $55 a day" and Bi 11
says "Fine, let me give you 60 bucks and you can go home,"
1I
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putting his hands in his pockets. The guy says, IIWell,
gee man." Bill says, IIWhy not, I III buy your soul."
S7.

I felt they were disloyal to a cause and disloyal to me,
both. 11m not saying that they don't have a right to their
own opinion. I had some people who from the very beginning
were not going to support the strike and didn't think it was
a worthy cause. I respected those people the entire time of
the strike and I still respect them. It's the people who
when it came down to the nitty-gritty and the almighty
dollar wouldn't stand up to their convictions. Are they
still taking advantage of benefits? Sure they are . . . .
I had problems with . . . the ones who were wishy-washy
and changed their minds.

S2.

No, I didn't have real difficulty. I only had one real
question because we had one individual who came to school,
a man whose wife brought him to school in the dark of
morning before school and dropped him off back of the school
across the--on the back side someplace who came in and
stayed all day inside the building and left after dark to
go home. We didn't know that the individual was even
teaching other than the fact we got it through the grapevine. Some of the teachers were ogres out on the picket
line but in this particular case 11m not sure. I guess I
really had questions about why the individual felt that he
needed--because if lid chosen to work I would have walked
right through the picket line in front. . . . I don't
think anybody saw him to ask him. I was just curious,
that's all. I felt that that was a private matter.
There were some strong negative feelings toward some of
those people. The only people that I had very strong negative feelings about were people who came who we felt had
no vested interest in the program there: substitutes who
came from someplace other than even the district, people who came and were paid their $50 a day, for
instance, which is more than what other people were getting, people who were perhaps mercenary in nature. But at
the same time I was more concerned in terms of how they-I guess the biggest problem I had with the whole situation
was an attitude of people crossing picket lines. Never
did I feel that the picket line should prevent somebody
from going to work who wanted to go.

S16.

There were different people with different reasons for
crossing the picket line and in almost all the cases I can
understand their reasoning. I didn't feel or have hard
feelings for those people because there were so many out
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there. If it had been a 50-50 type thing then I think my
emotions would have been a lot more because I felt a lot
more threatened.
Numbers made a difference in the people crossing the picket
line. True, if it was close to 50-50 then I would probably--our relationships would have been much more strained.
If I was a minority out there I would have really felt
threatened and maybe felt a lot more emotional about this.
As for those who stayed home and didn't confront the issue,
that was fine with me. As far as 11m concerned they were
doing exactly what I wanted them to do, for them not to go
to work.
I was surprised at people who had talked before the strike
who sounded like real radicals. For instance, during the
informational picketing this guy was walking along with me
and this woman pulled into the parking lot in front of us
and he said, "Boy, if she does that when welre out here on
a strike 1111 put a rock through her window" and I was
surprised and thought it was a little harsh and then the
lady ended up out on strike and this guy had gone back to
work.
in a school out in the country . . . I saw a thing
that was really incredible. We went out in the country and
helped these kids picket out there. This young girl had
gone out on strike in an elementary school and most of the
teachers stayed in, a very small group was out on strike.
That was amazing. Those girls were way out in the middle
of the desert, it was like walking up and down between
here and San Manuel. I thought, liMy God, we really have
it easy with all the people at our school that are out.
Those poor girls are out there--and most of the faculty
stayed in. . . . Some people from . . . High School had
come out there and there was no real need for violence .
but those guys wanted to impress those girls with their
ability to strike or something, I thought it was ridiculous.
You know, we had the parents on our side, don't irritate
these people. You know, the few people who were taking
their kids to school to make sure that their kids could get
there safely.
The aides that were going in and assuming the teacher's
role, I worried a little bit about them. Some of the aides
I didn't worry about at all because they were still doing
aides ' jobs when they crossed the picket line but the ones
that ran down to Ten Ten to receive a certificate irritated
me a little bit.
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S38.

Yes, I did because some of--couple of the teachers did
finally go out on strike like the second and third day--and
they called me--and I had talked to one of them and she'd
finally decided to go. First it was financial and I said,
"Hey, we're all in the same problem, you know" and then
after she was there the first day and saw what a zoo it was
she said,"I've had it," she wasn't teaching. We had an
administrator's daughter in our building and when she
finally walked out our principal called her family--called
her father and said, "Your daughter just walked out" and
did not even give her a chance to phone her own folks.
And she moved out of her house that night. She was living
with her folks at that time. She was really upset. We
thought that was definitely none of his business to call.
I mean, if he had a report that a teacher walked out he was
not supposed to report to her father or to someone else.
He"just called and said, "Hey, your daughter just walked
out--went on strike."

S24.

Some who went out surprised me.
Also they generally told me.

S16.

We lost money on it and we all knew we were going to, including people who were striking just before retiring.
That certainly affected their retirement. Of all the people
that went in that crossed picket lines most were probably
of retirement age and I can understand that.

I generally had an idea.

Communication.
S5.

I encouraged kids and their parents to get as much information as possible and if they still had questions to come
down and talk with us. I didn't encourage them to carry
signs although many of them did. Some of the TV coverage
seemed to focus on spectacular or flamboyant occurrences
on the picket line, sometimes to the detriment of the
teachers. There were lots of things going on that were
really neat. Some of the television coverage was spectacular. People were attracted by incidents such as at an
east side high school, somebody picked up a Volkswagen
with scabs in it. They didn't want it to drive through the
school gate. They interviewed the driver later and she
was real upset that her car had been picked up and she was
afraid that someone might hit her with a sign. I resented
that a little bit because it only happened at one school
and there are 8-9 schools where that's not happening.
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515.

She . . . actually worked during the strike . . . . It
would be hard for me to say what I think about her and her
stand except you know profanity.
She didn't give a
reason.

511.

I called her during the strike just to say, "Why?" I
called and the person asked who this was and I told her
and that I wanted to talk to her. There was mumbling in
the background and the person said, "Well, we're about to
go out. She'll call you later." I said, "No, I want to
talk to her now." So she came on the line and I told her,
"I just want to know why--what happened?" And she said,
"I don't have to give you the reasons why. I just changed
my mind."

517.

One of the members of his faculty called him that night and
his wife would not let him talk. His wife said, "You're
scaring my husband to death. I'm afraid he's going to have
a heart attack." I di dn' t say anythi ng to scare him. I
don't have any guilty feelings. I think the whole
story's funny. I thought it was funny then.

58.

We kept both kids out of school the whole week. One of the
reasons I went to get his assignments was that one of the
kids across the street said that the teacher said that my
son would have to do double work when he got back because
he was on strike. It was the principal who talked to me.
We had the same incident at our school. A parent who walked
in to get her kid's assignments from a teacher who was not
striking and that teacher called the principal.
Shared Interests.

515.

Many came out of the snow belt back east . . . they are going to put up with a lot of stuff to stay where the sunshine is. . .
but I don't agree with that. I think they
had to come to realize that if they were going to be a part
of the teaching profession they are going to have to do
something for other teachers because no man is an island
and what we did in 1978 will affect the rest of the century and quite a few who were down on that picket line.
Reference Groups.

531.

The non-strikers developed a groupness such as the
strikers had.
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515.

In one case there was a teacher whose husband was principal
of a school in the downtown area and she worked during the
strike and I think perhaps maybe, I don't know if it was
out of loyalty towards her husband or what have you but I
think in a case like this you cannot differentiate between
loyalty to the member of the family and loyalty to the
people within your work. I think you would have to say,
IIIf I'm going to be loyal to my family I should get out of
the teaching profession.
1I

55.

There were a whole bunch of school teachers who drove down
from Marana with ice chests and Cokes and just gave them
to us. School board members from outlying communities
would come and visit with us and walk around the compound
with us. Board members from out of town came to talk to
support the teachers.

Striker Comments:

After

Self-Concept.
55.

He talked to me a little bit about his position and what
he wanted to do in the district and he felt it would be
against his professional interests to be a part of the
strike. I could see his point. I don't agree with it for
me and I was kind of sorry that he stayed in the building
because I see him as an influential sort of a person.

515.

A teacher who retired years before from the building I was
in, she came by and saw the people on the picket line outside the building during the strike. She said, III'm not
surprised that the best teachers in the building are out
here.
1I

53.

I think that people found out some things about themselves
and about other people that they didn't know before.
Threat-Anxiety.

539.

I still have difficulty dealing with that fact. I would
say strongly agree. I think a lot of people did. Whether
they stayed in or stayed out is beside the point. They
had real difficulty. It was more difficult if the people
who stayed in and the people who went out were pretty evenly split. That made it harder. I mean it's easier if
your whole building goes out. Especially if your
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principal's supporting you. He was caught in the middle
and--yeah--I think he--I really think he did. I know his
wife did. But she wasn't a teacher and she didn't picket.
S15.

I had some difficulty but not that much because I could see
their point of view. The point of view of a lot of people
is that, "Let's maintain the status quo, let's not rock the
boat, let's not do anything that would cause it to be disagreeable." One thing is "Let's not make waves" and the
other is that "A known evil is better than an unknown
good." . . . I couldn't see why they couldn't see some of
the issues that were clearly pointed out to them. You have
the proposition here in which you can go on as you are and
be demeaned for the rest of your life or you can stand up
for what is right here, of what is perceived to be right
and maybe change this.
After the strike there were people who had gone to work and
claimed they hadn't or claimed they hadn't done what they
had done. . . . They couldn't very well do that because we
had the goods on them. We knew who went in the buildings
and we knew who didn't go in the building but the same
mentality was exhibited here of, "I wasn't a Nazi, I didn't
know what was going on." They certainly knew what was
going on because they had every opportunity to be informed
about it.

S38.

I'd have to agree with that, with the teachers that didn't
go on strike. Their reasoning afterwards I couldn't follow in many cases.

S3.

I have a great deal of difficulty confronting the people
who weren't out. Those people I have difficulty with and
I have difficulty with the people who stayed away out of
fear. I think that's obnoxious. I believe some of them
who had it to do over again would strike. Oh yes, lots
of them.
I didn't lose or dump any friends. I guess my friends were
all real. If they hadn't been I don't know. I guess it
would have been a facet of their personality but I would
have fel t, "Gee, I never knew that of that person." I'm
aware of situations like one woman who said one of her
long time, I mean close friends went in and when she
called and asked why the woman hung up and hasn't spoken
with her since. I had a friend who was team teaching at
the time of the strike at another school and she was out
and her team mate went in and then they had to go back in
and they had to finish out the school year. It was
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horrible. For the next year they didn't team teach
together.
I don't think that there was transferring
of people or a lot of people going in saying "This person
went out" and "That person went out."
There are really still people that don't socialize who don't associate
with--speak with--each other over the strike.
S5.

I wouldn't be surprised that a lot of people were moved
around after the strike because of bad feelings. There was
none of that I recognized at my school. People went back
in and worked together as well as could be expected. At
my school we had 90% of the staff out. We took some of the
counselors, we took most of the janitors. As for the people who stayed in, after the strike I think there were some
hard feelings amongst the strikers. We realized that there
were some people in the building and that we would have to
get along.
I went back in and shared a classroom with a man who didn't
go out. It was never a problem for us and it didn't bother
me that he stayed in the building.
Except for one person I can think of who is not a person I
respect intellectually at all, somebody else's opinion is
their opinion. Most people seem to have real good reasons
for the position they took on the strike--well thought
out--really going through a lot of soul-searching about it.
I can distinguish between professionl and social relationships. They tend to overlap with my group of immediate
teachers. I think people who disagreed very strongly could
work together on a professional level but maybe not socialize. Some couldn't do either.

S8.

One morning one of the janitors struck with us. One who
had been there forever didn't. I can't stand that guy to
this day . . . . I harassed the janitor. Everybody
laughs about that now.

S7.

. . . some people . . . didn't think it was a worthy
cause. . . . I still respect them. It's the people who
. . . wouldn't stand up to their convictions! Are they
still taking advantage of benefits? Sure they are. People
who said one thing and then didn't go out are still taking
advantage of benefits. . . . They weren't all TEA members.
I had problems with the ones who were wishy-washy and
changed their minds. It depended upon where they stood
all the way through.
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S31.

After the strike I had the feeling that I had been out in
the sun for five days not getting paid and you didn't do
a damn thing.

S17.

It bothers me that people who didn't strike get the same
benefits I do. Yeah, I think that bothers us every year.
You know it happens. There are still people who aren't
members today who are still getting the benefits and are
still benefiting from the strike. .
But I don't think
that it's something that--you know, I don't dwell on it or
anything.
I think the remnants of the strike will go on forever. I'm
thinking of an example. A lady called the early part of
the year and said, "I'm supposed to take my kids out camping to Camp Cooper, you're supposed to take your kids out
camping to Camp Cooper, the dates I have I need surgery and
I can't go on that date. Would you trade with me?" I
don't know this lady from Adam. She originally asked my
wife to trade and she couldn't. I called a friend of mine
who had problems with this lady and my question was, "Did
she strike?" The answer was "yes" and I got word back to
her that I would be willing to trade.
If she hadn't I don't know but I did ask. I sought that
information. I know in my building for example, we have
a check in-check out system not dissimilar to many. We
walk in in the morning, you put a slash and when you walk
out you finish the "x". I found out one time that our boss
got on the case of one of the teachers for failing to check
in for a week or something. I'm pretty good about checking
in and out. In fact, now, everybody who went on strike is
pretty good about checking in and out because I'm typically
the last one out of the building (I work late) and when I
check out anybody who went out on strike I check out. I
check them out for themselves and sometimes I check them
in for themselves because they didn't do it in the morning
and it's a very picky ridiculous asinine thing. I know.
It's petty but unless one of the people who didn't go out
on strike asks me I will not take it upon myself to do
that for them.
I don't think that my wife or myself intentionally go out
of our way to do things in any negative fashion towards
people who didn't strike. But we don't go out of our way
the other way either.
That's correct and it's interesting. When I talk in the present tense I talk about people
who didn't go out on strike. When I talk about 1978 I
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talk about scabs and another thing since I'm speaking that
three-four years (whatever it is) it kind of heals wounds
or soothes them or don't know that they're totally healed.
Like now I refer to these people as non-strikers, people who
chose not to strike. When I think about at the time they
were scabs. They'll always be scabs.
A lady in our building who didn't go on strike and she has
an invalid mother that lives with her and a retarded or
brain-damaged daughter that lives with her, her husband had
left her and I can now at least rationalize to the point
where she needed the money, she had to work and yet when I
step back I say, IIHey, I needed the money, I needed to
work. II At that time I couldn't even say that. Ultimately
it's a matter of values. Yes, you want to go back to the
word dignity. I guess IIvalues" is as good a term as any.
There are other people that I'll never have any compassion
for. The moralists who said, III can't do this because it's
illegal and immoral. 1I I have a great deal of difficulty
dealing with those people because those are the same people
you see doing lots of other illegal and/or immoral things.
Don't give me this goody-two-shoes garbage when it suits
you. You don't strike because you're chicken. You don't
want to strike because you're so far in over your head
debtwise that if you lose a week's pay you lose your house.
You know, I don't have to agree with that but I can understand it. But don't feed me all that garbage. I can't
handle it. Been an interesting experience.
a non-striker turned to me and said, IIHey, I have to
leave early for a doctor's appointment. Will you cover my
cl ass for fifteen mi nutes?1I of course I woul d do that.
Person to person I would do that. If I happened to overhear that person saying, 1I0h, I don't know what I'm going
to do, II I woul dn' t immedi ately jump ri ght up and say, 1I0h,
pl ease 1et me cover your cl ass for you. II
If

Everybody has problems one way or another. That's the
thing that keeps me from getting really angry because it
was hard on everybody. No matter what they decided, no
matter when they decided, no matter what they did it was
just a gruesome experience for people. It ripped people
up.
S35.

Strongly disagree. I didn't have trouble with that issue.
I think other people did.
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Sll.

I think everybody could have behaved differently. I think
the teachers behaved themselves pretty credibly. There
were some people that were pushy but overall the rank and
file were reasonable people.
Communication.

515.

That's one of the things that we did, was get the information to the people in the buildings so that they cou1d
make up their minds. I wouldn't say . . . information was
overwhelmingly in one direction. I wouldn't say that
because the information was there.
After the strike until I retired and left teaching the
people who crossed the picket line they were ignored. Not
deliberately, I mean we had nothing to say to them.
. . . we were stri ki ng for defi ni te thi ngs.
as the news media would have you say, . . .
they are transferred by mail.

It wasn t pay
Teachers learn
I

S3.

There are really still people that don't . . . speak with
each other over the strike. . . . 11m not personally aware
of kinds of situations where people don't talk with each
other . . . .

S5.

The worst thing I have personal knowledge about were people
who simply couldn't communicate about the strike after the
strike. They were unwilling to talk about it and I didn't
like that because I thought if you did think about it a
little bit it would be easier to understand each person's
respective position on both sides. I don't see how just
tight-lipped noncommunication helps the way the school
works after something like this.
Shared Interests.

S15.

After the strike until I retired and left teaching the
people who crossed the picket line they were ignored. Not
deliberately, I mean we had nothing to say to them. I
think you'd probably say, in this case, that weld gone
separate ways, we had proved in our minds that we were
people with the best interest of the teaching profession
at heart and when we struck we were striking for definite
things. It was for a number of very intermingled issues
. . . one of the greatest was the issue of transfers.
Tucson District One has over the years accomplished all
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their transfers after school is out for the summer.
Teachers learn they are transferred by mail.
S16.

When you go in a new building you learn who went on strike
and who didn't and I feel the difference in the linesmanship, etc. At least we share that. lid prefer "countrymen" instead of "linesmen.
That you share and lots of
other things besides and so when you go to a new building
you know--oh, these are the people! . . . There's a commonality as a result of the strike.
1I

S3.

There are really still people that don't socialize, who
don't associate with--speak with--each other over the strike.
It's not that they're still bitter, I think that they just
went through that experience, they discovered a commonality
with these people that they don't share with these other
people. 11m not personally aware of kinds of situations
where people don't talk with each other but I am aware of
situations with--It just happens that Friday afternoons
when people go out drinking that it's only the people who
went out on strike and it may be in the middle of the
teachers I lounge somebody says, IIHey, thi s a fternoon we I re
all going to such and such's place ll but only the people
who went on strike together come.
Reference Groups.

S31.

They developed a groupness such as the strikers had. I
think the strikers continued their unification for a lot
longer than those who didn't strike.

Non-Striker Comments:

Before

Sel f-Adequacy.
NS27.

I did not attend the strike vote meeting. Once I decided
to sever my relationship with TEA I decided I would just
go ahead and change occupations. I didn't really know what
I wanted to do but I just sai d, IIWell, I III just conti nue
to work until such time as I decide the living is unsatisfactory and then go make a change.
I decided I
would just go ahead and do my job and I had the freedom
and the opportunity to leave if I didn't like it.
1I

•

••
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NS10.

Strongly disagree. I had already made up my mind. Many
people tried to influence me but I said, "No, I feel this
way." They tried nicely.

Self-Concept.
NS27.

It was a real big change in me after I left TEA because
from that point on even until today--and 11m pretty high up
on the salary schedule now--but from that point on anything
connected with them was meaningless to me.

NS22.

. . . people didn't see the disagreement the way I did . . .

Threat-Anxiety.
NS9.

There was screaming before.

NS22.

The fact there was no resolve bothered me. The fact that
there had to be a strike bothered me. I listened to both
sides. When 11m talking about the strike I don't hold it
against one side or the other. I think they were both
equally guilty. I think we had difficulty always with the
fact that people didn't see the disagreement the way I did,
that both sides were unwilling to resolve.

Communication.
NS22.

I of course made no bones about the fact that I wouldn't
go out on strike and everybody--One girl came in to me and
she said we were "friends now and we will be friends after
the strike.
1I

NS9.

It didn't bother me being on the opposite side. What
bothered me was that they weren't willing to hear what I
had to say, not that I needed to convince them or convince
them of my way. That they didn't listen bothered me. It
made me feel frustrated. . . . I listened to both sides.

Non-Striker Comments:

During

Self-Adequacy.
NS10.

I felt that they made up their minds and that was it.
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Self-Concept ..
NS22.

I would agree with the people who have said they weren't
going to let a mere strike get in the way of their friendships. And I feel that the people I worked with for the
most part didn't. Even though we did not see eye to eye.
At our school, would you believe, the five registered
Republicans did not strike. I mean, this is exactly what
it amounts to. The conservatives stayed and the Democrats
all left. This is just about the way it--I mean, the ones
who were in there were everyone of us a registered Republican. Including the principal. Well, that didn't happen
at every school, this is just at my school. It's a typical
breakdown if you stop to analyze it--because it's always
been the Democrats who have been strongly supported by
unions.

NSI0.

I don't think I can define what a professional is but a
professional isn't necessarily someone who doesn't strike.
I think part of it is setting up the standards and controlling the entry for people entering the profession. Teaching is different from other professions only in the kind of
work they do.
I think everybody took a position and did what they thought
was right and they all had good reasons for what they
did. . . . I think there were some who were greedy but
I can't pinpoint them. I didn't know them.

NS9.

I just thought that . . . that was their business.
I felt they were entitled to their opinions.
Threat-Anxiety.

NS9.

There was a lot of animosity during. There was screaming
during. I was surprised at the amount during.
Three of us who worked were older teachers and two were
younger teachers who are divorced and the sole support of
their children and those went out I think were of both
kinds. I don't think there were many of the real older
who went out. I don't think it was a function of maturity
or common sense. I would group them as people who struck
and people who didn't.
I had friends who went out on strike, two teachers I carpooled with. I didn't carpool with them during the strike
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because they were on strike and I was working. 1111 take
that back. One was sick during the strike. The other one
was striking and I went to work.
When I crossed the picket line people I worked with tried
to convince me to join them. . . . I knew one who had
crossed the picket line and then after about the third day
she joined the strikers and didn't cross any lines. She's
the only one I knew. That was at my school.
I knew people who stayed home during the strike. Yes,
there was one teacher who stayed home. She didn't strike
and she didn't cross the picket line. I just thought that
the people who copped out--not the ones who got sick from
stress--that that was their business and they had to make
up their own minds. I didn't feel any criticism toward
them.
NS10.

I was surprised how people handled it emotionally and
psychologically. . . . I wouldn't have struck if I had
felt the other signers had revoked it because of something.

NS20.

I don't think anybody disagreed about its being able to be
prevented. I don't think any of them wanted to be there-they were all there because of the same kinds of reasons
that I was, at least among the teachers. Now of course
we had some people like my assistant who was certified who
was there only to make the money. She certainly was a
strike breaker. Oh yes, definitely.

Communication.
NS10.

When I crossed the picket line people I worked with tried
to convince me to join them. People both talked to me as
I was crossing the line and called me at home. .
I
didn't try to persuade any of the strikers to go back to
work.

NS9.

Whatever they did was fine with me. I don't know that we
actually verbalized it but I do know that it was apparent.
Regardless, they were friends and I did call them up and
let them knew what I was doing. I don't remember if they
called me.
I wanted the students to understand that because I was
inside the building didn't mean that I thought the people
outside were wrong. I always said that whatever they were
doing was what they believe in and I was doing what I
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believed in. I don't know whether they accepted it or not.
They listened far better than the teachers did.
NS22.

After the first day some of them called after I went home
at night. I did not call them. They called. They did try
to influence me. Their reasoning was that the whole school
out would look better than five of them go in. That was
the only reasoning they could give to me because as I
pointed out to them, I had signed a contract and I have
given my word that I would complete that year. Well, I was
informed that it wasn't a master contract, that they had
gone back on their side of the contract. Now I did not
feel this so--it was a disagreement. Of course I didn't
see the full fifty-odd pages, you know or whatever it
amounts to.

Reference Groups.
NS22.

I believe NEA was supporting TEA with money but I don't--do
not know for a fact. I am sure national people were here
the week before organizing--for that Sunday. Which gets
back to they figured there would be a strike. I mean we
had all those signs that--that they picketed the week
before, you know and I think that there had to be if not
a person, there had to've been lines of communication from
the TEA office to the national office.

Non-Striker Comments:

After

Self-Adeguacy.
NS10.

Strongly agree. Yes, I'm grinning. The reason is because
I feel that people don't realize the strengths of coping
in various situations until the situation arises and they
see people on both sides, especially if a person on one
side and a friend is on the opposite side and you see how
both can stand up to all these pressures.

Self-Concept.
NS10.

I felt that a strike in my own philosophy of humanity
shouldn't divide people . . . . I'm the type who tries to
get along with people and communicate with them.
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Threat-Anxiety.
NS9.

I don't know. Afterwards to show there was a difference I
would mark it undecided opposed to disagree. Between undecided and disagree. Some people just held their positions
against other people. I don't think anyone could have
thought that. I was surprised at the animosity. Four
years later. It's still the top of conversation. I don't
think anyone could have stopped the animosity some people
had after the strike. Yeah. I never thought that the
strike would still be going on in some people's minds in
1982. The animosity was more covert afterwards. No
deliberate ignoring I mean, that kind of stuff. It's still
a big topic of conversation in the teachers ' lounge.

NS10.

I had nothing to gain or lose other than my job.
that my job had higher priority than any strike.

I felt

Many of my friends struck. I kept them as friends because
I felt that a strike in my own philosophy of humanity
shouldn't divide people although it has and still will.
11m the type who tries to get along with people and
communicate with them. They have differences and I have
respect for their differences and it works both ways.
Communication.
NS10.

11m the type who tries to . . . communicate . . . .
Strike Data--Question 12: Striker and Non-Striker
Scaled Responses and Comments

Responses are distributed across the scales for both groups.
Strikers are divided almost equally before and after and skewed toward
strongly agree during.

For the non-strikers there was almost equal

division before and after with more indecision throughout than for the
strikers.

One respondent for the non-strikers found the before and

after parts of this question not relevant and did not answer.

While

about half of the strikers said that they knew strike positions
of fellow building teachers, only a third (plus one more afterwards)
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12.

I was kept quite well informed about the strike positions of
fellow teachers in the building
Strikers:
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felt so well informed.

Half the striking teachers, however,

represented a numerically larger population than would half the nonstrikers.

Half or more of both popu)ations therefore could be said to

have insufficient information about how the other half felt.
Theory indicates that people act out of their feelings and
beliefs.

Such lack of information about others' feelings and beliefs

indicates a serious breakdown in communication.

It is through the

process of communication that the individual shares others' perceptions, sees himself and adjusts behavior.

Misunderstanding of such

magnitude can lead to serious problems during and also after a strike
when people return to buildings and work together again.

Misunderstand-

ing contributes to animosity and there was and is still animosity
according to comments by those who were on both sides of the strike.
Striker Comments:

Before

Self-Concept.
S35.

Some people came right out and told you they wouldn't go on
strike, it was wrong, against their profession, against
their morals or whatever as a teacher. Teachers don't do
that, we're a public servant and all that, blah-blah-blah.
I'm a public servant but that doesn't mean I won't strike.
Threat-Anxiety.

S2.

I just hated to be the only one out there. I don't know
if I'd have gone in if I had been. I'm kind of glad I
didn't have to find out. Although there is something nice
about having to face the ultimate test in knowing what you
would do under those conditions--knowing whether I would
have the intestinal fortitude to be the only striker in
district one and carry a picket sign--yes, I really don't
know.
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S16.

No, I was surprised. I thought everybody would walk out,
you see. It's a small school. I felt that I knew everything that they were going to do, yeah.

S35.

11m a public servant but that doesn't mean I won't strike.
I will and I bel ieve publ ic servants have the right and lid
fight for every legislation. . . . You know, the air control tower, I think that was all wrong. I don't think the
government has the ri ght to say, "You Ire a 11 fired.
II

Communication.
S35.

People kept it to themselves. I tried to find out. I kind
of took a poll Icause I was faculty rep. We were told more
or less to feel people out.

S8.

Strongly agree. By individuals. We were very free in talking about it. We didn't talk about it in front of the principal. If he came up while we were talking about it weld
stop talking because we knew he would not agree with what
we were doing.

S2.

Yes, I would agree to some extent.
time to time.

S24.

Striking was
had met lots
places, weld
did a lot of
could happen

S31.

Disagree. I don't think anyone including me really had
realized their positions until Sunday. . . . I think there
were some concerns that the faculty in our building had
that needed to be addressed and I took care of that for
them on the mikes and stuff. I think they felt all right.
There were a couple of people who did go out who didn't
like the way that meeting was conducted. There was a lot
of peer pressure.

We did discuss from

really a group decision. Yeah. It was. We
and lots of times and sometimes we met other
leave after school and go some place and we
talking about what was happening and what
and how it affected people.

Shared Interests.
S8.

The things we wanted were not the things Helen Hafley was
interested in. My only thing was I wanted this class size.
The money didn't bother me and she wasn't going to give us
this raise and that didn't bother me. I wanted these other
things. That's all I can remember now. In my instance the
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real concern was class size. I'd say that was true for
most of the others and I think there were some who were
trying to get the raise.
Reference Groups.
S24.

Striking was really a group decision.

Yeah.

It was.

S38.

There were some Marana people that joined us. Teamsters
supported us. I knew they wouldn't cross our lines. They
didn't carry any picket sign, though. In particular a lot
of spouses came out, I know--they were not teachers and
picketed--a lot of students. The Univers'ity came. A lot
of students came out. A lot of our school kids wanted to
picket and we wouldn't let them. Parents joined us on the
informational picketing and university students joined us.
I heard about some of the fiascos on the substitute list.
Well, they had a thirteen year old girl hired.

Striker Comments:

During

Self-Concept.
S2.

I never thought, "Here I am a professional person out here
in this heat and carrying a sign. What am I doing here?"
Threat-Anxiety.

S2.

. . . I walked the picket line after getting hit on the
knees with a car from a plumber and turning it in as
though it was a hit and run . . . .
Communication.

S35.

Well, during the strike you knew what their positions were
if you were in a small school because you knew who was out
there on the picket line and you knew who wasn't and you
saw who went to work every day. It was easy to see who
was going in and who was just calling in sick or just
staying home and who was actually out there picketing.
I don't see how the people who stayed home knew who was
doing what because the material that we got--I think the
only way they would have been informed would be if they
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called somebody at night to check on something, how things
were going. Nobody called me.
S39.

Well, you just knew from what people said, basically but-you know--some of them surprised me, they'd say they would
go out and then they didn't when it came right down to it.
I think most people said what they wanted to say.

S2.

I was pretty well informed during. Teachers were talking
to teachers. We had staff people and our various representatives were doing a lot of that.

S6.

To a certain extent. Strongly agree.
stuff that TEA sent around.

S15.

As an area rep I kept people well informed. I was there
when the information was put together. In the building
that I was in we had some pretty strong people during the
strike.

S4.

I was not kept well informed during the strike. I strongly
disagree. I had no idea of what was going on in the building with those people. I was informed daily by handouts
from TEA. I felt during negotiations that TEA kept me informed but the board didn't. I didn't feel the board was
open and forthcoming. I really did think they lied to me.
I didn't do a lot of going around and finding out for myself what was going on. There were mass meetings. There
was one held in our neighborhood park with about 300
teachers--a rah rah rally. I think that was on Thursday
trying to get us geared back up again.

I saw some of the

Shared Interests.
S15.

A lot of older teachers were out. Generally speaking,
the older ones were pretty solid in their beliefs that the
strike was the only thing that could happen here that would
be good.

S39.

Well, strongly agree. You knew then. Our assistant principal stayed home one day, then he came out on the picket
line. He picketed with us.
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Striker Comments:

After

Sel f-Concept.
S2.

Afterwards, had I been a non-striker, I might have felt
differently because of this particular building where I was.
I think there were about four teachers or something like
five who didn't go out on strike.
Self-Adequacy.

S3.

No one who struck said, "Gee, if I had to do it again I
wouldn't. What lots of people said is, "I hope I never had
to do that again." I haven't heard of anyone saying, "I
wouldn't do it again."
Th rea t-Anx i ety.

S8.

I think there were some comments made in a joking way,
just to see what the principal's reaction would be. He
reacted very tight at first but then began to loosen up.
But then at our school the tension was there a little bit
for a week but it was back to normal after that.

S2.

(This striker was hit by a car and reported the incident as
a hit and run.)
. . . some months later finding out that
they hadn't even attempted to inform the guy that he was
being charged with hit and run because they viewed the sidewalk as private property or something else. What happened
finally was nothing. I never followed through and did
anything because I would have had to file a civil suit
and I did have to have an examination, a specialist to
determine whether or not--I still have some problem with
it. I didn't have surgery.
Communication.

S14.

As an area director I kept in contact with the building
reps in trying to find out and talk to both factions.

531.

After the strike I felt I was well informed.
Association, yes. Strongly agree.

56.

I hope I'm still well informed. I'd better be. The people
who belonged to TEA at the time and are still in the

By the
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building--Everybody stayed a member. We had two or three
who weren't members at the time. They stayed in and they
stayed out of TEA.
524.

We talked in terms of what happened after it was over.

52.

Afterwards there was no big amount of information in terms
of. I supposed it really didn't feel like it was needed
at that time. Undecided, lid say.

Non-Striker Comments:

Before

Communication.
NS9.

Some surprised me but I generally had an idea . . . . I was
informed because they told me. I don't know that I knew a
specific number of how many people who would be going out
but I knew the majority of the people who were going to be
in the school. I knew because they had either stated
their position before the strike or after the Sunday meeting. It was secret voting and I could just see the people
and ask them how they voted and they would tell me. People
pretty well knew who voted how.

NSI0.

Undecided. There were quite a few who knew
going to do and there were some who weren't
there were some who knew they were going to
were playing close to the chest. Maybe the
on the fence--two, three people.

Non-Striker Comments:

what they were
too sure and
stay in. Some
ones who were

During

Threat-Anxiety.
NS9.

I can't really remember but as many as could ate lunch
together and drove into school together and that sort of
thing because it was hard no matter where you were. Some
people were not crossing the picket lines because they
needed money and some people were just anti-strike and
there were a lot of different positions. There weren't
different groups there at all, the majority of them had
different opinions. Two people specifically that I recall
were anti-strike and would not have struck no matter what.
No, more than that were only crossing the picket line for
the money and couldn't afford the risk of losing their job.
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They otherwise supported the strike. I don't know if they
went out and helped people on the line.
NS10.

I just looked out and there they were.

That's about it.

Communication.
NSIO.

To a certain extent. I saw some of the stuff that TEA sent
around. Yes. Strongly agree.

NS20.

During the strike of course we didn't talk about it, we
just did our thing. So I would disagree. I didn't really
have any contact. We were so busy trying to teach and go
home and recover afterwards that there was no occasion to
have an--I don't even know what their names were!

NS9.

In the building we got together. The people I associated
with outside of the school were not--I didn't have that
kind of friendship with anyone in the school, ever. Inside,
we ate lunch together. I guess maybe we did have one talk.

Non-Striker Comments:

After

Threat-Anxiety.
NS9.

After it was over, there was animosity. Some people
showed it by ignoring me and some verbalized it by letting
mp. know how they felt. It was some of each. With the
social studies people there was never any problem so it
would have been the school generally.
Communication.

NS20.

I did not keep in touch with any of those people.

NS9.

I would still disagree that they kept me well informed.
I would have to disagree afterwards.

NSIO.

Strongly agree.

I hope 11m well informed.

lid better be.
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Strike Data--Question 13: Striker and Non-Striker
Scaled Responses and Comments
Strikers were evenly divided between agreement and disagreement
before while over two-thirds agreed during and over three-quarters
agreed after.

Non-strikers were almost evenly divided between agreement

and disagreement before and after.
or after, only during the strike.

No non-striker was undecided before
One non-striker considered the

before and after parts of the question irrelevant.
Non-strikers felt they communicated more than at any previous
time with fellow building teachers during and after but they were almost evenly divided on how much they communicated before.
Theory suggests that as communications increased among group
members so did agreement on goals.
goals.

Strikers tended to agree on their

Such agreement increased likelihood of success in achieving

goals.
Theory also suggests that as conflict increased group members
drew closer together and communication with the members of the opposing
group decreased.
Striker Comments:

Before

Communication.
S16.

Not before the strike.

We did some.

S2.

No, lid disagree. During lid disagree and after lid
disagree. We didnlt change that much in terms of that
particular question.

S38.

Yeah, during that informational picketing . . . .
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13.

I communicated more than I had at any previous time with my
fellow building teachers in the strike process
Strikers:
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*Some respondents did not answer every part of every question
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S14.

I spent a lot of time talking to teachers and aides,
janitors, crossing guards.

S24.

I wouldn't have felt so comfortable about it if I hadn't
sort of checked things out with my co-workers.

S35.

Strongly agree. We got together talking about things like,
"Have you heard the latest silly thing" so and so said?
That helped us organize. Yeah--I think that the teachers
who couldn't attend those board meetings really liked to
hear from those of us who were going down there night after
night after night. We were their only way of finding out
what really happened at the board meeting and so we did a
lot of talking and laughing about things that would happen
at the meetings. When Sol eng broke his gavel or when Helen
would do something totally stupid of course we'd go back
and ·relate that to the teachers.

Striker Comments:

During

Communication.
S16.

Then we started really communicating.

Strongly agree.

Threat-Anxiety.
S15.

Some schools
. . actually were in agony over the position
that they took in regards to the strike.
Shared Interests.

S14.

One of the crossing guards
come to work. But because
him to come. But he would
The principal had to bring

Striker Comments:

said if I said so he would not
of the safety of kids we asked
not walk in to get his check.
it out to him.

After

Communication.
S14.

I think communication is important. . .
I would say the
communication process in some buildings is less than
desirable.
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Shared Interests.
S15.

Yeah, lid like to enlarge a little bit here. One of the
fellows who is now--He was assistant principal during the
time the strike was going on and he spent most of his time
out with the strikers. As a result he had a pretty strong
organization that we use right now because everyone knows
that.
.

538.

Agree again--and much more afterwards. ICause we had some
neat things happen and we didn't want to lose that feeling
of--you know--boy, we worked together, we accomplished
something and we can do that.

53.

I haven't taken part in any of the first year or second
year-after parties. TEA had something a week or two after
the strike. There was something at Reid Park and we went
to that. Everyone didn't go. I would be very surprised
that there were people in attendance who have been inside
the building. I don't think anything would have happened
if they had showed up. Nothing. I think probably that
they would have felt uncomfortable and wouldn't have
stayed long.

S39.

Strongly agree.

Non-Striker Comments:

I kept up the contacts.

Before

Threat-Anxiety.
NS9.

Yes, agree because there was concern, interest. But people
were worried, unsure. There was more sickness. I can't
say for sure about the sickness but there was a lot more
talk and a lot more anxiety, stress. Whether it brought
on physical illness or not I don't know. I think there
was less stress after people made decisions one way or
the other.
Communication.

NSIO.

Strongly agree.

I did it just like any regular day.

NS9.

I think that I would have to say that all of that--that I
strongly agree in every case. I talked with as many people than any other time before. Directly before the
strike, during the strike and directly after the strike,
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in that period of time I communicated more than before
the strike commenced--or things began in 1979.
NS20.

No, you see, I didn't communicate with anybody.

Non-Striker Comments:

During

Communication.
NS9.

I guess it depends. Those in the building were communicating with each other, those outside the building were
communicating with each other and then there was a little
bit of intercommunication.

NS10.

Since I stayed in I spoke to the ones who were in.
talked more than I usually did. Strongly agree.

NS27.

I had a lot of contact with people that came into the
building. We had a lot of time to sit and talk about different things and I had contact with people who were outs i de the buil d-j ng . . . a lot of teachers who I had never
had contact with before who worked in the school. I had a
lot of contact during the strike. But again.lwas coming
from a position where I felt personally secure and I was
very open about a lot of things.

NS20.

No, we couldn't communicate, we were too busy. You see,
there wasn't any time--to be communicating. And I didn't
have any idea what they were doing. I hoped or figured
that they were coping as well as they could.

Non-Striker Comments:

I

After

Threat-Anxiety.
NS9.

I think people sort of sighed and said they were glad it
was over. "Let I s get on with it. II I can I t remember that
there was elation or people said, "Oh, boy, did we show
them! II I think were more feelings of relief. I was
definitely relieved.

NS10.

The first couple of weeks everybody was feeling everYbody
out. I III say agree.
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NS27.

I would tend to disagree. They tried to come with this
ostracizing idea after the strike. Anybody who didn't
strike, you know what I mean? And of course it was fine
with me ..
I can't remember how I heard the strike was over. I felt
relieved. It could have been on the news. I just can't
remember.

Communication.
NS27.

No, lid disagree. During lid disagree and after lid disagree. We didn't changd that much in terms of that particular issue.

NS9.

After the strike, I don't think so.
talking about it for the most part.

NS10.

1111 say agree. To a certain degree I continued to talk
with them more than I had before the strike.

I think people stopped

Shared Interests.
NS23.

Strongly agree. I feel I had--with the strike issue--I
feel I got to know everyone in my building. I made more
friends. People I didn't know about being there for eight
years were now close buddies. I felt we gathered ourselves
together because we had to in order to survive. There was
a real closeness during that week that was sort of unusual.
I sort of miss it. It took a week perhaps to dissipate.
As soon as everyone got going into their own things
again, I don't see the people in the English department
too often.
Strike Data--Question 14: Striker and Non-Striker
Scaled Responses and Comments

A higher percentage of strikers than non-strikers consistently
agreed with at least two-thirds of both groups agreeing during the
strike and two-thirds of the strikers and slightly less of the nonstrikers agreeing afterward.

But as one non-striker indicated those

outside communicated with each other, those inside communicated with
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14.

I communicated with my fellow teachers and felt I was sharing
some important viewpoints with them concerning the strike
process
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*Some respondents did not answer every part of every question
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each other and there was little communication between the two groups.
One non-striker considered the question irrelevant.
Striker Comments:

Before

Self-Adeguacy.
S8.

I wasn't going to let them influence me that much. I tried
to give it as much thought as I could myself. Maybe I was
influenced, I don't know--we1l, no, it was just me. Because my husband was going through the same thing and he
was sort of leaning the other way . . .
Self-Concept.

S8.

I was comfortable because I'm sort of a rebel at heart.
If I believe in something strong enough, then it doesn't
bother me.
Threat-Anxiety.

S8.

• . . It was that last day we had that big meeting that he
made this big decision to go ahead and do it. At the meeting there were lots of people, electricity in the air. A
lot of people still milling around in small groups. I
remember them debating whether to strike or not. There
were some speeches made and I remember that we all went
down and put our ballots in the box. We all went in our
own cars so I wasn't with my school as such. My husband
went to talk with his friends.
I may have influenced some of the people I worked with-one or two--who eventually went on strike who had been sort
of dubious about it. They were tenured. And these were
people who don't need to be teaching, really. Their husbands make enough money. They're in it because they like
to do it. I think there were a lot of them that were
really kind of scared yet. They weren't sure if they had
made the right decision or not. But they struck. No one
who struck later changed their minds and went back in, not
at my school. At other schools, yes. My husband had at
his school some people who did not go on strike and then
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changed their minds and went on strike. I'm pretty sure he
had one or two who went on strike and then went back in.
Communication.
S3.

I had spoken to non-strikers before and had discussed our
positions up and back. One person on her way in in the
morning, we spoke with her again.
Shared Interests.

S15.

Before the strike during the informational picketing I met
many teachers in other buildings who shared toa great
degree my thoughts about what was going on in the district
and what could be done about it.

S8.

I don't remember now that there was any particular incident
that decided me to strike. I think a lot of it was that
there was strong support in our school. At that time there
were twenty-some on the staff and all of us were TEA members and pretty much running in the same line of thought
towards this.

S7.

Elementary teachers went out in larger percentages than we
did. I think that was because they were better informed
than we were and I think the issues at hand affected them
more than us. The issue was the class size. I sure
wasn't out there for the money. I lost more money than I
gained. I probably still haven't caught up with what I
lost. I was out there for the class size issue--to put
limits on K-3 and K-2.
Reference Groups.

S8.

I remember that I felt part of a larger group because the
feeling at that time was that there were a lot of people
that were going to go on strike.

Striker Comments:

During

Threat-Anxiety.
S15.

We published a paper during the strike. We gave all the
information as to what the district had said. It said how
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to tell if teachers were unhappy and were going to strike
and this guy who came from California helped write it. It
told them how to counter roll these things but we had their
vote and that's the same thing as attacking a guy in the
army. If you know where the troops are disposed you know
how to take him out. The suggested ways of countering
things weren't like listening, grievance procedures and
involving people. No, not at all. Their idea was, "We're
going to put you down and stop you where you are. You're
not going any farther." They had a number of things that
the school board is supposed to do to let the people in
town know that this is what's going to be. For example,
when informational picketing begins this is an indication
that a strike is tentative. This is according to the
School Board Association and what should be done at that
time is send out a strong letter telling all the people
you know that it is against the law to strike and they will
all be fired if they strike. The thing is that they went
up to the Attorney General at that time and the Attorney
General said "You can fire them all." Okay, whether you
have a contract or not can you imaqine firing 3,000
teachers over night? Where would you get the replacements from?
Communication.
S2.

During, I thought I was sharing some important parts of me
in terms of my viewpoints. I was out there. We could
even talk in terms of non-verbal communication.

S15.

r~y job was traveling around . . . delivering the papers.
We published a paper during the strike . . . . We delivered
papers which were under the logo of Tucson Education Association. . . . Only strikers got it. We gave all the information as to what the district had said, we gave all the
information as to what we said, we gave all information
that was expected down the line.

S38.

Yeah and then too 'cause I was picket captain.

Striker Comments:

After

Communication.
S35.

Strikers get together and have parties and stuff. I
think that occurred at my school the first year after the
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strike. I think that my school was so totally on strike
that it's pretty hard for me to answer that. They don't
have striker parties here. . . . The topic of the strike
still comes up in conversations but nobody has parties to
which they invite one group or the other at this school.
It's not a topic in that you don't get to it every day. I
think when we started talking about it this year it was
right around the time of negotiations. Of course everybody
wants to know, "What are we gonna do? Is TEA gonna stri ke?"
You know, that's the reason it comes up a lot in a negotiation year right around the time of negotiations but since
negotiations have been over nobody talks about it. A lot
of times if there's a big complaint or around school complaining about the way things are going a lot of people
will ask, "Well, was he on strike?" or this type of thing
because they don't tend to want to listen to anybody who
didn't strike. If they're gonna complain and gripe and may
be one of the ones that didn't go on strike, I think people
fee 1 1 i ke, "We 11, you had your chance, buddy and you blew
it, you know. They don't tell 'em that, they just--they
just let it go in one ear and out the other. But that
doesn't affect whether or not grievances are handled.
II

Non-Striker Comments:

Before

Self-Concept.
NS9.

I finally realized that what I had to do was to stand by
what I believed in for myself . . . . my feeling that I
had to make a personal statement. I did not feel I was
being respected. I definitely had the opinion that this
person was unprofessional. I don't know that she was
accusing me of not being professional but she was definitely not acting how I thought a teacher should act.
Threat-Anxiety.

NS10.

Strongly agree. They were asking me to go out and I gave
them my opinion about why I didn't want to go out.

NS9.

I . . . don't recall a specific event but if it was there
was this particular person who caused a rather dramatic
scene in the lunch room screaming at me because I was taking a particular position in that I didn't agree with the
way things were being handled. This was before the strike
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vote. It was very close to the day of the strike vote in
the school. It was confrontation, nose-to-nose yelling.
It seems ridiculous and when I look back on that situation
I don't remember yelling, I remember being just upset.
More frustrated than angry because she just wasn't hearing
what I was saying.
Communication.
NS9.

. . . she just wasn't hearing what I was saying.
If
there was anything that this person wouldn't allow me to do
it was make my statement of how I felt. I think that if
anything, that probably influenced my feeling that I had to
make a personal statement. I was absolutely not being
listened to . . . .
If we're talking about only the social studies teachers,
strongly agree all the way down.

NS27.

Strongly disagree. They didn't tell me. I didn't ask. I
wasn't interested. They knew how I felt so they left me
alone. Everybody knew how I felt well in advance. It
wasn't a sudden decision. My friend that I had talked to
even previously, he was an influential person in the
building and he and I were pretty good friends and the
people that didn't know me would ask him and he would tell
them.

Non-Striker Comments:

During

Communication.
NS20.

Well, no, we couldn't.
during.

We didn't have time to communicate

NS27.

Agree. I talked to people who were in the building about
why and I responded basically to inquiries about why I was
in and didn't strike. People in the building were curious
about why other people were in. I think they were to a
point.
During the strike people didn't call me at home after
working hours and I didn't call them. There was absolutely
no communication.
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NS9.

We probably did more socializing during in terms of calling
than either before or after. In our particular pod area
of 11 or 12 people we probably did more contacting during
the strike than any other time. We made an attempt on
both sides to keep communications--the people striking and
we inside. It was on both sides. I probably contacted
more people (teachers) during the strike than before or
after. I contacted them at home and they probably contacted me more than ever at home. I did not go out to the
picket line. I don't think that people even thought about
later all working together.
That I felt any impact, undecided. Well, I might have been
sharing if they'd been listening and they werenlt . . . .
I felt very undecided. I did some sharing when there was
at least some listening going on. If welre talking about
only the social studies teachers, strongly agree all the
way down.

Non-Striker Comments:

After

Threat-Anxiety.
NSI0.

. . . when they confronted me there weren't that many
asking me why I didn't go out. They already knew.

Communication.
NS27.

I disagree I was sharing important viewpoints after the
strike.

NS9.

No, we didn't talk about it much after.

NS34.

There really wasn't much talk about it afterward so it
doesn't apply. Oh, 1111 agree.

NSI0.

Strongly agree.
groups again.

NS9.

If welre talking about only the social studies teachers,
strongly agree all the way down.

After the strike I was talking with both
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Strike Data--Question 15: Striker and Non-Striker
Scaled Responses and Comments
Responses revealed significant differences between groups and
within the striker group.

Before all strikers agreed/strongly agreed

that the board challenged their personal worth as teachers.

Before all

of them strongly agreed/agreed while during three-quarters of them
strongly agreed.

Afterward over a third still strongly agreed.

Only

afterward was there any indecision with one-seventh undecided and over
one-fifth who disagreed.
Two-thirds to three-quarters of the non-strikers disagreed/
strongly disagreed before through after, a few were undecided throughout and only one to three felt throughout that the board challenged
their personal worth as teachers.

Skews are different for both groups.

Perceived challenge to personal worth was repeatedly mentioned as one
major precipitating factor in the strike.

One non-striker found part

of the question irrelevant.
Theory suggests that feelings or perceptions precipitate
behavior.

There appears to be a relationship between perceptions that

the board challenged teachers' personal worth and willingness to go
out on strike.
Striker Comments:

Before

Self-Concept.
S2.

I suppose there's a certain amount of things that I may
view as a challenge to my dignity no matter what I'm doing
or where but I don't feel very challenged in terms of my
dignity very many places.
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15.

I felt that the school board challenged our personal worth as
teachers
Strikers:

N = 28

Before
18

10

/
Strongly
Agree

/
Agree

During
21
/
Strongly
Agree

7
/

Agree

/
Undecided

/
Disagree

/
Strongly
Disagree

/
Undecided

/
Disagree

/
Strongly
Di sagree

After
10

/
Strongly
Agree

8

/
Agree

4

/
Undeci ded

Non-Strikers:

6

/
Disagree

/
Strongly
Disagree

N = 12

Before
1

/
Strongly
Agree

2

/
Agree

1

/
Undecided

5

/
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

During
1

/

Strongly
Agree

2

/
Agree

/
Undecided

7

/
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

After*
1

/
Strongly
Agree

1

/

Agree

/
Undeci ded

7

/
Disagree

2

/

Strongly
Disagree

*Some respondents did not answer every part of every question
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S8.

I felt that we weren't being dealt with as professionals.

S39.

Oh, yes, strongly agree. . . . I would say that they
treated us as non-professionals. Of course a lot of people
woul d say, IIWell, if you went on stri ke you I re not professional.
I would agree with that.
1I

S16.

Vavich, Soleng Tom, Helen Hafley . . . . They challenged
the personal dignity and worth of teachers before and
during.

S15.

The school board challenged the personal dignity and worth
of teachers before and during.

S35.

. . . they could not deal with what they saw 11m sure as
insubordinate behavior by these teachers.
I think they sort of thought that teachers shouldn't expect
money, that virtue is its own reward, that there are just
things teachers agree in advance to put up with even if
they're horrible. That's out of touch with the real world.
I think that's the way a lot of teachers used to be and I
think that they have a very difficult time dealing with
teachers coming up who want to establish some professional
goals--like a higher salary and more respect. .
I
mean after all welre college educated just like the next
guy.

S13.

. . . the board . . . were saying things about me that I
thought were almost obscene, professionally obscene. I
don't know about the board.

S4.

. . . Hafley spoke to us . . . condescending . .
was here and we were down here.

S7.

She was going to exercise her authority and put us in our
places and take it all back. I felt she was putting
teachers down. I felt that the board was.

She

Threat-Anxiety.
S3.

I think that, yes, I believe that's what they were trying
to do, to put me in a little box.

S7.

Oh, I know another thing that really made me--finally
that's what I decided to do: the people that we had on
the board at that time. No, it was Hafley who was the
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real thorn in the TEA side, I guess. At that time that's
what you'd say. The things that we wanted were not things
that she was interested in, I think. That's what it was.
I think for most of it the board knew exactly what they were
doing and--again--I think it was the National School Board
Association that was directing it to a certain extent. I
don't think they thought we were going to generate the community support that we did. I think they thought that the
community was going to come down against us and in support
of them. Parents picketed, kids picketed.
I attended a few school board meetings. The board found a
few million dollars. It was under somebody's pillow.
S14.

Hafley and Lewis did more to strengthen the Association
than anyone in our Association ever did. Soleng Tom was
perceived as a person who was very good financially with
the budget but his human relations and communications
skills were equivalent to about a third grade level. The
human relationships of the board with teachers and the
superintendent with teachers at that time were very poor.
I felt the str"j ke was Lewi sand Hafl ey and Tom tryi ng to
buy back the shop. The teachers still knew the reason we
went on strike was because the district would not concur
with the arbitrator's decision.

S2.

I had a perception of the board having an attitude of like
it or lump it. Yes, prior to the strike I think the board
really had the attitude as that, lIif we present this attitude to you, we know you III back down but you will recognize the futility of your effort and therefore you'll make
a wi se deci s ion. I wi 11 permi t you to agree with me.
II

S39.

Before the strike we were out there walking--with our
little signs. It didn't have any influence on the board.
I don't think they took us seriously until it actually
happened.

S35.

Soleng Tom and Helen Hafley and Mitchel Vavich--those
three had been on the board for quite a while and they'd
been the ones who--they'd had things go the way they
wanted it all along and they could not deal with what
they saw 11m sure as insubordinate behavior by these
teachers. They just had a terrible time with that, dealing with that.
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S16.

The board . . . just didn't realize that they managed to
irritate the entire world. I think that they really didn't
think they'd irritated as many as they did. I don't think
they could see things clearly. I think their perception of
life is inaccurate as far as I was concerned. They didn't
care.
I don't know of anybody who likes those people . . . Vavich,
Soleng Tom, Helen Hafley, those guys were just old pals and
they'd been there forever and one day and when Katie
Dusenberry left I was sure they shed tears. But they have
had such tremendous control over the school board that they
didn't have to shed too many tears and they were terrible.
They cha11en~ed the personal dignity and worth of teachers
before and during. . . . The board . . . were so unsympathetic to anything that we would ever say and people knew
this.
The main problem of that board was that they were power
hungry. live never seen so much--but I don't know why they
wanted to do that. I still don't. There was a definite
human relations problem. They didn't even treat--Most
school boards are concerned about parents but there was
none of that at all. It was business. That's why I keep
thinking that there must have been somebody in the businesses that were coming in or someone that wanted to keep
the taxes very low. . .. I can't see other than businesses influencing those members like that. I think they
paid them. I don't think awfully good about those people
so I can dream up all kinds of wild ideas of why they'd
do things like that.

S6.

That's why Solong Tom's not on the school board anymore
because people lost respect. He just wanted power but
didn't know how to handle it. He came across as being
very arrogant.

S13.

I never did think of the board as my enemy until that
strike. Sure, how could I not? They were saying things
about me that I thought were almost obscene, professionally obscene . . . I don't know about the board.

S16.

I've been here for four or five years. We've always been
fighting. The TEA said, We 11 , we'll agree not to make
any waves because we understand it's tough" and so we've
been understanding for a long time. I've been there when
they gave us a 10% increase and then told us all our
medical bills--insurance--would be paid for and then
they said, "We can't afford this" and so we immediately
II
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started paying for our own medical insurance which made
our 10% go down drastically and then the social
security started taking more out so by the time it was
allover with it was a real small increase in salary but
they had been--harping about that for a long time.
Had the board managed to get public support from the
teachers then. I don't think we would have been as successful but they were so unsympathetic to anything that
we would ever say and people knew this. Another thing
that happened to help us during the strike--they were in
the process--I can't remember if it was a desegregation
business or closing schools and the way the school board
treated the public in these things . . . in those sessions
just was terrific as far as any support we would want ..
that teachers would want. They treated them the same way
they had been treating the teachers for ages.
S4.

I really was bothered by the way in which Hafley spoke to
us. Ungrammatic, tactless, condescending. The condescending was the primary thing that bothered me. She was
here and we were down here. I believe she definitely
served the purpose of a catalyst. I believe the negotiator the board brought in served the same purpose.

S15.

I don't remember the name of the person brought in from
the coast because he was a nonentity as far as we were
concerned. The board wrote him a blank check with whatever he came up with, that was going to be it. He was
supposed to come in and scare the teachers to death so
they'd then go back in the classroom and what have you
but it didn't work that way because we were able to get
hold of and circulate through all teachers a publication
of the American School Board Association in which it said
how to tell if teachers were unhappy.
I looked at the board with a certain amount of awe and
respect. Naive, I guess. It took me a while--five or
six years--before I realized what Helen was all about.
But with Dr. Lewis it was instant. I believe that's the
way he affected most people. Their idea was, "We're
going to put you down and stop you where you are.
You're not going any farther. . . . The school board
created this mess.
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Communication.
539.

Before the strike we were out there walking with our little
signs. . . . I donlt think they took us seriously until it
actually happened.

58.

Strongly agree. I just remember being shocked about some
of the comments that were made in the paper and that came
through the TEA communiques about what the board was doing.
Other people talked more about it and got their feelings
out about it. I would just read it or listen to it and
shake my head and not comment. I donlt really remember
what were some of the comments.

514.

Strongly agree. Helen Hafley was the spokesperson for the
board and she had made comments about the lack of strength
of teachers, that teachers would do what the board wanted
them to do and that the board could not bargain with
teachers. She made some very strong public statements
about teachers. She said there were people waiting in the
aisles to come out here .
. . . Lewis and Hafley and Tom . . . did not want to negotiate. They wanted to meet and confer with us and tell us
what they would do and have us accept that. We decided we
didnlt want that. We explained to the public and explained
to the teachers, . . .

56.

There had been negative vibes, especially from the school
board . . . closing its ears on the issues in the district
and in the community.
Soleng Tom . . . would say things without even thinking.
I donlt think anybody with an ounce of common sense
would say something like Tom did.

513.

. . . I think Soleng Tomls a very bright man and so itls
hard to believe that he did not understand and could not
communicate.

57.

Soleng Tom--the way he came across--youlre not sure if hels
being sincere or stupid. Hels obviously a very smart man
because held done very well for himself but the way he
hides behind his broken English and all that--Ilm sure a
lot of it is put on.
I think it was Hafley who talked about taking back the
store. 11m so vague on what she was taking back but she
had felt that we had way too many benefits and I couldnlt
even tell you now which ones she thought were excessive.
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Shared Interests.
S4.

. . . Hafley . . . I believe she definitely served the
purpose of a catalyst. I believe the negotiator she
brought in served the same purpose. A lot of the action
that the district took those first two days of the strike
solidified any kind of loose bonds the teachers may have
had.

Striker Comments:

During

Self-Adequacy.
S3.

No, I wasn1t surprised when people actually went out on
strike.
Self-Concept.

S15.

Strongly agree that the school board challenged the personal dignity and worth of teachers before and during.

S2.

During the strike I don1t know whether they really--Yes,
I would agree with that, too. They did some things during
the strike that I would say challenged ~t.

S4.

I had the absolute impression that while Lewis was their
agent he also agreed with them anyway. He didn1t think
much of teachers. I feel he had the same attitude as
Helen Hafley.
Threat-Anxiety.

S3.

I think that there was attempt made by the district to
make you feel they were sending people by in official cars
to take pictures of strikers but I don1t know if that was
really going on or not. I guess to intimidate.
Communication.

S4.

I really don1t know if during the strike the personal
remarks stepped up by the board. There wasn1t a whole
lot coming out of the mouths of any of the school board
members that I can remember. Most of it was Lewis. And
I don1t know how closely he was mouthing their positions
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but it was mostly Lewis that week.
saying the same things throughout.
S16.

I saw them as mostly

While people were striking they were trying to put out the
information that this was not really a big thing, that the
schools were still functioning . . .
Shared Interests.

S39.

Yes, they did. I think more and more teachers went out as
the time went on.

Striker Comments:

After

Self-Concept.
S2.

I say lid disagree with that. 11m not sure they really
challenged my dignity. 11m undecided.

S35.

They weren't challenging our personal dignity. I think
that we were challenging their personal dignity by the end
of the strike.

S15.

If we are not educating the children then we are not doing
our job . . . we can't educate the children if--you know-teachers are treated in the way that we were treated
before the strike. There's no way you can do it. With
the school board's attitude you just sort of forget about
it. You don't feel as eager to get a lot of these things
done as you would under better circumstances.
Threat-Anxiety.

S16.

I agree. I don't think the board learned anything. It
just made some heads roll. I still don't trust them and
I still think live got to watch those people. That's what
I told my principal. I think lots of people agree with
me.
Maybe in a way 11m concerned about the fact that it's a
school board of lay people making educational decisions.
I realize that a district this size and any size, it's a
business . . . the thing that irritated me more than anything else is here are these people and I know it's a
business because there's money involved with this thing
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. . . the main bottom line is education and they have not
realized that. I don't know to this day that they have
come to think about that at all. It's not a business of
educating kids, it's just a business.
I think that this racket welre in is still being operated
solely as a business and they forget what the business is.
They may have more level-headed people in the school board
position, I think, maybe they have better public relations
people by far but I think they still have to be watched.
The negotiator, that turkey they kept around to make sure
that things would function smoothly. Well, after it was
over with he had this tremendous salary for ever and a day.
They could have hired me to say the same thing he did.

511.

In 1978 they always had money but they didn't want to hand
it out. That was the trouble. There was a financial advisor that had--if they wanted money it was always there.
He would come up the next day and say held found $3,000,000
in the drawer today. He would find somewhere in the
budget where money was just sitting that they could use.
That's why I still don't believe them when they say they
don't have money.
I know those three are no longer on the board. I think
they'd have been re-elected without a strike. I think the
strike changed that. I think that was a positive move.

535.

I mean, I think the teacher strike pretty much brought
those people to their knees. That's the way I feel about
it. They never did admit they were wrong. It wouldn't
have helped if they did. I think once they let it get to
the point where it was a strike the results would be
obvious.

531.

I disagree. I think they were whistling a different tune
after the strike. They had a little more respect perhaps
for what we had to say. They weren't as condescending and
were more aware of the power that we had.

58.

No, not so much then. I felt that we made them yell
"uncle" a little. I enjoyed that.

538.

A little less.
hope.

S15.

After 11m undecided on just where they were. 11m not
that familiar where they are now but I think that probably

I think they kinda learned something I
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they are still, the school board still have the message
that a strike can happen. I would say that this is the
last resort, really and truly a strike is the last resort.
S7.

I was relieved when Lewis left. I felt that that was a
step in the right direction by the board--that they saw the
writing on the wall and maybe that we were going to be considered after all.

S3.

I have a problem with the board not being professional
educators. I have a problem with the board not concerning
itself with education.
Communication.

S39.

They had continued to make those remarks during the strike
but afterwards they'd learned something. Their behavior
changed.

S15.

In this particular case I think that a strike is the only
answer because there was no communication between the
school hoard and the teachers. When there's communication
it makes you feel like you were just three years old and
mother's not gonna let you in and give you an ice cream
cone unless she knew you agreed with what she said. That's
gone on since live been in Tucson, 1968. The strike was
long overdue because human relationships should not be like
they were a year before the strike.
It goes back to what live said previously, communication is
the key to the whole thing. As long as youlre talking to
people in the case of teachers and the board there is a
number of things that we have a great common interest in.
I don't know what the board was "taking back" when Mrs.
Hafley talked about "taking back the store." Basically
I didn't really care. I was just working and going on
about my business, teaching.
Shared Interests.

S15.

. . . in the case of teachers and the board there is a
number of things that we have a great common interest in,
for example, the education of children and that's where
the buck stops.
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Non-Striker Comments:

Before

Self-Concept.
NS20.

They thought they were trying to treat them like little
children . .

NS27.

Agree but I still didn't strike. That was their arrogant
attitude anyway and I don't think striking was going to
change anything.

NS34.

. .. Hafley's remark about letting teachers eat dog food
. . . was asinine. When someone's character brings that
out they're not using any common sense. You have to consider the source. I think it was uncalled for.
Before the strike people's dignities were challenged to
see how long they could last, especially the ones who
struck. You can look at it both ways. If you were a
striker it would be strongly agree. I strongly disagree.

NS9.

I didn't feel they put me down but those who went out and
struck felt that they did.
Threat-Anxiety.

NS20.

They were trying to treat them like little children so in
a sense I suppose yes, that would have been a challenge.

NS10.

I must say I sympathized with them because I felt they were
following a ruptured balloon.

NS23.

There's a big problem of riffing and I don't believe that's
necessary, either. That's gone on since the strike and
it's foolish as far as I'm concerned. If you don't educate
them it shows up on a test and they yell and scream and try
to get you canned and hire someone else that probably won't
cost as much, a new teacher.

Communication.
NS34.

I heard Hafley's remark about letting teachers eat dog
food. I hope it was a public comment. I guess it was
stated at a board meeting. I heard it discussed by two
teachers. They thought it was asinine.
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NS9.

Yes. That's one of the reasons I joined TEA. There was a
lot of talk about the strike before it happened. I did
take part with informational picketing. That was supposed
to convince the board and to educate the public that the
teachers had a good cause. I think the TEA officers felt
that they hadn't been listened to. The members felt that
way, too, because the officials were representing them.
Shared Interests.

NS9.

Their cause was to try and get fewer children in the classroom, more money and to get the school board to consider
them as professionals.

Non-Striker Comments:

During

Self-Concept.
NS20.

I think the board's treatment of teachers as little children gradually lessened--as the impact of the strike
became more apparent. I don't think that board learned
anything.

Non-Striker Comments:

After

Self-Adeguacy.
NS10.

Some of them probably felt that they got what they
wanted . .

Self-Concept.
NS10.

Maybe they felt that their dignity was boosted by going
out and proving a point. I personally don't think striking proved the point.

Shared Interests.
NS10.

Some of them probably felt that they got what they wanted
through the negotiations such as class size, salaries and
benefits.
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strike Data--Question 16: Striker and Non-Striker
Scaled Responses and Comments
Beginning with 24 strikers who agreed-strongly agreed before
the strike, 25 strikers strongly agreed-agreed during and after that
joint action was the appropriate way to deal with board and administration who don't value them as teachers.
There was no change in non-striker responses before and during
with no change at all before through after in strongly agree-agree
responses.

Almost two-thirds of the non-strikers before through after

said they believe in drawing together to take action when they are not
properly valued.
Non-strikers did participate in informational picketing Before
the strike.

At least one striker who voted against striking said such

would again be any future vote nevertheless did go out on strike.

A

number who struck were concerned about future peer working relationships and effectiveness if they did not strike.
While a larger percentage of strikers than non-strikers agreed
about drawing and acting together was the "only wayll to deal with those
who devalued them as teachers, members of the two groups divided in
acting out their beliefs.
their perceptions.

Theory suggests people act as a result of

Non-strikers were more evenly divided than strik-

ers in their responses.

Theory suggests that such division or indeci-

sion produces stress and inactivity.
not striking (working).

The latter was demonstrated by
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16.

I believe the only way to deal with administrative board and
groups who do not value us as teachers is to draw together and
take action in association with each other
N = 28
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/
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2

/
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Striker Comments:

Before

Self-Concept.
S8.

. . . If the board and administrative groups are not going
to . . . value us as teachers, then . . . I agree.
Threat-Anxiety.

S39.

I wouldnlt have wanted to appear before that board without
being a member of a group.

S38.

I strongly agree. Thatls the only way to do it. I
wouldnlt have wanted to appear before that board as a
single person. I would have but I would have felt much
more sure about myself with some backing.

S35.

I don I t think I thought that before the stri ke . . . I
would have said undecided, I think.
Communication.

S8.

I believe that if the board and administrative groups are
not going to listen and value us as teachers then yes, I
agree.

S6.

I would do that through better lines of communication.
With a group who wouldnlt listen if the communication
breaks down, then I guess the only alternative is to strike.

S15.

I strongly agree all the way through there. I interpret
it as: there has to be a two-way street. The ideal situation would be where the administrative board and the
teachers say, IIWelre going to institute this program and
how do you think welre going to do it in as far as you Ire
concerned in the school that youlre in?1I Then receive
feedback from teachers as to the feasibility of instituting the program. This is the thing, I think, that we
should communicate on.
Shared Interests.

S16.

I would agree because there are ways of working out things
that doesnlt require striking or being on two sides of an
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issue. You can have two sides of an issue but there's a
central location where there's agreement.
Reference Groups.
531.

I would agree. Again, not having experienced anything like
that. Yes, I felt that organizations have more power than
individuals. I find that I start disagreeing when I
organize. . . . Well, I guess I don't believe in governments very strongly. I think they do a lot of damage in
the name of taking care of this.

53.

Before the strike I thought that weill get a lot further
if we unite or get a lot further as a group.

511.

I believed it most of my life but I didn't believe they
meant it. Agree.

Striker Comments:

During

Self-Adequacy.
53.

I never had second thoughts.
Reference Groups

52.

I would say during the strike it was necessary to--I would
strongly agree. It was a matter of survival. Hang
together or separately.

Striker Comments:

After

Self-Adequacy.
58.

If I had it to do over lid do it again.
circumstances, yes.

Under the same

Self-Concept.
55.

I think there will probably not be another strike. If we
do another strike soon enough to include most of the people who were in the first one I think a lot of people
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would not vote to strike. I might be one of them. 11m
still bugged about the wording of my contract and 11m still
not clear that it's all right for me to strike. I think
that stri kes can be very useful and I m still ina problem
ethically about what it is live said I would and would not
do . . . . I have or would like to think I have more
integrity now than I did then, I would strike again over
personal dignity and worth.
I

S14.

I don't have a problem with school board members not being
educators so long as their expectations of public education
are realistic and as long as I get input. In 1978 I felt
there was a confusion about who should be doing what.
There were some powerful people on the board who wanted a
lot more input than I felt they should have. The board
was supposed to set policy and the administrators were supposed to decide how to carry out policy and I felt at times
that the school board was trying to get right involved
with how to carry that out.
Threat-Anxiety.

S15.

Teachers wore t-shirts and buttons in the classrooms after
the strike just to remind people.

S7.

I don't think there will be another one. If there were I
would stick with the power struggle. I don't think--I
don't know where I would be the next time. I wouldn't be
in the building but I don't know if I would be on the
line, only because of the emotional stress on me. It was
very stressful on my husband.

S2.

Yes, I would agree . . . . I still feel, in fact I understand there's a local association over in Gila Bend where
the salary schedule for the year has been frozen and these
people had asked the delegate assembly at Yuma to drop in
and let the people know that they care.
Communication.

S16.

The district is unique in the fact that teachers now, if
something happens they don't like, they yell and scream
about it so everything you hear in District One has happened and it does happen and people yell and scream about
it. They are not afraid to go and tell people about it.
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Shared Interests.
S14.

The teachers and teachers ' associations have become
politically active to make sure that those elected to
school boards do what they can to get pro-teacher and proeducation school board members on . . . .

S4.

I think it would be difficult for someone like Tom or
Hafley to be elected again. Since then the teachers have
become much more politically active and have realized the
importance of getting teachers I friends elected.
Reference Groups.

S14.

I find that a position of power is a much better position
to go with where school boards are concerned.

S35.

I don't think I thought that before the strike as much as
I do now, subsequent to--seeing how various administrative
boards have dealt with us. I would have said undecided,
I think.

S7.

I guess I would have to agree and I feel that way now.

Non-Striker Comments:

Before

Threat-Anxiety.
NS9.

This is interesting. 11m doing some work with an association that's having a problem getting started after several
years and what this does is that it creates diverse situations--this versus that--and I don't believe in a situation
like that. I don't believe that it worked or got the job
done.
Communication.

NSIO.

I would do that through better lines of communication.
With a group who wouldn't listen if the communication
breaks down then I guess the only alternative is to strike.
11m saying they weren't so badly broken down this strike
was necessary.
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Reference Groups.
NS20.

For that kind of board that's the only way you could handle
it. I would strongly agree.

NS9.

I know that right out of the strike that my answers would
have been different, however now I can't really remember
how I would have felt at the start of the strike. There's
a possibility that I could have agreed with, probably
strongly agreed that drawing together would have worked.

Non-Striker Comments:

During

Self-Concept.
NS27.

I didn't pin them because I didn't feel it was worth my
time even if I thought they'd win. I didn't think they'd
lose.

NS9.

During the strike I believed in that group effort but not
in the particular way it was carried out.
Shared Interests.

NS20.

Yes, I thought that was the only course they had.

NS27.

That's precisely the attitude I had my second year. I
would have led a strike that year. It just took the
teachers a while to come around. By the time they came
around I had no interest in such things.

Non-Striker Comments:

After

Self-Concept.
NS27.

I was a member of TEA and s ti 11 am. I regard myself as a
professional but I don't think professionals go out on
strike. The main reason I didn't go out was that I didn't
want to violate the contract. Even if the board had
violated it I don't think that releases me of my
obl igation.
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Threat-Anxiety.
NS27.

After the strike the board's behavior didn't take it for
granted that teachers were going to go along with everything they said.

NS20.

If people don't listen, you can..
at all . . . . If they will not . . .
you, you . . . go around doing things
backs or . . . doing something like a

NS9.

I can tell you now that I strongly disagree after the
strike that that worked. I think a lot of people have
just tried to forget it.

not deal with them
discuss . . . with
either behind their
strike.

Communication.
NS20.

If people don't listen, you can--merely not deal with them
at all! I mean, if they will not sit down and discuss
anything with you, you have to go around doing things
either behind their backs or if they are in a position of
power like the board there's no way you can make them
listen except possibly doing something like a strike.
Strike Data--Question 17: Striker and Non-Striker
Scaled Responses and Comments

Fewer than half the strikers who disagreed-strongly disagreed
Before the strike did so After, while over eight agreed-strongly
agreed Before through After that they were acquainted with their
Association leaders.

None was undecided.

were two non-strikers during the strike.

The only people undecided
More non-strikers said they

were acquainted with TEA leaders, than not acquainted.

Prior to the

strike, fewer said they were During and After half agreed and half
disagreed.
It is likely that those who strongly agreed that they were
closely associated were in closer communication because of such closer
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17.

I was associated with TEA leaders

N = 28
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proximity.

Theory suggests that such closeness with opportunity for

more frequent communication makes for closer relationships.

These

make for increased sharing and increased sharing makes for greater
reciprocity of ideas and actions.
Striker Comments:

Before

Communication.
S3.

I met with them . . .

Talked with them.

Reference Groups.
S39.

Professionally, agree.

S16.

Some of them, yes.

S4.

I strongly agree.

S8.

Agree. I knew them very well. We had meetings. There
were a couple of them who were very strong during the
strike that we socialized with.

S3.

I knew them. I met with them.
Talked with them.

S31.

I was active in the TEA at the time. I believe at that
time I was a building representative but I had been on the
executive board the year before. That means you're in the
top echelon of the teachers' association. The people I
had served on the board with and kept in close contact
with--I still knew pretty much what was going on.

S14.

Strongly agree all the way down. I was a member of the
executive board so I knew them all. That was my second
year and I had been a faculty rep the other four.

I was very closely associated.

Had coffee with them.
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Striker Comments:

During

Reference Groups.
S14.

I was one of the few area directors in the strike who were
ex-union people. There were nine area directors, one for
each high school. I knew some other people in the Association who had been at least familiar with unions. I don't
think the president, Jo, had.

S38.

Yeah. I think it started during that whole process of the
strike, being a picket captain and so forth.

S16.

During the strike I was acquainted with a few more TEA
officials than I was before the strike.

S35.

I knew them personally--and through their actions.

S31.

I knew Jo very closely . . . she was very well prepared.

Striker Comments:

After

Shared Interests.
S19.

I get together with TEA leaders every now and then now and
talk about things that we could change the next time
around. There are still some things that need to be
addressed. I'm sure they will be.
Reference Groups.

S15.

Strongly agree.

We had a good party after it was allover.

S35.

I'd say I know a lot of 'em better now.

S14.

I'm now the treasurer.

S38.

A lot of the people that I was involved with in the strike
are now on the executive board as I am now.

Strongly agree.
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Non-Striker Comments:

Before

Threat-Anxiety.
NS9.

One person stood out. There's only one whose name I can't
remember. Jo or whatever her last name is was the president. She stood out because she was the one in charge.
It was all what I consider her decision about the strike;
I think she wielded her power. I think she had already
made up her mind. She made up the evidence.
Communication.

NS9.

Jo . . . made up the evidence. I don't know if other
people felt that way. I actually don't know that I talked
about that very much. I'm not sure.
Reference Groups.

NS9.

I knew who they were. I don't personally know them. I
agree I was acquainted. I would agree before, during and
after.

Non-Striker Comments:

During

Reference Groups.
NSIO.

Disagree.
with TEA.

Non-Striker Comments:

I was just a new member and just treading water
I didn't know that much about it.
After

Self-Concept.
NS9.

I . . . see them as a professional organization using
union tactics. I think I would be more comfortable if
they didn't. . . . I think of being a professional as
belonging to professional orannizations. If TEA becomes
designated as a union I would regret that it was
happening . . . .
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Communication.
NS22.

Afterwards . . . they were still friendly. Maybe they
thought I was on strike because I never talked to them
about the strike. I never told them about it or not. No,
they never asked me.

Reference Groups.
NS27.

I didn't know them that well. I knew them well enough to
know I didn't want to know them any better. I came to that
conclusion after my second year of teaching.

NS22.

Afterwards I saw a few of them and they were still friendly
toward me even though I don't know if they looked at their
list.

NS9.

I am still acquainted with the current leaders. I still
know who they are and see them as a professional organization using union tactics. . . . I don't think it's going
to return to the before-strike behavior when it didn't.
I'll remain a member. If TEA becomes designated as a
union I would regret that it was happening but I think I
should still be a part of it.
Strike Data--Question 18: Striker and Non-Striker
Scaled Responses and Comments
At least 25 of the 28 strikers consistently looked to TEA for

leadership in the strike process.

Seven of twelve non-strikers did

not look to TEA for leadership either Before or During.
they were evenly split.
the strikers.

Afterwards

In no way were they as heavily skewed as were

It is reasonable that during a strike the strikers

would look to their organization for leadership and that is what they
said they did.
Further indecision occurred Before and After while non-striker
indecision occurred During the strike.

Non-striker division over

strong agreement-agreement as opposed to disagreement-strong
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I looked to the TEA for leadershiE in the strike Erocess

18.
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disagreement was closer to being even than was that of strikers.
Theory suggests such division indicates indecision and indecision
precludes setting or achieving clearly defined goals.

Leaders help

achieve goals and again non-strikers were divided about following that
1eaders hi p.

Striker Comments:

Before

Sel f-Adeguacy.
S5.

. . . my father . . . sai d, "Get to know those peopl e"
and ask yourself why are they pushing a strike. Is it for
their personal aggrandizement or do they really believe
it's for education in District One? I decided I liked
them and they were trustworthy and that I was comfortable
with the TEA leadership. They were leading people, not
pushing them.

S14.

I felt the local group was always in control. . . . We had
to make sure we were doing it our way and not doing it because they said it but because our membership wanted it.
Sel f-Concept.

S38.

Agree. I didn't even see them as a union.
a union all the time.

We were called

Threat-Anxiety.
S14.

It's not exactly true that it was a battle between ASBA
and NEA. I'm sure there's a battle going on there and it
doesn't mean that it needed to focus here but it did focus
here.
We had never been in a strike before and didn't know what
would work. We knew the climate.
There were t-shirts and buttons, etc., to help the strike.
At that time the local Association had not made a crisis
about the budget. There were loans available from the NEA
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if teachers had become needy. We also got loans--we tried
to get them from the credit union but the credit union
refused.
S8.

I must say that for the first time since I had joined TEA
they took a stand. We had some new people come along who
were really good.

S3.

In general or not in reference to the strike, it was
immediately before that I looked--a few months, a few weeks
before as we were leading into it.

S38.

I still see them as an association of professionals . . .
using strike tactics if that's what it takes . . . if
they're gonna force us into it, if they can't treat iT in
a more rational way then that's the only we~pon we have
right now, there's no collective bargaining law in the
state. That's the only hand hold we have.

S16.

I saw TEA as a professional group using union tactics.
I didn't know of any other way of doing it.

S7.

There was . . . very little interest shown in TEA work and
in standing up for what you believe in. I didn't see TEA
as a pushy group . . . .

S15.

. . . The presi dent . . . was pretty forceful. She 1ai d
it on the line in what we were to expect and so on and the
one thing that we never did tell the people was we might
stand to get beat in this but if we go out nobody goes
back in without the amnesty clause. . . . There was no
problem in getting the amnesty clause accepted because
all we had in the school was scabbing teachers and they
were still 2,300 short. When they opened school on Monday
morning with 500 teachers for almost 100,000 students,
what are you going to do? You Ire gonna grab for any straw
that comes by and that's where we had them. Because I
don't mind saying this, we whipped them. And I enjoyed
that.
Communication.

S5.

Lack of information was one of the things that led to confusion for a lot of people. The TEA did a good job of
trying to answer people's questions but there were so many
questions that they didn't know how to answer it was a
real risk. And there was a lot of stress. I don't know
if TEA could have dealt better with getting information
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out, preventing that kind of stress and dealing better with
getting information out.
I talked to my father three times on the telephone that
week telling him what was happening, asking him for help.
Some of the things he talked to me about were really helpful. He said that one of the things he wanted me to take
a look at were the TEA leadership. Their strike opinions
were never hidden but I never got the feeling that I was
being browbeaten into a decision. They were extremely
careful about saying, "It's your decision and it's a difficult one to make. What we're trying to do is give you
what you need in order to make the decision" and then tell
us as well as they coul d \'/hat woul d happen if we made
decision A, decision B, etc.
S14.

. . . NEA . . . national people would suggest what they
felt was the best way. We had to make sure we were
not doing it because they said it . .

S8.

. . . TEA
making sure.

S16.

If only someone on the board had opened their eyes.

had some new peopl e. .
He was
. that we were being listened to.

Shared Interests.
S38.

I still think of them as an association of professionals
that are looking out to protect their own profession and
to advance it and using strike tactics if that's what it
takes.

S15.

On the amnesty clause, we decided it, the executive board.
One person decided not to strike. We never did see her
after that. She disappeared on us.
Reference Groups.

S7.

I didn't see TEA as a pushy group when they voted to
strike . . . prior to the strike . . . .

515.

Strongly agree on all three because I was part of the
leadership. One thing that might be addressed at this
time is when you talk about leadership from TEA. At the
time we had a president which quite possibly was more
manly than a lot of the other people that weld had previously and since who were supposed to be men . . . . the
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president during the strike . . . was a gal that she was
pretty forceful.
S14.

As an area director, national people gave me assistance.
I found their assistance helpful but somewhat pushy at
times. They tried to dictate technique. They would suggest what they felt was the best way.

S38.

They were there but I didn't necessarily look to them for
leadership. Disagree.

S16.

Legal advice, yes.

Striker Comments:

During

Sel f-Concept.
S14.

We're an association that does union activities.
Threat-Anxiety.

S6.

Agree. I hoped that they would resolve the situation.
Even though they were willing to strike.

S15.

Part of this strike . . . is that they were putting people
into the classrooms, substitute teachers who were not
qualified to be teachers. One of the administration
people down there . . . had a daughter who was a student
in high school who went into one of the schools as a
teacher. She was a high school student so we at the Tucson
Education Association filed a suit to make sure that
everyone in that classroom was certified to be there, that
they were certifiable as teachers and soon as they found
out how many people they had to kick out that's when the
strike ended. They had a large number in there that
weren't. The suit was filed the beginning of the strike
but we had to get it on the docket.
Communication.

S14.

We had high school students as substitutes. The teachers'
group didn't do anything about it. . . . I don't think
the Association hampered it. .
I think enough was
done when it came out in the press.
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Shared· Interests.
S6.

I think they were looking out for their own interests. I
thought that during the strike they would start looking
after my interest because they had already committed themselves. They had already done what their goal was going
to be.
Reference Groups.

S8.

I guess it's a good thing they were there.

Striker Comments:

Agreed.

After

Self-Adequacy.
S2.

If a new situation arises I would not strike because the
Association says "Welre going out on strike." That's not
because of the last one. Each one I guess lid have to
deci de for mysel f. When peop"1 e say you have to trust your
leadership and you have to do this and that that's my
question, you know: why should I have to do that? live
got to live with me and I don't have to live with leadership. They may have to live with me but I don't have to
live with them.
Self-Concept.

S7.

11m not that familiar with unions but I get upset when
welre referred to as a union although that's more common.
Welre rarely referred to as a professional association.
I don't think we act like professionals a lot, either. I
would rather think of TEA as a professional group using
union tactics.
Threat-Anx i ety.

S8.

Now it's just whatever they throw out for us to vote on.
The only people we hear from when negotiations are going
on are through TEA. . . . TEA sends things out: "List
these things as priorities. Which one of these things do
you want fi rst . . .-'?" . . . You fi 11 these out and
send them in and you don't get any results. This is one
of the things we went on strike for: to ask why and get
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the board to do something about it. I just don't
understand . . . . Teachers will sit in the building and
say the same thing I am.
S7.

Even now, . • . there is very little interest shown in TEA
work and in standing up for what you believe in . . . . I
think that TEA . . . would like to have . . . a working
relationship with the district and I don't think the union
wants that at all.

S5.

I don't really feel they negotiate for me. I don't expect
anything. Whatever I get, that's fine. I've already paid
my dues for nothing, basically speaking. . . . I just
basically have lost faith in the organization in general.
After, there were people who still wanted me to join TEA.
I refused.

S16.

Undecided..
At the end of the thing it was sort of
ramrodded through there. I think everybody wanted to end
the strike. It had been a successful strike, they had the
power . . . at that time, the school board had sort of
backed down and looked like they were going to negotiate
a few more points.
I wanted more safeguard for the teachers. Not that
thought they were going to come in the building and
us for striking, no. For sure, they would have had
fire everybody. I didn't like--I think we let them
easy. I would have been willing to go a little bit
Other people obviously wouldn't have been willing.

S14.

I
fire
to
off
longer.

That's one of the main problems we're having right now. A
lot of people have some anger over how the credit union's
run by administration. A lot of the officers and support
directors are administrators. We're doing something
about it. We're actually working on getting people
elected to that board.
Communication.

S16.

Let's say there were some differences that they could have,
we could have explained things a little bit better . .
I wanted it in firm writing and clear.
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Non-Striker Comments:

Before

Self-Concept.
NSIO.

Strongly disagree.
everybody else.

I was part of the cattle following

Threat-Anxiety.
NSIO.

I was just a new member and just treading water with TEA.
I didn't know that much about it.

NS20.

Well, we were obviously on the other side. You know, two
sides of the fence. It wasn't any relationship at all
except that they were obviously organizing on the one side.

NS27.

I can say TEA was responsible because they went on strike.
I was in my fifth year before the strike. TEA
hadn't compromised before. I don't think you can call it
compromise, they basically sold out. That's what makes
Helen Hafley's statement so ridiculous about "taking back
the store." I think the one who gave away the store was
TEA. By the time TEA finally did what I thought they
should have done years before, well, by that time I had
reached the point of disgust with them. When I left TEA
it didn't matter to me from that point on what they did.
That makes them responsible for the strike to a certain
point because they had had enough and I think they went
from one extreme to the other. . . . They're the ones
who walked out. The school board pressured them to the
point where they went out but they made the final decision
to go. I think to a point they were pushed into striking.
I think they were pushed into striking in order to break
them. . . . I think strikes are necessary when you've
exhausted all other forms of negotiation. I don't know if
TEA had done that. They may have .
. . . I thought the TEA leadership was very ineffective.
I thought the leadership in TEA was a little pushy. I
think I saw its policy as a little pushy.

Communication.
NS27.

I didn't read the papers.
me.

This stuff wasn't important to
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Shared Interests.
NS27.

I made my decision not to strike. I based my decision
basically on my past relationships with TEA. As a firstyear teacher I wasn't really making much money. After my
first year we got a 2% raise. I didn't figure I'd support
a group that wasn't looking after my interests. I was
really disappointed.

Reference Groups.
NSIO.

TEA is basically a union. Some people say it's an organization or an association but logically if you look beyond all
the labels, it's a union. Maybe it's not as strong as
Teamsters but it's a union. Strongly disagree.

Non-Striker Comments:

During

Threat-Anxiety.
NS27.

I thought it was very ineffective.

Non-Striker Comments:

After

Self-Adequacy.
NSIO.

Strongly agree.
achieved.

Hopefully what they had sought to gain was

Self-Concept.
NS27.

I didn't join the union because by that time I had made up
my mind I was going to leave the profession within a certain period of time. When and how I don't know. All I
know was I was going to leave. After being there 5 years
and looking at people who had been there 30-35 years
I wasn't going to be teaching when I was 60 years old. I
wasn't going to be associated with the school district.
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Threat-Anxiety.
NS34.

I'd say undecided because they didn't seem to be getting the
job done. I couldn't think of an alternative at that point.
The job was returning, in this case the job was settling the
strike. . . . The job of teachers is to serve the students.
Consequently TEA wasn't getting the job done by getting the
teachers back into school. . . . I left TEA as soon as I
could get out at the end of the school year. I asked to.
I was sent . . . a rude 1etter in reply saying that I
couldn't. . . . I was not surprised:

NS27.

During the post-strike period it became more and more effective. The leadership wasn't bad but I think they were weak
to the point where they let a few people control what was
going on and the rank and file was weak enough to go along
with it.
I wrote TEA a letter of resignation at the end of that year,
and told them goodbye. The representative that didn't
answer my pre-strike questions would leave applications for
me to rejoin. He didn't ever have enough nerve to talk to
me . . . . TEA, everything is a whitewash. Who needs that?
If I'm going to get into trouble they're not going to help
me . . . . Once I made up my mind to leave the public
schools, all the other stuff was meaningless. The only
thing meaningful to me is being with the kids. If I stayed,
I would join the AFT because I know they'll fight for you.
If you've got a real gripe, they'll go all the way for you.
I saw TEA as a professional organization and not as a labor
organization. With a union there are guidelines that are
set up and a contract and a union person that will go to
bat for you. It wasn't just pay--it was a lot of other
things that happened.
I don't think TEA is working. I think they're just out
for members and money. I'd like to see that change but it
would be very difficult to do that. There's still some
feeling out there that if we could chanqe the executive
board it would take about five people to be elected to the
board. I was very impressed with the work that the staff
did. I didn't join the Association this year. .
I'm
talking about burnout and a lot of that is plain old
frus trati on.

NS22.

I'm still a member. I didn't quit my membership because
of the disagreement with their policy and I feel now when
the thing is back that they're actually trying harder.
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They're trying to be more reasonable than they used to be
because I think they know where the school district stands.
Communication.
Strongly disagree. I left TEA as soon as I could get out
at the end of the school year. I asked to. I was sent--I
recall getting a rude letter and remember requesting to be
released from the Association and received a rude letter in
reply saying that I couldn't. The Association wrote the
letter and I don't remember who signed it. That didn't do
anything to me. I was not surprised. I've been asked to
rejoin. The form letters at the beginning of the year.
I'm not included in their polls. They do have opinion
polls and I am not included in this. If they are members
of TEA they get different information than I do.

NS34.

Shared Interests.
NSIO.

I didn't support what they wanted, not even smaller class
sizes.
Strike Data--Question 19: Striker and Non-Striker
Scaled Responses and Comments

About two-thirds of the strikers before to after depended on
teacher friends in and out of their buildings to help them make sense
of the strike.

Only one striker showed indecision before through

after Jwhile four strikers consistently disagreed before through after.
Three-quarters of the non-strikers strongly disagreed before
the strike started while three-quarters strongly agreed during.

One

or two non-strikers showed indecision throughout.
Strikers have been shown to speak but not necessarily to listen more than non-strikers (scales for question numbers thirteen and
fourteen).
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Three-quarters of the non-strikers depended on teachers in
the building to help them understand the strike process while only a
fourth agreed they did so before the strike.
did not.

Almost three-quarters

They divided afterward with half strongly agreeing-agreeing

on so depending, 4 disagreeing and 2 undecided.

The post-strike

division suggests ultimate lack of agreement on decisions and directions (goals). It suggests lack of communication, a prerequisite for
feelings of groups belongingness.
Striker Comments:

Before

Self-Adeguacy.
535.

No, I donlt--I did not depend on friends. I would say it
helped to have those friends there but I didnlt depend on
them. . . . People came to me.
Self-Concept.

54.

I think probably the one decision that I made in my life
that I mulled over the facts personally and made my own
decision.

S35.

I just felt like I was up on the issues.

S38.

. . . I did ask a lot of lem . . . tryin l to make up my
own mind . .
Threat-Anxiety.

S2.

Undecided. I guess lid disagree with that because I was
really trying to make sense of it myself.

S5.

Most of the people who participated in the strike had
never been on strike. . . . Most of . . . us did not
really know what a strike would be like--or until the
first day.
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S15.

I'd agree on these because what I did was, I think this
is, you have to have consensus before you move into a
situation like this. There is no one person that can go
at this by themself.
Communication.

S39.

I talked to people.

S38.

. . I did ask a lot of 'em . • . tryin, to . . . hash it
over. I got my information about what the strike might be
like mostly from other male teachers who had either worked
in industry prior to being teachers or had brothers who
had some sort of personal knowledge of what a strike was
like. Most of the rest of us did not really know what a
strike would be like . . . .
Reference Group.

S16.

I depended on some of my friends, yeah.

S35.

I was at the board meeting myself. I knew what was happening. I was the TEA rep for our building.

S38.

Yeah, 'coz I did ask a lot of 'em, you know, IIwhat,re
you gonna do?"

Striker Comments:

During

Self-Concept.
S17.

I don't think I'd have struck if I didn't agree with them.
Threat-Anxiety.

S38.

. .• we really had to support each other, you know . . . .
There was a lot of moral support, reinforcing.

S17.

I felt peer pressure. I felt if I didn't go out afterward it might have been impossible. .
I didn't feel
I could face up to those people again if I did not
strike.
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Communications.
S38.

People were talkin' about goin' back and we'd say, "No,
you can't do that." I think probably strongly, too.

S3.

Yes. During the week of the strike I was on a picket
line or somebody's picket line from 6 a.m. to 5 p.m.
and after that it was, Now , let's run this real carefully again, just what happened and where do we stand
and what's different?" and I talked to lots of people.
The sorting out process. I liked what I heard.
II

Reference Groups.
S17.

The faculty was very, very close, we were a good, closekni t facul ty. .

Striker Comments:

After

Sel f-Concept.
S35.

It was just that it was--you know, such a vivid experience
it's as though it happened yesterday. That's true for
some people and it's true for me.
Threat-Anxiety.

S35.

Strikes always made sense to me. I would strongly disagree. I mean, it was fun to sit there and talk about it
but it wasn't 'cause I was tryin' to make sense out of
it.

S13.

I still agree. We talked about it but it was making sense
rather than any decisions.

S2.

. .. some people who did it . . . were very short-sighted
and greatly misinformed and not very realistic. Something like they couldn't add and subtract. They perhaps
trusted other people too much and accepted what somebody
else told them was justification whether it was or not.
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Shared Interests.
S2.

The main reason for the strike may have been money for
some people who did it.

Non-Striker Comments:

Before

Self-Concept.
NS10.· Once I said "No,1I I was alone.
individual.

That made me feel like an

Threat-Anxiety.
NS10.

The building rep supported the strike but I disagreed.
He just ignored.
I was . . . an individual. Hels
one and 11m one. He went out and I stayed in.

NS20.

As it turned out. we had a supervisor that was intransigent also so that was that!

Communication.
NS10.

Before the strike there was different PR and media. I
just listened. .
I talked with fellow teachers
and the building rep but not to people in other buildings.
The building rep supported the strike but I disagreed.
He just ignored. He talked to other people that he tried
to communicate with.

NS25.

Before the strike my colleagues and I discussed things.
I mean, we held our own council . . •

Shared Interests.
NS25.

Before the strike .' . . we . . . tried to pick out ways
that we would deal with it.
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Reference Groups.
NS23.

Disagree. I felt the teachers didn't know a whole lot
about the strike process. . •. I don't really think
that I depended on teachers in my building. Those
teachers who were in leadership positions were in TEA at
the time. About other buildings I would strongly disagree.

Non-Striker Comments:

During

Self-Adequacy.
NS25.

During, one relied strictly on one's self.

Self-Concept.
NS23.

Disagree. I thought I understood the strike process.
I didn't think striking was common sense, not at
that time • . .

NS9.

I didn't feel alone. If I had been the only person in
my building that didn't want to strike I wonder if I
would still have crossed the line. . . . I think that
talking about it helped me to see it more clearly. It
helped me understanding mine and others ' point of view.
Threat-Anxiety.

NS9.

It took a lot to cross the line because there were only
about four or five of us. About 18 in our faculty were
striking at that time so about a third of us were working and two-thirds striking. I found I had to grit my
teeth before I did it. It did bad things to my innards.
I got sick the fifth day and I was still sick the day
that everybody went back so it did have an effect on me.
The people outside had a lot of stress.
I didn't mind the informational picketing. That didn't
bother me. And it could have helped. I was hoping that
it would have but it didn't.

NS10.

I think there was one person who stayed in at first who
went out the second day. . . . I think that person was
more confused than anything else.
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Communication.
NS9.

I think that talking about it helped me to see it more
clearly. It helped me understand mine and others' point
of view.

NS20.

I talked with the people I worked with only briefly.

NS10.

Disagree. I do listen to other people sometimes when
it's on a common sense level.
. I found out what
was happening from sources in and out of the building.

Shared Interests.
NS10.

I didn't think striking was common sense, not at that
time but it could be at other times. It all depends on
the issues and the situation.

Reference Groups.
NS23.

I would agree during the strike that I depended on them
because I felt I had to work with them.

NS10.

I did not depend on teacher friends during . . . I think
there was one person who stayed in at first who went out
the second day. I think the person who went out the
second day was influenced by the people who were outside.

Non-Striker Comments:

After

Self-Adequacy.
NS23.

Disagree. 11m saying I didn't learn anything that I
didn't already know about strikes.

Communication.
NS22.

We didn't--In fact, I don't know. It's a weird thing.
We didn't talk about it. We just came back as a group
and went back to teaching.
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Strike Data--Question 20: Striker and Non-Striker
Scaled Responses and Comments
Approximately three-quarters of the strikers Disagreed/
Strongly Disagreed that they relied only on themselves to make sense
of the strike process before through afterwards.

More did so during

and after.
Non-strikers were more evenly distributed before and after.
Three-quarters Strongly Agreed/Agreed during that they were selfreliant in dealing with the strike process.

Theory suggests that for

sense of group to develop individuals must be other oriented and communicate.

These responses indicate less communication and less sense

of relationship to others as individuals and as group.
Striker Comments:

Before

Self-Adequacy.
S39.

I wanted to hear . . . others• viewpoints.
going out.

But I was

Self-Concept.
Sl6.

I strongly agree.
had to be me.

It was an individual decision so it

Sl3.

Strongly disagree all the way down.

S38.

I make up my own mind. •cause I did.
I had to
stand up for what I believed in. Couldn•t ask everybody
else to do it for me. . . . They were treating us like
servants.

It was my decision!
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20.

I relied only on myself to make sense of the strike process
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Threat-Anxiety.
S8.

Agree. It was like a lot of us were feeling--wondering
--if we did the right thing. I think it was a camaraderie.

S38.

I had to sit there that night before the vote. It was
two scary nights. The night before the vote and when you
finally had that paper in your hand, what you were gonna
do with it. And then the night before the first walkout,
the Sunday night. Yeah. How we were gonna vote, OK?
And the vote night. ICause that was on a Saturday or
sumpthin', Friday or sumpthin'. I thought it was a day
in between there or sumpthin ' . I can't remember. Maybe
it was a Sunday afternoon but that night wonderin ' what
--OK, you voted for it. Nobody knows what you voted.
Are you gonna walk into school tomorrow or not?--And
then . . . you had to make that decision, I had to stand
up for what I believed in. Couldn't ask everybody else
to do it for me.
A lot of the people who went in were your older teachers.
Most of the people in my building that did stay
in were non-tenured teachers and then they were the ones
that walked out in a couple of days. It was the older
teachers that had been there for a long time, the old
line teachers, like, IIWe came in here--we're dedicated
to our--they don't have to pay us, welre in here for the
love of kids. Those were the ones that--a lot of those
that stayed. III signed a contract, 11m going to abide
by it. I can't let my kids be handled by somebody else.
I didn't feel that was my problem, that was the district's
problem for pushing us that far.
1I

1I

I--we went on strike because they were taking rights
away from us that we had to have. They were treating
us like servants.
Communication.
S8.

No, not totally. I listened to all the reasons for,
what the TEA was trying to get, what we were negotiating
for, listening to what the board was saying and of course
I couldn't help but listen to comments that other people
were making. Mostly at work--and at home. I didn't
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attend parties that much but at that time it was mainly
the topic at parties.
S5.

. older people the week before the vote told me they
were going to vote for the strike. . . . I had a whole
manila folder of stuff written down--articles that I had
been studying. I talked to my father three times on the
telephone that week telling him what was happening, asking him for help. Some of the things he talked to me
about were really helpful.

S15.

Before, I would kind of disagree because you put out
feelers and you have to get all the scoop in before you
make a decision.

S39.

No, I would just check with other people. I wanted to
hear--the something else, others viewpoints.
I

Reference Groups.
S13.

It's just that there are about five key people and if
those five had all been non-strikers I would have taken
a serious look at my position. The fact that all five
were out made it much easier for me to strike because
those people all had a great deal to lose, a great deal
on the line and were people I believed had made a very
strong commitment.

S39.

I wanted . . . others viewpoints.

S5.

I was surprised at some of the people who did vote to
strike. My experience of them was that they were always
conservative, especially about things at school. That
was an essential factor in my deciding to vote to strike,
too, were the opinions of older people I really respected
who the week before the vote told me they were going to
vote for the strike.

I

Striker Comments:

During

Self-Adeguacy.
S15.

lid already made up my mind what we were going to do.
lid agree.
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Self-Concept.
S2.

During, I simply think I really relied on myself.
would strongly agree with that.

Striker Comments:

I

After

Self-Concept.
S2.

Afterwards I'd still strongly agree because basically I
felt that I had to make my own decision and had to live
with whatever decision I made and didn't matter as to
what anyone else . . . otherwise, as I indicated, I don't
necessarily like standing on the bridge alone.
I see myself as a rugged individual even though I'm a
counselor. Well, I guess there are people who believe
that counselors should be noncommitted and nondirective.
Nondirective means one thing to one person and something
else to somebody else. To me nondirective means I don't
make decisions for you. It may mean that I cause or insist or challenge you to look at the ramifications of
any decisions, doesn't mean that I sit back and simply
nod my head. I'm going to take an active part in dealing
with whatever kind of issue that we're dealing with.
Threat-Anxiety.

S16.

Then I'd have to say undecided. . . . There were still
some people that still felt that we didn't get everything
we wanted. . . . We knew we were going to lose money on
this deal but other things we wanted, assurances, we
thought they could make that they didn't make and we
thought "Why did we stop? What was the purpose of striking if we still let them off on a wishy-washy thing?
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Non-Striker Comments:

Before

Self-Concept.
NS27.

I made up my own mind.
decisions that affect me
--thatls my decision and my responsibility. . . . my
final decision was mine because the only person thatls
going to be affected by my decision was me. 11m all
live got.
A lot of people who knew me pretty well knew my stance.
If I think 11m doing something right, then thatls it-nothing personal--just my own opinion and I follow my
own conscience, not the conscience of any group.

Threat-Anxiety.
NS27.

If lid had a family then I might have looked at it differently. It very much depends on the situation. Things
are relative.

Communication.
NS27.

I listened to other people. I listened as much as I
could. I gathered as much information as possible from
each source • . .

Shared Interests.
NS27.

I just really didnlt care about any of this.

Reference Groups.
NS27.

I donlt have a real strong need for affiliation . . . .
My needs for affiliation run along personal lines, not
this stuff. . . . I care about my friends and people
in general . . .
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Non-Striker Comments:

During

Self-Concept.
NS29.

I had no fear.
I had nothing to feel guilty about.
I felt I was doing the right thing and I had reason to.

Threat-Anxiety.
NS27.

I didn't need to get together with other teachers who
crossed the line and beef up each other's morale. A lot
of people were afraid but I walked in the building by
myself. I had a couple of people who wanted to walk in
with me and I said IIFooey.1I I walked through the line.
I had no fear. Other people had fear. A lot of people
had a lot of social pressure--peer pressure. I didn't.
Because I had nothing to feel guilty about. I felt I
was doing the right thing and I had no reason to. I
think a lot of the other people's feelings were out of
guilt. They tried to put that peer pressure and make
us feel we were letting them down. IIWhy are you doing
this?1I and so forth. A lot of people were intimidated.
There's times that I get intimidated but that was one
time--it was really odd--I still look back on it and
find that I didn't feel intimidated by anyone.

Reference Groups.
NS23.

Disagree. After the decision was made, then I knew that
I needed to use my friends as much as possible to help
me through a very trying time.

Non-Striker Comments:

After

Self-Adeguacy.
NS27.

Agree because once I made my decision to strike since
it was a well-thought-out decision and since I did look
at the different options, that was it. . . . My case
was different because I had thought about strikes and
these sorts of things well in advance of the beginning
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of the strike talk. It didn't bother me. 11m in a union
family and didn't support the strike. No, absolutely not.
I made decisions all the time that go against my family.
Threat-Anxiety.
NS27.

As for those who changed their minds and either went in or
not, that was their prerogative. I think a lot of people
really didn't get through the whole thought process before
the strike actually took place. I think it was a continuous process for a lot of them and I think some people
didn't come to an absolute decision one way or the other
for a while after it happened. I think I kind of tiptoed through a mine field, especially the first couple
of weeks after the strike ended. . . . I still look back
on it and find that I didn't feel intimidated by anyone.

NS29.

I felt a certain need immediately to smooth things over
and it was a difficult position to be in.
It wasn't sort of like civil war, it was. I felt like
Reconstruction had begun but not a whole lot of people
felt like I did. For some I think it still has not begun. In a couple of cases I don't think there has even
been an armistice. For the most part things have cooled
down but for one or two they still use that and it bothers
me.

Communication.
NS23.

Strongly disagree.
I never quit saying hello to
those people like a lot of teachers did for two or three
years. • . . Again, I thought I needed to--there were so
many comments made by other faculty members who were out
on strike that were very threatening and hostile toward
those people who went in that week. . . . I don't think
anyone ever said anything directly. It tended to be nonverbal. They'd see me saying hello or discussing something out in the hallway and lid get a look.
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Strike Data--Question 21: Striker and Non-Striker
Scaled Responses and Comments
There were significant illustrative differences between the
two groups.

Half the strikers disagreed that they made many new

teacher friends before the strike.

Three strongly disagreed.

two agreed during the strike, 12 strongly.

Twenty-

Afterward, 15 agreed but

11 disagreed.
Non-strikers, however, disagreed--disagreed strongly, totaling
10 of the 12 before through and after.

Strong disagreement nearly

doubled from before to after the strike.
Strikers mingled with other strikers both outside their own
and other buildings.

They attended more rallies, met before and after

the strike and continued afterward to keep in contact with others met
during the strike.
tionships.

Communication continued and reinforced new rela-

Within the individual buildings strikers continued and

strengthened friendships with fellow teachers with whom they found
they had more in common.

Strikers tended to remember and to remember

clearly while non-strikers tended to do neither.
Theory suggests people tend to clearly perceive and recall
that which enhances feelings of achievement.
concept.

Success enhances se1f-

To retain relationships with those who participated in a

strike perceived as a success would help reinforce such feelings.
Such relationships would tend to be maintained.
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2l.

I

made many new teacher friends during the stri ke erocess
Strikers: N = 28

Before
2
/
Strongly
Agree
During
12
/
Strongly
Agree

6

/

Agree

10
/

3

14
/
Disagree

1

4
/
Disagree

/
Undecided

/

Agree

Undecided

9

2
/
Undeci ded

3

/
Strongly
Disagree
1

/
Strongly
Di sagree

After
6

/
Strongly
Agree

/

Agree

Non-Strikers:
Before
2
/
Strongly
Agree

/
Agree

9

/
Disagree

2

/
Strongly
Disagree

N = 12
6

/

Undecided

/
Disagree

4

/

Strongly
Disagree

During
1

/

Strongly
Agree

1
/

Agree

/

Undecided

4

/

Disagree

6

/

Strongly
Disagree

After
1

1

/

Strongly
Agree

3

/

Agree

/

Undecided

/
Disagree

7

/
Strongly
Disagree
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Striker Comments:

Before

Threat-Anxiety.
52.

Well, I had another concern and that had to do with being
able to work with my colleagues. I felt that was a consideration that I had in terms of dealing with the students as to how my colleagues would respond although I
don't think that that would have been a real concern to
me, although it was one I had to think about realistically. . . . I wouldn't have worried too much about it if
I hadn't been in favor or made up my mind but it was one
of those considerations that I had thought about.

513.

What I was afraid of was that the strike would be one of
those bad words that would immediately make people hate
me regardless of whether I had a right to do what I felt
was right.
Shared Interests.

515.

lid strongly agree on all through that . . . Before the
strike during the informational picketing I met many
teachers in other buildings who shared to a great degree
of my thoughts about what was going on in the district
and what could be done about it.

Striker Comments:

During

Self-Concept.
52.

I don't think I had any influence. . . . I tend to have
some strong feelings about what I consider some professional relationships and I find that in some cases those
professional relationships have such strong or elicit
such strong reactions that I have no desire to and simply
find it very difficult to be friendly with a person who
has such a diversive attitude from mine. But I don't
find that necessarily any different there than I do with
people who have political diversions from my point of
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view, either. I think my immediate supervisor
recognized a different role and therefore in effect
recognized I had to do what I had to do.
Threat-Anxiety.
513.

And Lewis, yes,
That means that
opposed to mine
right thing for
do with it.

he was my enemy. Not that I hated him.
he set himself in a position drastically
and we both thought we were doing the
education. I think power has a lot to

514.

I talked to everyone. I made some new friends, lost one
old one. Lost a person I teamed with. That hurt a little
bit. She had a lot of second thoughts. She decided she
was, then she wasn't because the kids just couldn't survive without her. That was her rationale. And then I
think she was one of the teachers who sent their money
to TEA that they made during the week. They did not
accept that money.

58.

People that did cross the picket line and people that
didn't cross the picket line if they had good solid relationships with the people on the other side, whatever the
other side was, was a lot of concern.

519.

I don't think we ever stopped being friendly. I think
my supervisor's behavior showed recognition that when it
was over everybody had to go back and work together. I
think my immediate supervisor may have had some strong
alliances to the needs of the strike, to the justifications of the strike. . . . Had I chosen not to strike
I think that person would have felt no differently.
Communication.

52.

My supervisors and I continued to have dialogue. Both
of us initiated it. . . . there are people that I work
. . . and socialize with . . . for a lot of other reasons
then . . . that you're a member of the family so I can
ta 1k with you.

58.

. that . . . was a lot of concern. Alot of IIhow are
you doing?1I and bringing out food and water. We made phone
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calls. It was that kind of things that occurred so you
weren't isolated. I talked with the people at different
schools to find out what was going on. Both strikers and
non-strikers.
S14.

I talked to everyone. I . . . lost a person I teamed
with. It hurt that she wanted me to tell her that it was
OK that she didn't go on strike. I said to her that she
had made her decision and that it was in the wrong direction.
Shared Interests.

S13.

I didn't make new friends so much afterwards as during.

S8.

There aren't any people I played bridge with who didn't
strike. The two coup1es--we11, the one couple is not in
education but they didn't send their kids to school. But
she used to be a teacher. The other couple went on
strike. I don't think I had any influence. Just being
a former teacher and knowing what we were working towards,
just in support. So I would disagree.
Reference Groups.

S15.

I'd strongly agree on all through that. I had not known
any teachers outside my own building until this strike
came along.
Most of my friends did strike . . .

S2.

I don't distinguish between professional and personal or
social relationships. I don't make that type of distinction. There are people that I work with professionally
that I do not socialize with. There are people that I
socialize with that I don't work with professionally and
there are people that I work with and socialize with. I
basically do that for a lot of other reasons than anything that has to do with the fact that you're a member
of the family so I can talk with you. I would say that
I don't let professional relationships get in the way
of friendships.
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Striker Comments:

After

Self-Adeguacy.
S36.

Funny how some people perceive things.
people see things, make a difference.

Perceptions, how

Self-Concepts.
S16.

It made us better.

S38.

It makes people, I think, look at themselves and how
clearly they see and that can be rather painful. I think
in my instance I really grew a lot. I became much more
confident in myself and my right to stand up for what I
believed in and much more verbal about it and that people
weren't necessarily gonna shake me down for what I believed. I think maybe in that case a lot of people did
grow into a more independent person whereas the spouse
probably wanted that dependency.

S7.

The strike made me look at myself a little more
clearly. .
When I latch onto something I really
stick with it. Possibly it made people look at themselves and others more clearly.

S13.

(Lewis) forced us to find out what we thought about ourselves and our situation, our Association and forced
us to take a stand and I think we are the better for it.
I think I do have the right to strike--not that I ever
want to execute it again but I think I have the right to
do that. I'm not a person in public safety. I can see
it more logically with firemen but even then I think they
have the right to strike.

S5.

I think it gave teachers a real experience of their own
value by being together on something, laying themselves
on the line.
Threat-Anxiety.

Sll.

There's no difference in the relationships, not with
me. When I went back, as far as I was concerned they
may have been uptight but I wasn't. I think she was a
little bit until she kind of just felt how people were
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going to react to her. The gal that just called
commented that some people don't eat at the same table
at her school. That's awful. I think it went on at my
husband's school for a longer period of time. At our
school I didn't see it at all. But most of us went out.
And the very few who didn't, we just went in and tried
to go on. After it was over with so I thought let's go
on with our relationships as they were before. My feeling was that because they made the decision not to
doesn't mean that we can't be friendly or go on working
together, caring about the students. Maybe I'm seeing
it wrong. They might have felt a little uncomfortable
with us at first. The pincipal carried on for a longer
period of time for a month or so, very quietly, until he
could see that we weren't going to come in and have a
split. But it took him a while to see that that wasn't
going to happen. Maybe he was threatened. I don't know.
At the other school, I don't see them. I don't have an
opportunity to see them that much. It's very friendly.
It's more social than professional. The strike was not
discussed. I don't know that many who did not go out on
strike at other places. Most of the people that I knew
went out except for that one.
S3.

Personally, it was very difficult. I lost friends. I
was more eager to re-establish ties than a lot of people
in the building. I was successful in all cases. I think
that this year it is the same as it was--but it took
four years. I didn't think when I voted to strike that
there would be problems with the strike. I began to
worry about it and recognize that I had to work with
these people. On the very first day when five teachers
who crossed the picket lines came in one party--and almost instantly established that animosity between us
and them. The only regrets I have are the strain it
put on the relationships I had with those people.
I asked for a transfer about a week after the strike and
got it about a month later. The reason I gave was incompatibility. Sounds like a divorce, right? When I
made the decision that's what I needed to do I went to
my principal and told him that I would be calling the
Personnel Office and "will be asking for a transfer as
soon as possible because I value your personal friendship and would like to protect and preserve that and
therefore I think for the sake of that it would be better
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for both of us.
He said, IIIf that's how you feel,
that's what you should do. II We're still friends. I
think if I'd stayed it's possible we wouldn't have
been. It isn't that personal friendship is more important than professional. They just have to be separated.
However, I would do again what I had to do as a professional even if it threatened personal relationships. I
could imagine situations going either direction.
1I

514.

The animosity seems to have eased this year for the first
time.
Threat-Anxiety.

58.

One morning two of the janitors struck with us. One who
had been there forever didn't. I can't stand this guy
to this day.

515.

. •. birds of a feather flock together and this is true
of all those who did and those who didn't. Those who
did tend to be closer than those who didn't and there
are efforts made to close the gap but it's not going to
happen any way soon because in the strike and one which
had as many differences of opinion as this strike had
is going to take a long time to heal the wounds and they
were quite a few. Many came out of the snow belt back
east and feel rightly or wrongly that sunshine is a part
of their salary and they don't want to do anything that's
going to louse up where they are. They are going to put
up with a lot of stuff to stay where the sunshine is.
Four years ago a lot of water around the bridge since
then but I think probably you have heard a situation
which was as true as April 9, 1865. I think that it's
probably parallel to that in that it was fought bitterly
by both sides wHh Wilbur Lewis being the general on the
other side. And I think that the way it was is that Jo
was willing to forgive and forget but the other
side . • . there's still a lot of rancor about it.
When we came back in the building .•• those who crossed
the picket line and had worked inside the building, they
were largely ignored except the military term, they were
talked to only in the line of duty. Need to know.
People eating at opposite ends of the table, people not
going to or being asked to parties aren't entirely true
at my school because at my retirement party which I
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remember quite well was a real nice one, some of the
people who put on the entertainment and wrote a lot of
poetry about it including the march about the strike were
people who had walked across the picket line and worked
inside. I remember one striker in particular. She wrote
something about "What is a Scab?" and wrote songs in that
direction. Well, it was just--to me it was special but
they got around till after a while the pain had gone
away.
The last time I dropped by the school everyone seemed to
have been getting along fine.
S4.

I didn't lose any friends but some friendships diminished.
I very definitely distinguish between professional and
social type things. There are many on the staff who I
consider myself a friend with but I never see them
socially. The best friends I have are on the staff. I
would say that people tend to become friendly with people
they work with because of common interests. I like everybody. There have been people on our staff who professionally live had very little respect for but as a human
being I like them.

S13.

11m still at odds with a friend of mine who's in the
state legislature and wants to outlaw strikes by public
employees altogether.

S19.

But the ones who didn't go out--to the teachers at our
school--oh, they felt really left out after that was over
with because a lot of the teachers didn't still consider
them friends, OK. They weren't ignored or actively
talked at but they didn't feel--there was a difference in
the teachers lounge. There was a difference and they
didn't have the closeness that everybody else seemed to
have.
I

S6.

My relationships with the people who stayed in are all
right. I wouldn't say they're great and I don't know
if I can attribute that to the strike or not. All of
the people that I was close to in my building went out.
I have a very good friend who didn't go out . • . I
talked with . . • every day of the strike. It didn't
get in the way of our personal relationship at all.
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I'd like to be able to say my friendships are more
important than my working situation but I don't think
that's how I really operate. When I look at what my
behavior really is they seem pretty evenly weighted-the commitment that I have to my job and the commitment
I have to my friends. I think that as a human being I
probably get a lot more fro~ personal relationships than
I do from my job.
I think I kept the same friends while others didn't because a lot of people were set in their minds and they
stood firm on their decisions one way or the other and
that influenced their personal friendships. I was firm
but I didn't let my friendships dissolve. I wouldn't
let my job interfere with friendships. Life is too short.
I do distinguish between professional and social behavior.
To a certain degree yes, I do put social ahead of the
professional.
I was relieved when Lewis moved on.
anything for the district.

I felt he didn't do

S13.

I haven't patronized Lewis's eating establishment but
it's because I don't go to El Con to eat. You ask, "If
he had a problem dealing with people as a superintendent, how could he successfully deal with people in
another kind of business?" That's a good question. I
don't think, though, if you're making somebody a pastrami
sandwich that you have to deal with them. I do know
teachers who hope he goes under since it was his unexpired contract that bought him that place and there's
a bitterness--about that. That was about a $50,000
settlement or something like that. I feel no great
bitterness against him. In a way I feel he did us a
hell of a favor. He forced us to find out what we
thought about ourselves and our situation, our Association and forced us to take a stand and I think we are
the better for it. I'm glad he was here--not at the
time he was here, it was awful. But I'm glad that certain things were resolved as a result. I think Lewis
did us a favor in the long run.

S14.

When Lewis left he left because of health problems and
because they bought his contract. I can't say on tape
what I think of him. He was a person who was into power
and he wanted to make a name for himself as a strike
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breaker, Association buster. He was definitely not a
good administrator for education. He's doing now what
he's probably best at and that's running a fast food
place in El Con. He got his backing from Jim Click
Ford.
S7.

I'm not going to patronize his food establishment and I
don't intend to. I feel that he got rich on my account.
He's going to be a lot better off financially than I'm
ever going to be and I think a lot of it was at my expense.
There's not much to say about the new superintendent. I
don't know the man. The only thing I know is that his
nick-name is No-Show Grant. He doesn't show up to things.
I would say I lost friends. I lost respect for people.
My feelings and relationships changed for some people.
For some there's still a feeling of animosity. There
were people in this building who quit talking with people
for a short time and then they got back together.
I can think of three people who I really lost respect
for--I wouldn't want to socialize with them--and I would
not go out of my way to do anything for them but there
are other things involved than just the strike, too. I
think the strike was just the last straw. There was a
member in my department who was out the first day and
came back in and another was in and went out. But as
soon as they came back in everything was fine.

S16.

True, there are also human relationships for Lewis selling food. Maybe he stays out of the limelight. I don't
know. Maybe he makes a good hamburger. I think it's
funny. I felt sorry--I sort of in a way did feel sorry
for him after that. He did have a heart attack and I
think that was really sincere. I saw him when he got
off the plane and I mentioned to the others at Christmas
time that at that time I did feel sorry for him because
he was in bad health and looked skinnier than a rail.
There was a lot of stress. And the district turned
around and blamed him for everything even though they
had hired him. A beautiful ending to a bad situation . • • .
I am still socially active with some people that--we're
still friends but they crossed the picket line, OK?
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For some people it really did get in the way of
friendship.
I told my principal after the strike that there was still
a cloud hanging over the district and I didn't like what
I saw and he agreed with me. Right now I still have
wounds that have not healed. As far as 11m concerned
I still don't trust them very much.
lid hate to have a strike this year but since it happened I think it was very positive. The only negativism
I think that came out are people that are still having
reprisals against other teachers and they're not following their own contract, you know, because I really took
that "no reprisal clause" to heart.
I don't want to forget the strike as though it had never
happened. If I/we do, it might have to happen again.
S39.

I learned something about some people that surprised me.
You know, I was surprised that they'd say they'd go out
and then they wouldn't. • . . I was surprised that my
team mate wouldn't go out. . . . I can't say I was more
upset though, I just thought, "You gotta be kidding."
But in the long run, I don't know what they were thinking
but in the long run--it didn't affect my friendship with
them. At that time I just thought, you know, I was just
sort of like dazed or shocked, you know, I just couldn't
bel ieve it.
Communication.

S6.

I have a very good friend who worked in another high
school who didn't go out and I talked with her every
day of the strike.

S14.

People are occasionally still talking about it.

S15.

Since that time the principal is always making sure we
know what she was planning. She made pains that we knew
what was going on and we appreciate it because she'd
tell us what reason.

S16.

. •• before •.• we didn't work together as well.
didn't communicate as well with each other.

We
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523.

I think it benefited students. I think so because most
of my kids were well aware of why I walked out. We
weren't supposed to talk about it but by God. I did.
I know some teachers urged kids to stay home. I did.
I told them why we were going on strike. I said, "That's
your own judgment whether you want to support or not."
I didn't necessarily urge them, I just urged their
parents that I would not be there and c~uld not guar~ntee
who would be in the building and what klnd of educatlon
was going on.
Shared Interests.

S7.

No. It's mainly because if we happen to have the same
philosophy it's because we were in the same location.

S14.

People are occasionally still talking about it.

538.

I just thought that the friendships that were formed
there were really neat, the feeling that everybody-Hey, we're together for our profession. It's the first
time that we've ever .••

S6.

If we're going to work together we can't have chips on
our shoulders, whether we struck or stayed in the building or whether we were in the middle.

S5.

• •. I got •.• closer to • . . older people on the
staff and really talking to them about things that mattered instead of the ball game on Friday.

515.

Before the strike during the informational picketing I
met many teachers in other buildings who shared to a
great degree my thoughts about what was going on in the
district and what could be done about it. I see them
all the time. I would say this is true of other people
who went out because quite honestly birds of a feather
flock together and this is true of all those who did and
those who didn't.
Reference Groups.

S15.

I'd strongly agree on all through that. I had not known
any teachers outside my own building until this strike
came along.
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When we came back in the building those who struck were
closer than any group I've seen in the teaching profession.
S16.

We became very close and that continued after the strike
was over, deliberately because we felt it was a good
thing to be. We had a celebration a year after the
strike was over to sayan end to the strike and also because we were all good friends. We came from allover
the district •
• . . before . . • we didn't work together as well. We
worked better as a team, for educational reasons. If
I needed something and told them why I needed it, after
the strike they'd probably go along with me, before I'd
probably have to go down there and rip teeth out before
I could get the kid out.
Teacher's usually· have different lunch times, being in
rooms by themselves, etc. The strike helped break down
that sort of isolated atmosphere and we became very
close and that continued after the strike was over.

Non-Striker Comments:

Before

Self-Concept.
NS10.

Once I said no to the strike, I was alone. That made
me feel like an individual. He's one and I'm one. He
went out and I stayed in.

Communication.
NS27.

The people that knew me really well--my friends--it was
no problem before, during or after the strike.

Non-Striker Comments:

During

Threat-Anxiety.
NS10.

It was hard for a lot of them who were inside because
some took it very emotionally. They were in tears or
pacing the building. For some. it was a very hard,
stressful situation. I sort of reinforced others in my
own ways.
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There were about 32 people and about 21 struck. That
seems like a logical estimate of the average percentage of those who stayed in. That was the extent of it, just going in the morning and leaving.
The only thing that transpired during the strike was
when we drove into our parking lot. There was only
one entrance and one exit. . . One day a friend of
mine--still a good friend of mine--gave me a sucker and
I just said, "Thank you, that's very kind of you" and I
just drove in and that was it.
Communication.
NS10.

I communicated during the regular working day with the
people I worked with inthe building during the strike
as best I could .
. • . about 21 struck . . . and they would be right
there greeting us each day and of course they would razz
you with comments.

NS9.

We probably did more socializing during in terms of
calling than either before or after. In our particular
pod area of 11 or 12 people we probably did more contacting during the strike than any other time.
Reference Groups.

NS9.

I didn't actually make any new friends and did solidify
things that already existed so during it would be
strongly agree.

NS27.

I had contact with people who were outside the building-a lot of teachers who I had never had contact with before
who worked in the school.

Non-Striker Comments:

After

Self-Adequacy.
NS10.

If a person is on one side and a friend is on the
opposite side you see how both can stand up to all
these pressures.
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NS27.

Perhaps you can't be a professional organization until
other people recognize you as professionals. Probably
teachers are more professional than doctors or lawyers.
Teachers tend to create greater damages when they create
them than any doctor has ever created. He buries his
mistakes and we live with them until they finally
succumb but they tend to pass on their philosophical
beliefs. . •. I feel that teachers have a greater
responsibility to maintain a professional attitude.

NS10.

I felt that a strike in my own philosophy of humanity
shouldn't divide people, although it has and still will.
I'm the type who tries to get along with people and
communicate with them. They have differences and I
have respect for their differences and it works both
ways.

Threat Anxiety.
NS34.

I think Lewis could have done things differently . . . .
I think it gradually built up.

NS9.

There was a lot of animosity, I guess, about the people
who were not in the pod. There was animosity about the
strike towards people, yes, before and after, more
covert after. But these were people I didn't work
with every day.
The people that were upset about me crossing the picket
line were people that I didn't come in contact with that
often. There wasn't animosity after the strike among
any of the people in the social sciences pod. Within
the school there definitely was animosity. After the
strike my experience was that it was still that situation of us versus them sort of thing. That there
was--it was always that way that remained constant, us
versus them. It still is--I mean, this year, I don't
know.
I was concerned about the first day that everybody went
back to teaching together. I was concerned about
financially whether some teachers~-you know, some
teachers with big families had been out on strike. I
wondered where they would get the money. There was
lots of concern but it wasn't like who was going to
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beat up whom and yell at whom and I think that as I
walked back into the school that first day after the
strike that probably flashed across my mind.
It's now four years later and there are still things
going on. The animosity is between those people that
didn't strike and those--just over "I am right and
youlre wrong" kind of issues. They take their animosity
about the strike and bring it all into the other issues
that one might have to confront each at school . . .
textbooks or about a student, etc.
That is, if one
person takes one position you know the other is going
to take the other, regardless. I know at one particular
school where people have been moved out because of these
problems. Being out of the school system for a year in
a formal sense I just haven't paid as close attention.
Most of my friends did strike and in terms of my relationships with my friends and in terms of some of them
are members of AFT and NEA, I have no problem in getting
along with them. If I went to a school that was very
hostile toward the people that did not strike I would
imagine there would be problems. Yes, there are problems . . '. because this particular school 11m thinking
about had a shake where a lot of people were transferred,
both people who struck and people who hadn't.
NS29.

There were a lot of repercussions after the strike-friendships and attitudes among the staff. There were
people who ate at opposite ends of the table. That is
still going on to some extent but like they say all
wounds are healed in time and I think this is one classical example. There are still problems at this school.
11m not there anymore and neither is that principal
because of the problems that existed before the strike.
To my knowledge, they didn't move people around after
the strike unless they went up for promotion or a change
on their own.

NS9.

There were incidents in my building, after in particular
. . . nothing like people not eating at the same table
or at the same end of the table happened in our building.
I was and still am in elementary, same school. In my
particular building, none of the horror stories of people
no longer eating or working together no longer being
friends or transferring out were true. I couldn't really
say for sure if this was due to the principal IS helping
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make sure things went well. All I know is that things
did go well. I think people pulled together and worked
together after the strike.
NS10.

The first day back after the strike it was like walking
on cracked eggs. We didn't know what to expect so you
just tried to be yourself as best you could. At least I
tried. I think most of the people were just fidgety.
They didn't know what to expect or how to handle coming
back together as one. I think it took a little time to
break the ice. Maybe it took 5 and 10 days, more
or 1ess.

NS27.

I would tend to disagree. They tried to come with this
ostracizing idea after the strike--anybody who didn't
strike, you know what I mean? And of course it was fine
with me. I didn't really care one way or the other. If
they never wanted to speak to me, it didn't make any
difference. It changed gradually. Things got back to
normal by Christmas. There are bad feelings still
some places about the strike.

Communication.
NS9.

In our pod.
we listened to where other people stood.
I don't know if the original two sides will listen now
. . . the animosity . . . over "I am right and you are
wrong" . . . they don't exactly talk about it, no.
0

•

I don't think they said I had a right to my own
point of view and respecting me for it but I think that
it was a feeling they gave off.
o

••

Reference Groups.
NS25.

. . . after the strike there were different groups--I
don't know if you want to call them cliques--that
developed afterwards.

NS10.

Many of my friends struck. I kept them as friends .
I don't think I lost any friends over it. It's hard to
say if I gained any. I couldn't say one way or the
other.
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NS27.

Most of the friends I had then, I still have.
live
gotten back all the ones that meant anything. Some of
them took a while.

NS9.

I see TEA as a union and one that is almost anathema, as
a teachers I group that practices union tactics. I think
first of all 11m appalled that the Tucson Education
Association has allowed itself to be trapped into playing a unionization role. I think that entrapment has
been brought about by top leadership and top staff
people in an effort to gain a large and powerful political power base as well as an economic and dues as
well are a base in which if there is a strike there
will be all segments of the district involved. I can
understand the need for doing that, thatls no different
from AFL-CIO vertical association as well as horizontal
organizations but I have real concerns and questions in
terms of what a professional organization really is.
I kept the friends I had on both sides. I didnlt lose
any . . . live only heard rumors of people losing or
gaining a lot of friends rather than it being a fact.

CHAPTER 5
SUMMATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The Problem
Teacher perceptions and relationships in a strike process
were examined to attempt to determine how strikers and non-strikers
saw themselves, each other and the strike process itself.

A theory

originating in perceptual psychology was constructed to guide and
interpret the investigation.

According to perceptual psychology in-

dividual behavior is a function of personal meaning or perception as
are relationships.

Two categories were selected for examination:

(1) the perceptual and (2) the relational.

Self-Adequacy, Self-

Concept and Threat-Anxiety were the sub-categories chosen for the
perceptual and Communication, Shared Interests and Reference Groups
for the relational.

If teacher strikes are likely to continue and if

strike effects do not end with the strike settlement, then information furthering understanding of their causes and consequences could
be useful.

Such understanding could help eliminate behavior and

settings which promote them.
Chapter 1 presented the development, statement and significance of the problem with its assumptions, limitations and definitions of terms.

Chapter 2 presented the background and design of

the investigation.

Chapter 3 presented a review of related
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literature to develop a theory with which to analyze the data.
Chapter 4 presented the data and analyses.

Chapter 5 presents the

summations and recommendations.
Assumptions included the suitability of self-report for securing accurate responses as clear at interview as immediately after the
strike.

The strike process was new to most of the respondents.

As

their perceptions changed to accommodate or cope with the new situation their feelings of adequancy increased or diminished.
The review of the literature indicated that each person needs
to feel adequate and accepted.

Teachers joined other teachers with

perceived similar needs to strike or not to strike.

Joining into

groups reinforced percpetions and strengthened shared goals.

Chapter

4 illustrated how the strike was the result of poor communication and
even poorer human relationships.
The Questions
1.

I felt capable of dealing with the strike process.

Striker feelings of competency to deal with the strike grew while the
feelings of two-thirds of the non-strikers remained almost unchanged.
Inflexibility impedes growth (learning) which facilitates selfadequacy, self-concept, communication and group and other relationships.
2.

I saw myself as having influence upon administrative

decisions in the strike process.

Striker feelings of competency to

influence administrative decisions grew while feelings of
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non-strikers tended to remain distributed across the sub-category.
Static feelings of powerlessness also limit openness and therefore
growth but strikers felt powerful therefore were more open and flexible.
3.

I saw myself as having influence upon association deci-

sions in the strike process.

Striker feelings of competency to in-

fluence administrative decisions grew while feelings for non-strikers
Such feelings resulted in behaviors of openness or

diminished.

closedness like those in question two above.
4.

I saw myself as a person of dignity and worth.

Almost

all members of both groups perceived themselves as having dignity and
worth.

Striker perceptions changed only slightly while non-striker

perceptions changed not at all.
decision.

No members of either group felt in-

Members of both groups recognized that their perceptions

of themselves (their value and worth) differed from how the board
valued them:

that it did not value them.

agreed they didn't let others define them.

Members of both groups
But strikers did not

accept the powerlessness that could be associated with such deThey struck.

valuing.

According to theory, it is individuals who

feel less valued who require concept adjustment and arrangement to
bring it into balance

~/ith

others percpetions of self.
I

The strike

did promote self-concept adjustment.
5.

I felt that my immediate supervisor saw me as a valuable

member of my building's faculty.

Over two-thirds of the non-strikers

consistently felt valued by their immediate supervisors while
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two-thirds of the strikers felt so valued before and during the
strike.

Afterward over 80% felt so valued.

For both groups, uncer-

tainty decreased significantly afterward.
6.

I felt my fellow building teachers saw me as a person .of

dignity and worth.
ceived

Most of both groups felt their co-workers per-

as having dignity and worth.

th~~

One-third of non-strikers

were undecided during the strike after the lines had been drawn.

In-

decision or conflicting perceptions and behavior both result in immobility but the conflict of the strike was not a result of difficulties
members of either group had over how fellow building teachers perceived them.
7.

I felt myself as a person who had a great deal at stake

together with my fellow teachers in the strike process.

There is a

major difference between strikers' and non-strikers' perceptions of
what they had at stake in the strike.

Most strikers felt they had

much at stake although after the strike a few felt they had little
at stake.

Most non-strikers felt throughout they hadn't but a third

felt they had during the strike.

Non-strikers tended to feel power-

less and incapable of influencing others.

They perceived less poten-

tial benefit and thus felt no need to risk striking.
interferes with perception of need.
which leads to risk-taking.

Indecision also

It is clear perception of need

Before the strike over one-fourth of

the strikers were undecided.
8.

During my regular teaching day, I felt isolated from my

fellow building teachers during the strike process.

Most of both
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groups said they didn't feel isolated during the strike process but
one quarter of both strikers and non-strikers felt isolated during.
Such isolation limits the communication which strengthens self-concept
and group ties.

With conflict and social distance, others are per-

ceived as things and maybe even inhuman.
9.
striking.

The thought of striking was more worrisome than of not
Prior to the strike more than half the strikers found the

though of striking more worrisome.
some during and after.

One-third found the thought worri-

Non-strikers shifted from three-quarters

finding it worrisome before to one-third finding it worrisome after.
Worry and indecision result in stress which dropped for members of
both groups once the decision was made for or against striking.
10.

I felt the strike could have been avoided.

Most of both

groups felt the strike could have been avoided but some members of
both groups didn't think so during the strike itself.
experienced some indecision.

Most of both groups said their behavior

would be the same given another strike.
learning or change.

Non-strikers

Such rigid behavior precludes

However, both groups hope another strike can be

avoided.
11.

I had real difficulty dealing with the fact that many

of my fellow teachers could not and/or would not see the issue of
striking as I saw it.

There was great disagreement or indecision

within the strike group concerning the varying perceptions of fellow
teachers regarding the issue of striking.

Non-strikers only experi-

enced such disagreement before while during and afterward most of
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them had no such problems.

Polarization.of perceptions tends to

result in indecision and indecision limits openness of flexibility
of response.
12.

I was kept quite well informed about the strike positions

of my fellow teachers in the building.

For both groups, responses

ranged across the scales with about half of each group having sufficient information about the other.

This indicates a serious breakdown

in the communication which is how individuals see themselves, share
perceptions and adjust behavior.

Identifying such massive misunder-

standing helps explain problems during and after strikes.

For ex-

ample, there is evidence of continuing animosity and animosity is
generated in misunderstanding.
13.

I communicated more than I had at any previous time

with my fellow building teachers in the strike process.
and non-strikers were evenly divided before.
cisive during.

Both strikers

Both groups were inde-

Communication by non-strikers increased from half to

three quarters during and after.

As communication increased so did

agreement on goals increasing the likelihood of successful achievement.
14.

I communicated with my fellow teachers and felt I was

sharing some important viewpoints with them concerning the strike
process.

A higher percentage of strikers and non-strikers consistent-

ly agreed they shared important viewpoints about the strike.
as one striker commented, strikers communicated with strikers,

However
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non-strikers with non-strikers and there was little communication
between the two groups.
15.

I felt that the school board challenged our personal

dignity and worth as teachers.

There were major differences between

groups and within the striker group.

Before and during the strike all

strikers agreed but not slightly two-thirds agreed later.

Approxi-

mately two-thirds of the non-strikers consistently disagreed.

Members

of both groups repeatedly mentioned perceived challenge to personal
worth as a factor in the strike.
16.

I believe the only way to deal with administrative board

and groups who do not value us as teachers is to draw together and
take action in association with each other.

Almost 90% of the strik-

ers consistently agreed that group action on their part is the only
appropriate way to proceed in these circumstances.

Many of them par-

ticipated before the strike in the informational picketing.

Non-

strikers were more evenly divided than strikers in their responses.
Such division and indecision produces stress and inactivity, the
latter demonstrated by not risking striking (working).
17.

I was acquainted with TEA (association) leaders.

Over

three quarters of the strikers agreed they were acquainted with their
Association leadership.

Such acquaintance could have resulted from

closer proximity with its opportunity for more frequent communication.
18.
cess.

I looked to the TEA for leadership in the strike pro-

Approximately 90% of strikers consistently looked to TEA for
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leadership.
divided.

Before and after, non-strikers were almost evenly

Such division reveals indecision and indecision often tends

to prevent striking and therefore achieving clearly defined goals.
Leaders help set and achieve goals but non-strikers were divided about
TEA leadership.
19.

I depended on teacher friends in my building (and pos-

sibly other buildings) to help me make sense of the strike process.
Approximately two-thirds of the strikers consistently depended on
teacher friends in and out of their buildings to help them make sense
of the strike process during the strike.

Approximately three quarters

of the non-strikers depended on teacher friends in the building to
help them understand.

Their post-strike division suggests lack of

agreement on prior strike decisions and possibly directions (goals).
20.

I relied on myself to make sense of the strike process.

Approximately three quarters of the strikers consistently reported
that they relied only on themselves.

Non-strikers were more evenly

distributed along the continuum from Strongly Agree to Strongly Disagree than were the strikers and three quarters saw themselves during the strike process as being very self-reliant.

Theory suggests

that sense of group develops in individuals who are other-oriented
and communicative.

Communication is a prerequisite for belonging.

Non-strikers' responses indicate much less communication than strikers'.
21.
process.

I made many new teacher friends during the strike

There were major differences between the two groups.
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One-half the strikers reported they made many new friends during the
strike.

Approximately four-sixths of the non-strikers reported that

they failed to make many new friends during the process of the strike.
Strikers mingled with strikers in and out of the building, attended
more rallies, met before and after the strike and afterward continued
to keep in contact with others met during the strike.

Communication

reinforced new relationships between teachers who found they shared
interests.

Thi.s did not occur among the non-strikers.
Specific Conclusions

There were major areas of disagreement and of agreement with
both groups.

(1)

Over 90% of the strikers felt the way to deal with

significant others who devalued them was to draw together and to take
group action.

(2) Another major disagreement concerned whether or

not teachers had something important at stake in the strike.
felt they did.

Strikers

(3) A major area of disagreement concerned making

new teacher friends during the strike process.
non-strikers consistently said they had not.

Five-sixths of the
(4) A fourth major

area of disagreement concerns TEA leadership where about 90% of the
strikers looked to TEA for leadership but non-strikers were almost
evenly divided.
Almost all members of both groups saw themselves as having
dignity and worth.

Most felt their co-workers perceived them as hav-

ing dignity and worth.

Two-thirds of both groups felt themselves

valued by their immediate supervisors.
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Most of both groups felt the strike could have been avoided.
Both groups hope another can be avoided but members said given another
they would behave the same way.
General Conclusions
The 1978 District teacher strike was the culmination of poor
communication and poorer human relations.

Both strikers and non-

strikers asserted that breakdown in human relations was most significant in the strike process and an overwhe1minJ number of strikers and
many non-strikers perceived the following people or groups to be responsible for the strike:

the board followed the closest by the

superintendent and then the TEA, the California negotiator and the
National School Boards Association.

Incidents which incurred great

animosity of the strikers were the following statements attributed to
school board members:

(1) II(We must) take back the store" and

(2) "Let them eat dog food." Quotations of the first remark were
almost a litany.

The teachers generally whether strikers or non-

strikers reported feeling IIput down" and IIdemeaned by two of the
li

school board members and of being treated as objects rather than as
IIpeop1e of worth and dignity.1I These two board members were perceived
to be catalysts in precipitating the strike.

Changes in teacher con-

tracts before and fear of reprisals after also affected the strike
process.

The Superintendent of Schools' human relationships were

regarded by the respondents to be very poor.
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Strikers tended to be intolerant of disagreement with the
righteousness of their cause.

Just as their perceptions tended to

remain sharp so did their hostility toward non-strikers.

Non-

strikers were more tolerant of those who disagreed with them.
Among the strikers emotional ties tended to persist five years
after the strike and presumably continued to the present (1984).
These important relationships coupled with the certain knowledge that
they had organized and conducted a successful strike could be highly
significant in future teacher-district relationships.

The recall of

specific strike events five years after the strike seemed especially
vivid to the successful strikers while the events seemed considerably
blurred in the case of the non-strikers.

This could figure important-

ly in any major teacher-school board confrontations in the future.
Recommendations
1.

Both school officials and the teachers of these districts

consider the benefit of employing the concepts of perceptual psychology in all human relationships within their respective districts.
2.

That the strike be studied with increasing attention to

explanatory concepts, precipitating factors or irritants and longitudinal effects.

APPENDIX A
BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Please mark appropriate blocks or spaces

l.

2.

Teachi ng a rea

Age

1982

Male

1978 elementary
juni or hi gh
other

secondary
-support servi ces _ _

1982

secondary
-support services _ _

elementary
junior high
other

20-24
25-29
over 60

30-34
35-39

40-44
45-49

50-54- 55-60

--

3.

Sex

Female

4.

Marital status
Married
- - Single_ _
Other information:
Was spouse also a participant in the strike process?
Yes
No
If so, did you both strike
Yes
No_ _
Cross picket lines to work
Yes
No- Stay home
Yes
No
-Take opposing positions
Yes
No
--If "yes" to last question, please explain: _ _ _ _ _ _ __

--

5.

Total number of dependents in 1978 strike (excluding se1f) __

6.

Membership in professional organization
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AFT
TEA._ _
NEA
none
other- - - - - -
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7.

Total number of years with TUSD in 1978_ _
Total number of years teaching elsewhere before 1':08 stri ke

8.

Did you cross the picket line and teach Yes
No
5
2
If so, how many days 1
3
4
4th
5th
Whi ch days 1st--- 2nd
3rd
Were you a striker Yes
No·
5
If so, how many days
2
3
4
1
4th
5th
Whi ch days 1st
2nd
3rd
If you did not teach and you did not strike, what did you do?
Pl ease expl ain:

9.

Other kinds of paid work experience?
Business
Industry
Another profession
None
Other

10.

Pl ease spec; fy.

+15 +30 +45 +60

Educational 1evel
baccalaureate
master's
doctorate
additional or other
TOTAL

--

ll.

Were you ever in a uni on before?
I f so, whi ch one(s)
If so, where

12.

If ina uni on before, have you ever been on strike before?
Yes
No
If so, were you aware of strike procedures? Yes
No
Before 1978 teacher strike Yes
No

Yes

No

PLEASE NOTE:
This page not included with
original material. Filmed as
received.

University Microfilms International

APPENDIX B
QUESTIONNAIRE

Please think back to the events of the strike process.
Below is a series of statements about possible
perceptions and relationships with a response scale for each. You
may respond with: Strongly Agree, Agree, Undecided, Disagree or
Strongly Disagree. Please place an "X" at that point on the scale
most nearly corresponding with your perceptions about the statement.

l.

I felt capable of dealing with the strike process

Before:

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Undecided

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Undecided

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Undecided

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

During:

After:

Comments:
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2.

I saw myself as having influence upon administrative decisions
in the strike process

Before:

/
Strongly
Agree

/
Agree

/
Undecided

/
Disagree

/
Strongly
Disagree

During:

/
Strongly
Agree

/
Agree

/
Undecided

/
Disagree

/
Strongly
Disagree

After:

/
Strongly
Agree

/
Agree

/
Undecided

/
Disagree

/
Strongly
Disagree

Comments:

3.

I saw myself as having influence upon association decisions in the
strike process

Before:

L

Strongly
Agree
During:

After:

Comments:

L

L

Agree

L

L

Undecided

L

L

Disagree

L

L

Strongly
Disagree

L

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Undecided

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

/
Strongly
Agree

Agree

L

/
Undecided

/
Disagree

/
Strongly
Disagree
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4.

1 saw myself as a person of dignity and worth

Before:

During:

/
Strongly
Agree

/
Agree

Undecided

/

/
Disagree

/

I
Agree

/
Undecided

Disagree

I
Strongly
Agree

I
Agree

/
Undecided

I
Disagree

Strongly
Agree
After:

L

/
Strongly
Disagree

I
Strongly
Disagree

L

Strongly
Disagree

Comments:

5.

1 felt that my immediate supervisor saw me as a valuable member
of my building's faculty

Before:

L

Strongly
Agree
During:

L

Strongly
Agree
After:

L

Strongly
Agree
Comments:

L

Agree

L

L

Undecided

L

L

Disagree

L

L

Strongly
Disagree

L

Agree

Undecided

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

I
Agree

/
Undecided

/
Disagree

I
Strongly
Disagree
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6.

I felt my fellow building teachers saw me as a person of dignity
and worth

Before:

I
Strongly
Agree

I
Agree

I
Undecided

I
Disagree

I
Strongly
Disagree

During:

I
Strongly
Agree

I
Agree

I
Undecided

I
Disagree

I
Strongly
Disagree

After:

I
Strongly
Agree

Agree

I
Undecided

I
Disagree

l

l

Strongly
Disagree

Comments:

7.

I saw myself as a persoll who had a great deal at stake together
with my fellow teachers in the strike process

Before:

During:

After:

Comments:

I
Strongly
Agree

L

l

Agree

L

l

Undecided

L

l

Disagree

l

l

Strongly
Disagree

L

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Undecided

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

I
Strongly
Agree

Agree

L

I
Undecided

I
Disagree

I
Strongly
Disagree
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8.

During my regular teaching day, I felt isolated from my fellow
building teachers during the strike process

Before:

I
Strongly
Agree

I
Agree

I
Undecided

I
Disagree

I
Strongly
Disagree

During:

I
Strongly
Agree

I
Agree

I
Undecided

Disagree

I

I
Strongly
Disagree

I
Strongly
Agree

I
Agree

I
Undecided

I
Disagree

I
Strongly
Disagree

After:

Comments:

9.

The thought of striking was more worri some than of not striking

Before:

L

Strongly
Agree
During:

After:

Comments:

L

L

Agree

L

L

Undecided

L

L

Disagree

L

L

Strongly
Disagree

L

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Undecided

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

I
Strongly
Agree

Agree

L

I
Undecided

I
Disagree

I
Strongly
Disagree
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10.

I fel t the strike could have been avoided

Before:

/

/
Agree

Undecided

/

/
Disagree

/
Strongly
Agree

/
Agree

/
Undecided

/
Disagree

/
Strongly
Agree

Agree

L

/
Undecided

/
Disagree

Strongly
Agree
During:

After:

/

Strongly
Disagree
/

Strongly
Disagree

L

Strongly
Disagree

Comments:

ll.

I had real difficulty dealing with the fact that many of my
fellow teachers could not and/or would not see the issue of
striking as I saw it

Before:

L

Strongly
Agree
During:

After:

Comments:

L

Agree

L

L

Undecided

Disagree

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Undecided

L

/
Disagree

/
Strongly
Agree

Agree

L

/
Undecided

/
Disagree

L

L

L

Strongly
Disagree

L

Strongly
Disagree
/
Strongly
Disagree
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12.

I was kept quite well informed about the strike positions of my
fellow teachers in the building

Before:

I

~~~

Du r in g :

Aft er :

I

I

I

I

_ _ _ _~~~_ _~~~~~_ _~~-L_ _ _ _ _ _~~~~

Strongly
Agree

=-:--!-/--::-_ _

Strongly
-Agree

Agree

Undecided

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

-:--...:.I_ _--:-:---:-..:...I-:-:--.-_--:-:--1-1_ _ _=-=---!...I-::-_
Agree

Undecided

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

I---,,-_ _-:-..!-I_ _-:-:--....,-!-/-:--.---:-_-:-:--!./_ _ _-=-:---L-I--:;--_

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Undecided

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Comments:

13.

I communicated more than I had at any previous time with my
fellow building teachers in the strike process

Before:

L

Strongly
Agree
During:

L

Strongly
Agree
After:

1

Strongly
Agree
Comments:

L

Agree

L

L

Undecided

L

L

Disagree

L

Agree

Undecided

Disagree

I
Agree

I
Undecided

Disagree

1

L

Strongly
Disagree

L

Strongly
Disagree

1

Strongly
Disagree
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14.

I communicated with my fellow teachers and felt I was sharing
some important viewpoints with them concerning the strike process

Before:

I
Strongly
Agree

I
Agree

I
Undecided

I
Disagree

I
Strongly
Disagree

During:

I
Strongly
Agree

I
Agree

I
Undecided

I
Disagree

I
Strongly
Disagree

After:

I
Strongly
Agree

I
Agree

I
Undecided

I
Disagree

I
Strongly
Disagree

Comments:

15.

I felt that the school board challenged our personal dignity and
worth as teachers

Before:

L

Strongly
Agree
During:

After:

Comments:

L

L

Agree

L

L

Undecided

L

L

Disagree

L

L

Strongly
Disagree

L

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Undecided

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

I
Strongly
Agree

Agree

L

I
Undecided

I
Disagree

I
Strongly
Disagree

2-95

16.

I believe the only way to deal with administrative board and
groups who do not value us as teachers is to draw together and
take action in association with each other

Before:

/
Strongly
Agree

/
Agree

/
Undecided

/
Disagree

/
Strongly
Disagree

During:

/
Strongly
Agree

/
Agree

/
Undecided

/
Disagree

/
Strongly
Disagree

After:

/
Strongly
Agree

/
Agree

/
Undecided

/
Disagree

/
Strongly
Disagree

Comments:

17 .

I was acquainted with TEA (association) 1eaders

Before:

l

Strongly
Agree
During:

After:

Comments:

L

l

Agree

l

Strongly
Agree

Agree

/
Strongly
Agree

Agree

l

l

Undecided

l

l

Disagree

l

l

Strongly
Disagree

l

Undecided

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

/
Undecided

/
Disagree

/
Strongly
Disagree
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18.

I looked to the TEA for leadership in the strike process

Before:

During:

After:

/
Strongly
Agree

Agree

L

/
Undecided

/
Disagree

/
Strongly
Disagree

/
Strongly
Agree

/
Agree

/
Undecided

Disagree

L

/
Strongly
Disagree

/
Undecided

/
Disagree

/
Strongly
Agree

I

I

Agree

L

Strongly
Disagree

Comments:

19.

I depended on teacher friends in my building (and possibly other
buildings) to help me make sense of the strike process

Before:

L

Strongly
Agree
During:

After:

Comments:

L

L

Agree

L

L

Undecided

L

L

Disagree

L

L

Strongly
Disagree

L

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Undecided

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

I
Strongly
Agree

Agree

L

I
Undecided

I
Disagree

I
Strongly
Disagree
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20.

I relied only on myself to make sense of the strike process
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